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ABSTRACT
The wide diffusion of cheap, small, and portable sensors integrated
in an unprecedented large variety of devices and the availability of
almost ubiquitous Internet connectivity make it possible to collect an
unprecedented amount of real time information about the environ-
ment we live in. These data streams, if properly and timely analyzed,
can be exploited to build new intelligent and pervasive services that
have the potential of improving people’s quality of life in a variety of
cross concerning domains such as entertainment, health-care, or en-
ergy management. The large heterogeneity of application domains,
however, calls for a middleware-level infrastructure that can effec-
tively support their different quality requirements.
In this thesis we study the challenges related to the provisioning of
differentiated quality-of-service (QoS) during the processing of data
streams produced in pervasive environments. We analyze the trade-
offs between guaranteed quality, cost, and scalability in streams dis-
tribution and processing by surveying existing state-of-the-art solu-
tions and identifying and exploring their weaknesses. We propose an
original model for QoS-centric distributed stream processing in data
centers and we present Quasit, its prototype implementation offering
a scalable and extensible platform that can be used by researchers
to implement and validate novel QoS-enforcement mechanisms. To
support our study, we also explore an original class of weaker qual-
ity guarantees that can reduce costs when application semantics do
not require strict quality enforcement. We validate the effectiveness
of this idea in a practical use-case scenario that investigates partial
fault-tolerance policies in stream processing by performing a large
experimental study on the prototype of our novel LAAR dynamic repli-
cation technique.
Our modeling, prototyping, and experimental work demonstrates
that, by providing data distribution and processing middleware with
application-level knowledge of the different quality requirements as-
sociated to different pervasive data flows, it is possible to improve
system scalability while reducing costs.
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1 INTRODUCT ION
The deep integration of computing systems into everyday life has
been envisioned long ago [1], but it is only in the last years that perva-
sive technologies are assuming a prominent and growingly important
role in our society. The reasons behind this phenomenon are mani-
fold, and have to be sought in the convergence of many advances in
computing technologies and simultaneous favorable social factors.
One of the driving socio-technical motivations can be identified
in the wide availability of cheap, small, and portable computing de-
vices integrated with rich sensing capabilities and heterogeneous net-
work interfaces. Tablet computers, smartphones, or smart watches are
very well known examples, and their diffusion can give a quite pre-
cise idea of the deep penetration of such devices in our society. All
these objects, even those considered to be “low-end”, are normally
equipped with a surprisingly large number of sensors, such as micro-
phones, cameras, accelerometers, gyroscopes, GPS receivers, or light
and proximity sensors [2]. Besides these personal devices, stationary
or mobile sensor nodes are often deployed and largely used into other
common environments such as vehicular networks [3, 4], utility grids
[5, 6], healthcare [7], education [8], or environmental monitoring [9].
At the same time, also thanks to ubiquitous high-speed Internet ac-
cess, people is changing their way of using the Web and, from being
simple consumers, they have become active producers of informa-
tion [10]. New user-generated content is now continuously created
and published on blogs, social networks, or multimedia sharing plat-
forms, and movements like citizen journalism are becoming increas-
ingly popular [11].
This incredible amount of digital information, practically a constant
live coverage about our physical and social environment, provides an
unmatched opportunity to build new services seamlessly integrated
into the physical world fabric and supporting people in their daily
actions, with the potential for improving their quality of life by en-
hancing cross-concerning areas such as healthcare, transportation, de-
cision making, and energy management. Smart pervasive services can
use the continuous streams of data from the cyber-physical world to
give valuable real time insights about what is happening around us;
more interestingly, they can exploit this information to act, in a sort
of self-corrective feedback loop, on the environment itself.
However, the availability of these big data streams alone is not
enough to implement smart and useful applications, because they
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are normally unstructured, highly redundant, and often reflect par-
tial and local views of real world events. Other fundamental steps are
to collect their content, route it through a scalable data distribution
infrastructure, and, most importantly, distill, from the raw data, con-
densed knowledge that can be more easily leveraged by pervasive
services. All this process is at the core of Smart Pervasive Environ-ments (SPEs), which represent the synthesis of ubiquitous sensing,
efficient data distribution, smart data analysis, and a possibly large
number of heterogeneous pervasive applications.
Yet, to build the infrastructure supporting SPEs can be a very hard
task because of the many technical challenges deriving from both
the characteristics of the input data streams and the unique process-
ing requirements of these scenarios. Scalability is the most obvious
one, with the extraordinary volume of data pushing traditional dis-
tribution and management infrastructures to their limits. Addition-
ally, data analysis must often satisfy near real time requirements and
results must be promptly produced in response to new data being
pushed from their sources, since significant delays can reduce or inval-
idate the usefulness of the processing efforts. The number of possi-
ble data sources and their sparse geographical distribution represent
other obstacles to overcome, calling for cost-effective mechanisms for
efficient data collection and distribution. Furthermore, the large het-
erogeneity of data sources puts additional requirements on the analy-
sis process, which needs to adaptively deal with different representa-
tion formats, non-uniform data semantics, and with missing, incom-
plete, or erroneous values. Finally, the possibly many SPE applications
can have highly differentiated goals, with consequently different re-
quirements that must be properly taken into account at both data
streams distribution and processing levels.
The ability to understand and exploit these requirements by offer-
ing differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) to different applications
is a fundamental feature for SPE-supporting platforms. QoS describes
the expected infrastructure behavior with respect to a set of perfor-
mance metrics, called QoS properties. Data delivery guarantees, la-
tency, throughput, priorities, or processing accuracy are common ex-
amples. Whichever aspect they regulate, the enforcement of quality
requirements always translates to the presence of mechanisms that
control, either statically or dynamically, the allocation of distributed
networking and computational resources to different tasks so that
the promised performance goals are met at runtime. While desirable
in many telecommunications and computing scenarios, we are con-
vinced that QoS-awareness is an indispensable property for infrastruc-
tures supporting the vision of smart pervasive applications and ser-
vices. Using the available resources adaptively and according to the
actual needs of different applications, in fact, enables them to scale
to larger and larger scenarios while efficiently managing the related
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cost growth. Moreover, when resources are limited, as they almost
always are in real-world settings, the specification of quality require-
ments permits to assign the right priority to concurrent tasks. This is
particularly important, for example, when the rate of the processed
input streams changes in in ways that were not expected at applica-
tion deployment time: these situations, very common in our scenarios
where data is produced by external and uncontrolled sources, might
cause the resources available for data dissemination and analysis to
become suddenly insufficient to handle the whole input load, so it
is even more important to allocate them intelligently. For example,
think about a pervasive application managing emergency situations
compared to another one offering entertainment services: by under-
standing the different quality expectation of the two applications, the
platform would be able to offer prioritized service to the first and
most important one.
This thesis studies middleware-level infrastructures for real time
distribution and analysis of large data streams generated in pervasive
sensing scenarios. In particular, our focus is concentrated on their en-
hancement through QoS-based behavior, and on the design and imple-
mentation consequences of these extensions. We investigate the trade-
offs between guaranteed quality levels, scalability, and runtime costs
by reviewing previous state-of-the-art solutions, and by contributing
with our own proposal of a QoS centric distributed stream process-
ing system and of a novel fault-tolerance technique that optimizes
runtime costs according to application specific QoS requirements.
In the rest of this chapter, we expand our analysis of SPEs and intro-
duce a simple conceptual architecture that models infrastructures for
smart pervasive services (Section 1.1). We emphasize the possible ben-
efits that QoS-based behavior can provide at each architectural level
and present, in Section 1.2, an example scenario motivating our ideas.
Finally, in Section 1.3 we formulate the main research questions that
we try to answer in this dissertation, and, in Section 1.4, we conclude
the chapter by outlining the main contributions of our work and by
presenting the structure of the remainder of the thesis.
1.1 architecture
With the expression smart pervasive environment we refer to the col-
lection of hardware, software, and networking elements that sup-
port the execution of pervasive services. As described previously,
these services operate and act in the cyber-physical world in a self-
reinforcing sensing, processing, and actuation loop, which we repre-
sent through a simple conceptual model made of three main compo-
nents and shown in Figure 1.1. At the bottom level, the sensing and
actuation layer interfaces with the cyber-physical world; the data dis-
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Figure 1.1: An architecture for smart pervasive environments.
tribution layer is responsible of the efficient dissemination of data to
and from the sensing layer, while the top data analysis level performs
continuous processing of the data streams coming from the lower lay-
ers and produces results that can be translated to actions eventually
fed back downward to the physical world.
1.1.1 Sensing and actuation
Behind our vision of SPEs, there is the large availability of informa-
tion that describes, continuously and in real time, features and events
of the real world. With the expression “sensing data”, we refer gener-
ically to these data streams. In our scenario, we consider two main
types of sensing data sources, i.e., physical sensors and virtual sensors.
Physical sensors correspond to computing nodes equipped with
actual sensor devices and capable of measuring objective physical
quantities, such as temperature, light, mechanical vibration, magnetic
field magnitude, or concentration of air particulates. Normally, these
nodes have one or more network interfaces that are used to communi-
cate sensed data with very limited or no human intervention. Today,
physical sensors are ubiquitously deployed as fixed or mobile ad-hoc
environmental monitoring nodes, or integrated in other objects like
smartphones, cars, or even household appliances.
Virtual sensors encompass all the data sources that, while not mea-
suring real physical quantities directly, nonetheless provide informa-
tion about important real world aspects. Live social networks feeds
are a classic example of virtual sensors (they also have been called
social sensors [12]); other examples are RFID streams [13], phone call
records [14], or results of crowdsensing tasks [15].
At the other end of the SPE processing loop, there is the actuation
process. Once sensing data streams have been distributed, analyzed,
and their content have been used to take adaptive feed-back decisions,
these decisions must be applied on the physical world. The process
of actuation can be much more complex than the sensing process and
depends strictly on the specific application scenario. In the simplest
cases, it can be performed by using physical actuator devices, like
circuit breakers in a smart electrical grid [16], or automatic traffic
light controls in a road-network management system [17] (see also
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Section 1.2). However, other forms of more complex actuation are
also common: for example, data analysis steps can produce accurate
management plans that are then put in action by human operators
[18], or behavior recommendations displayed on users’ smartphones.
1.1.2 Data distribution
Modern sensor nodes are commonly equipped with richer and richer
processing capabilities. For instance, average smartphones have multi-
core general purpose processors and an amount of main memory in
the gigabyte range, allowing many filtering and pre-processing tasks
to be successfully performed in place. However, the view of the cyber
physical world that a single sensor device builds through its sensing
actions is local, partial, and can be highly imprecise due to sensing
errors. Furthermore, many data analysis methods (e.g., deep learning
algorithms [19]) can be still too demanding for the locally available
resources. For these reasons, to make good use of them, sensing data
must be routed from the sensing layer to destinations that have a
wider view of the global system status and a much greater amount
of computational resources. The role of the data distribution layer is
to move data efficiently from their sources to the data analysis layer,
and, once processing results are transformed in actuation tasks, route
them back to actuators in the lower-layer levels.
Building data distribution services is a very hard task, and we iden-
tify five main challenges in their realization. First, the conspicuous
volume of data produced and exchanged in SPEs can easily push
existing infrastructures to their limits, and the distribution service
must be also able to deal with possible shortage of network resources.
Second, the data production rate can be high and highly variable: it
is important that the real time requirements of the processing tasks
involving these data are taken into account in the data distribution
layer to avoid potential bottlenecks. Third, the exchanged data can be
highly variable not only in their content and semantics, but also in
their encoding. Given the high heterogeneity of the data distribution
network participants (i.e., sensor nodes, actuators, and data process-
ing sites), a big challenge is to provide interoperability despite data
variety. Fourth, the data distribution service must support many dif-
ferent and coexisting network access technologies, from high-speed
cabled interfaces to low-power and low-speed wireless ones. Fifth, it
must efficiently and elastically scale [20] to the geographical distribu-
tion of its participants, in order to enable the realization of SPEs at
neighborhood, city, or regional scale.
Our opinion is that a key to face these challenge is to allow deepQoS-based configuration of the distribution service. By offering dif-
ferentiated service levels to different participants and different data
flows, the data distribution layer can adapt to their specific require-
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ments and optimize the way possibly limited network resources are
allocated and used. For example, some data flows may be more tol-
erant to delays than others, thus allowing a more generous use of
network-level batching to optimize channel exploitation. Likewise,
data from sources producing highly redundant data streams can be
disseminated using lossy channels.
1.1.3 Data analysis
The last but essential layer of our conceptual architecture is the data
analysis level. Its role is to process the big data streams generated in
the sensing layer and received through the data distribution layer, and
produce always up-to-date results that reflect the high-level knowl-
edge extracted from their content. These results can be used either
directly to acquire a better understanding of the pervasive environ-
ment, or to produce commands sent back to the cyber-physical world
with the objective of modifying it according to application goals.
A common trend to face the challenge of processing this huge
amount of data is to leverage the computing power of commodity
computers inside data centers [21]: by using highly-parallel and fault-
tolerant software architectures, extremely complex processing tasks
can be performed while keeping costs reasonably limited. Running
intensive data processing operations in large data centers brings two
important benefits: from a performance point of view, data centers
represent the ideal environment for the implementation of highly par-
allel processing algorithms thanks the availability of very high-speed
cluster-local Local Area Networks (LANs); furthermore, management
costs can be significantly reduced thanks to extensive use of resource
virtualization [22] and workload consolidation [23] techniques. For
these reasons, frameworks that handle the complexities of parallel
processing on large clusters (e.g., [24–29]) have recently received enor-
mous attention and are currently used in many production scenarios.
Among them, the class of Distributed Stream Processing Systems(DSPSs) includes solutions that are specifically designed for the paral-
lel and scalable analysis of big data streams. In our SPE architecture,
data analysis services are modeled as stream processing applications
over sensing data that run on top of DSPSs hosted in large data centers
infrastructures. DSPSs, differently from other, batch-oriented, parallel
processing frameworks (a very popular example of this last category
being Apache Hadoop [30]), put the assumption of continuous input
at the core of their design and implementation principles, and model
data analysis tasks as permanent queries on these transient data [31].
Moreover, they usually optimize processing latency rather than pure
data throughput, making their model particularly attractive for the
real time data analysis scenarios of smart pervasive services.
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Figure 1.2: Traffic management system data flow.
Like for the data distribution services, we believe that to recognize
the different quality requirements of different processing tasks in the
data analysis layer can be extremely important to implement cost-
effective and scalable SPEs. These tasks, in fact, normally run concur-
rently on a shared data-center infrastructure and they should be exe-
cuted according to intelligent resource allocation policies that reflect
their specific goals and consequent priorities. For example, tasks re-
quiring bounded processing latency, such as those related to the mon-
itoring of health parameters in smart tele-care services [32], should
receive a guaranteed allocation of CPU time, memory, and network-
ing resources, also at the expenses, if necessary, of less time-sensitive
services, like, for example, pollution monitoring [33]. When resource
allocation is made even more difficult by dynamically changing input
load — a typical case in distributed stream processing —, knowledge
about application-level QoS requirements can be a valuable informa-
tion that dynamic schedulers can exploit to adapt to new conditions.
1.2 example scenario
There are countless possible ways in which the large data streams
from the sensing layer in a smart environment can be exploited to
build useful pervasive services. In this section, we present a simple
example that describes the architecture of a smart Traffic Manage-ment System (TMS) within an SPE architecture.
The high level goal of this system is to optimize the management
of the public road network in a smart city through real time anal-
ysis of cars periodical position reports. By using vehicle-to-vehicle
and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications [4], cars continuously
exchange encrypted packets containing detailed information about
their route and, when they pass by wireless data collection points
installed in highly trafficked junctions, they relay the collected pack-
ets to the data distribution infrastructure. In their turn, the collection
points route this information to a data center-hosted stream process-
ing application, that processes it in order to build a global view of the
current road network status with the goal of realizing the core TMS
functionalities. As shown in Figure 1.2, the TMS implements three
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main high-level services:
• Traffic flow control. By analyzing short term and long term vari-
ations in car speeds along different roads, the system adapts
the traffic lights timings according to the current road network
conditions.
• Management of road emergencies. In case of accidents, the vehi-
cles involved and other cars nearby immediately start sending
messages about the event to on-road collection points, which
relay them to the data center application. By analyzing these
messages, the TMS detects the emergency condition, notifies the
appropriate emergency service (e.g., ambulances), and tries to
adapt the traffic flow accordingly, for example, by suggesting
drivers to take alternative paths (see next point).
• Real-time navigation. Cars traveling in the city can query the TMS
for advanced navigation services. The system will answer by
providing an always up-to-date route that takes into account
road load conditions and possible emergency situations.
The three TMS tasks, although based on the same input data streams,
have very different quality requirements. For example, the traffic light
timers must be promptly and quickly adapted to new road load con-
ditions, meaning that the related processing actions should be per-
formed with bounded latency. Similarly, processing of emergency no-
tifications should be performed within deterministic time limits, in
order to allow immediate rescue actions to take place. For the same
reason, the management of all the emergency situations must take pri-
ority over other computations; this is especially useful during periods
of high traffic load when the available network and computational
resources might not be sufficient to satisfy all the application flows.
Accident notification messages should be transferred and processed
reliably because the consequences of information loss can be very se-
vere. On the other hand, the analysis of vehicles’ position and speed
to determine road load conditions can be performed best-effort: the
related processing tasks can be executed with lower priority; in addi-
tion, data loss can be largely tolerated in this case, given the implicit
spatial and temporal information redundancy in the corresponding
data streams.
This simple but, we believe, very representative example, shows
how important can be for SPE data distribution and stream process-
ing infrastructures to provide a rich and native support for differenti-
ated QoS. By using this type of support, developers can focus their at-
tention on application-level modeling and implementation problems,
while delegating the realization of complex quality enforcing mecha-
nisms to the underlying platforms.
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1.3 research questions and methodology
In this work, we investigate design and implementation issues related
to the enforcement of differentiated QoS in SPE middleware infrastruc-
tures based on the architecture presented previously in this chapter.
The two main research questions that motivate our work are:
• What is the role of quality and quality requirements in SPE en-
vironments and how can we model them? What QoS policies
should SPEs middleware support and what are the related de-
sign and implementation issues? Can we organize these policies
into useful taxonomies to help build future large scale SPEs?
• Can we exploit rich knowledge of application-level quality re-
quirements to optimize SPE infrastructures? In particular, is it
possible to leverage this information to improve scalability and
reduce platform runtime costs?
In this dissertation, we throughly analyze and discuss these ques-
tions with an engineering-oriented perspective. Starting from deep
technical analyses of existing and state-of-the-art contributions from
industry and academia, we build simple and practical models of QoS-
aware data streams distribution and processing and draw general and
reusable principles for the design and implementation of future QoS-
aware systems. We validate our ideas by building prototypes of sys-
tems, techniques, and algorithms and by evaluating them through ex-
tensive experimental campaigns on small to large scale distributed
deployments of realistic application scenarios. We do not use any
simulation-based validation method: although they can often provide
quick feedback about the effectiveness of new complex solution ap-
proaches, we have preferred to base our conclusions on direct and on-
the-field performance measurements of real system prototypes, since
we believe that the complexities involved in SPE scenarios are very
difficult to capture in discrete simulations. Demonstrating its claims
with this type of validation methodology, the thesis proposes our an-
swers to the above research questions through several contributions,
briefly introduced in the next section.
1.4 thesis contributions and outline
In this thesis, we study the technical challenges behind the realization
of scalable and cost-effective Smart Pervasive Environments (SPEs),
i.e., computing environments that integrate ubiquitous sensing, large
scale data distribution, and parallel stream processing to build a new
class of services that can improve people’s quality of life by acting on
the physical world based on real time analysis of sensing data.
In particular, we focus on the middleware-level infrastructure sup-
porting the analysis of big sensing data streams, corresponding to the
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data distribution and stream processing levels of the SPE architecture
presented previously in this chapter. The main claim of this thesis
is that streaming data distribution and processing can be improved
by supporting and exploiting a deep knowledge of the Quality ofService (QoS) required by different data flows and applications. We
support this claim by providing the following contributions:
• Chapter 2. We analyze the requirements of data distribution ser-
vices for SPEs and identify in the Publish/Subscribe (PUB/SUB)
communication model a promising solution to answer the strong
need of scalability, interoperability, and QoS-based configurabil-
ity coming from the considered scenarios. To support this claim,
we survey a selection of widespread PUB/SUB architectures and
emphasize the trade-offs between design choices, implementa-
tion details, scalability, and supported QoS levels.
• Chapter 3. Orthogonally to our study of data distribution ser-
vice architectures, we survey the state-of-the-art of DistributedStream Processing Systems (DSPSs) and investigate their abil-
ity to support differentiated QoS for data analysis tasks in SPEs.
This study leads to our conclusion that, in order to fully support
the requirements of future pervasive services, DSPSs should of-
fers comprehensive solutions for QoS-based data analysis.
• Chapter 4. We propose an original architecture for QoS-centricDSPSs, called Quasit, and present the lessons learned while de-
signing and implementing a working prototype of our ideas.
The goal of the architecture is to allow deep QoS-based cus-
tomization of every aspect of the stream processing platform,
and our prototype, freely available for download, aims at being
a shared platform that researchers can use to develop and vali-
date new QoS mechanisms for distributed stream processing.
• Chapter 5. We investigate the possibility to offer dynamically
flexible quality guarantees to stream processing applications
that can tolerate them, in order to adapt platform runtime costs
to their exact requirements. We do so by proposing LAAR, an
original fault-tolerance technique for DSPSs that supports the
specification and runtime enforcement of customizable consis-
tency levels. Through a thorough experimental evaluation on
a large distributed stream processing deployment, we demon-
strate the effectiveness of our proposal.
The thesis is concluded by Chapter 6, where we summarize the
most important findings of our work and highlight interesting and
still open research directions.
2 QUAL I TY OF SERV ICE INPUB /SUB DATA D ISTR IBUT ION
The unprecedented amount of data generated in SPEs needs to be
effectively distributed before it can be processed, analyzed, and used
to build useful applications. We identify three major requirements for
data distribution in SPEs.
1. Interoperability.
2. Scalability.
3. QoS-based configurability.
In a highly heterogeneous environment, where sources and destina-
tions with different hardware capabilities and running different soft-
ware stacks produce and consume information, interoperability plays a
fundamental role. It enables composition of information and services,
encouraging the emergence of reusable components, thus improving
the offered services and reducing their cost. Scalability is probably
one of the most important technical properties to achieve in order
to build the large SPEs envisioned in the previous chapter. The cost
of running and managing the data distribution infrastructure should
increase in a graceful and controlled way as more entities join the
system (participants scalability), as the systems expands over larger ge-
ographical areas (geographical scalability), and as the volume of the
data exchanged grows (data scalability). We believe that the key to
achieve scalability lays in the possibility to customize the data dis-
tribution service with detailed QoS-related configurations. If properly
leveraged, QoS-based configurability lets services adapt their protocols
to the specific requirements of different scenarios and avoids to use-
lessly over provision resources that are not strictly needed to satisfy
the overall application quality requirements.
The Publish/Subscribe (PUB/SUB) messaging pattern is widely rec-
ognized as an important solution to address many of the require-
ments of flexibility posed by highly distributed systems. In PUB/SUB
systems, communications between parties are decoupled in space,
time, and synchronization [34]. Decoupling is a fundamental prop-
erty to implement truly scalable systems: space decoupling means
that two parties do not need to know each other to exchange informa-
tion; time decoupling removes the requirements of parties being on
line and active at the same time, while asynchronicity avoids block-
ing operations on both producing and consuming endpoints, thus
promoting a reactive style of interactions [35] that favors scalability.
Moreover, PUB/SUB systems have been used often and successfully as
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message buses bridging the functionalities of heterogeneous compo-
nents [36–39] thanks to a communication paradigm that has essen-
tially the advantages of message-based decoupling and to the adop-
tion of open protocols and data representations.
Among the three requirements of scalability, interoperability andQoS-based configurability stated before, the latter is the one that, at
least apparently, fits the PUB/SUB model less naturally. In fact, guar-
anteed behaviour has been more often associated to multimedia sys-
tems [40] or to synchronous and point-to-point messaging solutions
like Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [41] or Web Services [42, 43]
rather than asynchronous, many-to-many ones such as PUB/SUB ar-
chitectures. In addition, scalable limited overhead and deterministic
quality are, in many cases, contrasting requirements from the point
of view of design/implementation choices: this is especially true in
wide area network deployments, where the satisfaction of these re-
quirements is made even more challenging by the difficulty to esti-
mate and predict network performance at runtime. Nonetheless, in
the last decade, several works [20, 44–48] have analyzed and investi-
gated mechanisms and techniques for the design/implementation of
scalable PUB/SUB middleware, and many solutions emerged for their
ability to satisfy more or less strict quality requirements in highly
different application scenarios [49]. The experience made with the
development and deployment of these systems has given relevant in-
formation on how design/implementation choices can impact on the
ability of PUB/SUB middleware to offer different QoS-related perfor-
mance at runtime.
In this chapter we support the claim that the PUB/SUB model of in-
teraction is the most suitable to satisfy the data distribution require-
ments of interoperability, scalability, and quality of SPEs. To this pur-
pose, we present a simple and original model for the classification ofPUB/SUB systems that considers both functional and non-functional
aspects of data interactions, and we survey a selection of widespreadPUB/SUB systems from both academia and industry in order to shed
light on the adopted trade-offs between design choices, implementa-
tion details, scalability, and QoS levels. We finally identify the current
issues and limitations of PUB/SUB supports, and we propose direc-
tions of investigation for building new systems capable of properly
balancing the design and performance trade-offs depending on the
target deployment scenarios.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We start by an-
alyzing the previous literature that, like us, has attempted to un-
derstand the trade-offs in the implementation of quality-related be-
havior in PUB/SUB infrastructures (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2, we
present our model for PUB/SUB data dissemination that can also de-
scribe QoS-aware interactions, and we propose a classification of com-
mon PUB/SUB QoS properties that captures their common character-
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istics and concerns. A survey of a selection of PUB/SUB systems that
emerged for their original support of QoS properties is presented in
Section 2.3, followed by a comparative discussion in Section 2.4. Fi-
nally, in Section 2.5, we define a set of guidelines for future research
in QoS-aware data distribution, and, in Section 2.6, we summarize and
conclude the chapter.
2.1 positioning our contribution
A conspicuous amount of work has been done in the research field
of distributed PUB/SUB systems and middleware in the last 15 years,
demonstrating the widespread interest in the topic. In this section we
position the surveying work we perform in this chapter by analyzing
previous contributions that either give a conceptual grounding to the
ideas that we use and develop here, or that are close to our proposal
of PUB/SUB modeling and classification.
In their popular and seminal article, Eugster et al. [34] make a thor-
ough comparison of various distributed communication models, and
single out the identifying characteristic of the PUB/SUB paradigm. The
paper proposes a basic and widely accepted taxonomy of PUB/SUB
systems, which classifies them according to their subscription model.
The authors also define some basic QoS properties, but very little
space is dedicated to the description of design/implementation trade-
offs related to the defined parameters.
Baldoni et al. [45] analyze different PUB/SUB solutions under two
orthogonal perspectives that they call subscription model and architec-
tural model. The article also dedicates a section to one specific quality
aspect, i.e., reliability, but it does not cope with many other important
quality concerns that we believe of primary importance in PUB/SUB
data distribution, such as delivery latency, persistence, or ordering.
A detailed survey of routing algorithms for PUB/SUB communica-
tion can be found in [46] and [50]; in particular, the two papers focus
on the sub-field of content-based routing. Although QoS related issues
are out of the scope of those articles, their contribution is significant
to our work because they perform a detailed discussion of design/im-
plementation details specifically associated with content-based event
routing techniques, which were helpful to better understand specific
facets of different technical solutions.
In their book chapter, Corsaro et al. [51] directly face the problem ofQoS in PUB/SUB middleware: the authors review the requirements and
the semantics of three important categories of QoS parameters, i.e., reli-
ability, timeliness, and security & trust. A careful analysis is performed
to illustrate how two important standards for industrial messaging
systems support the aforementioned parameters. Compared to ours,
that work differs in two main directions. First, our survey is signifi-
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cantly more comprehensive in the variety of solutions discussed, in
particular about PUB/SUB contributions from academia. Second, this
chapter has a much stronger focus on proposing guidelines that help
to properly understand and improve the quality/complexity trade-
offs existing in current state-of-the-art solutions.
Behnel et al. [52] identify and define a set of meaningful QoS poli-
cies for PUB/SUB systems and group them in two macro groups, i.e.,
quality at global infrastructure level and quality at notification/subscrip-
tion level. While that work is successful in building a common dictio-
nary and in defining the semantics of many QoS properties commonly
available in PUB/SUB systems, it does not investigate how these prop-
erties can be effectively achieved in wide-scale PUB/SUB systems with
different design/implementation trade-offs, as we aim at doing.
The paper by Mahambre et al. [49] is probably the most similar to
the work in this chapter in terms of goals. It surveys state-of-the-artPUB/SUB systems by focusing on their support to different QoS classes.
Conversely to [51], the article focuses on solutions coming from the
academia and omits to compare significant industrial ones. More im-
portantly, the paper differs from our work in the fact that its primary
objective is to give a high-level architectural and conceptual model
for PUB/SUB systems that support QoS, rather than to deeply identify
technical issues and the associated spectrum of solution guidelines,
with technical advantages and weaknesses, for the implementation of
scalable and QoS-enabled PUB/SUB systems.
2.2 model
In this section we present a unified model for PUB/SUB systems that
captures, at the same time, their functional aspects, i.e., the set of
features that relate directly to data distribution, and the properties
connected to QoS-based configurability, i.e., their non functional as-
pects. Our proposal, which takes into account previous PUB/SUB mod-
els but originally extends them for what concerns QoS representation,
is centered on the concept of notification space, an abstract geometri-
cal space that we use to represent PUB/SUB distribution actions and
requirements. We relevantly modify and extend the model already in-
troduced by [46] in two main directions. First, we augment the space
dimensions with the concept of time, which lets us model dynamic
and evolving aspects of data distribution more naturally. Secondly,
we present a concise and coherent model of how PUB/SUB actors can
offer/request QoS levels in data delivery and how these offers/re-
quests can be effectively matched by the PUB/SUB system.
The presentation is organized as follows. First, in Section 2.2.1, we
overview our notification space model and use it to describe the be-
havior of PUB/SUB middleware at a high abstraction level. Soon after,
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we introduce two commonly accepted taxonomies for PUB/SUB sys-
tems: later in this chapter, we show that the positioning within these
two taxonomies affects many relevant PUB/SUB design/implementa-
tion choices and, in particular, the ability to offer QoS-enabled and
scalable data distribution. Finally, in Section 2.2.2 we extend the noti-
fication space model by supporting QoS requests and offers.
2.2.1 Basic model
A PUB/SUB middleware is a distributed platform that allows its par-
ticipants to exchange information with each other in the form of data
samples (or simply, samples). A participant enters information in the
system by publishing and expresses its data interests by means of sub-
scriptions. The middleware delivers samples to subscribers according to
their subscriptions. A sample e is a set of key-value pairs, whose mean-
ing is generally application-dependent. Without loss of generality, we
assume key and values to be arbitrary strings of finite length.
The notification space is an m-dimensional space (m > k+ 1). A
point in the space is called notification and describes the publication
of a sample. The first k dimensions correspond to the k sample keys,
while the (k+ 1)th dimension models the time when the publication
has occurred1. The remaining (m − k − 1) dimensions are optional;
they can be used to model behavioral extensions such as possible
non-functional aspects of sample publication. As a relevant example,
an additional dimension could be used to model the geographical co-
ordinates of a publisher, and thus could enable subscription filtering
based on physical proximity. In Section 2.2.2, we use these dimen-
sions to extend the model and represent QoS based interactions.
When a participant publishes a sample, a notification n is created
and represented as a point in the space whose coordinates correspond
to the sample values. In order to subscribe, participants select sub-
spaces of interest within the notification space with subscription filters,
i.e., boolean function expressing constraints over the k dimensions.
Whenever e is published, the system dispatches it to a set of partic-
ipants P that have specified a subscription filter σp matching the sam-
ple. A filter is said to match a sample when the corresponding notifi-
cation belongs to the subspace identified by the filter. Any consistent
implementation of PUB/SUB middleware guarantees that subscribers
receive only samples that match at least one of their subscription fil-
ters. Let us point out that, for several design/implementation reasons,
in many systems it is not necessarily true that a participant receives
all the samples matching its subscriptions. Figure 2.1 schematically
shows a possible PUB/SUB interaction, where circles represent partici-
1 To simplify the discussion, our model assumes the existence of a global clock, but
such a clock is used only for modeling purposes and does not have to be available
(usually it is not) in PUB/SUB implementations.
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Figure 2.1: P2, P4, and P5 subscribe with subscription filters σ1, σ2, and σ3;
P1 and P3 publish samples e1 and e2 that the system delivers
to subscribers. The side table describes the represented subscrip-
tions and samples.
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Figure 2.2: Representation of a three-dimensional notification space. On the
left a projection of the space on two dimensions (k1 and k2); on
the right a view of the same space projected on k2 and the time
dimension t.
pants, and arrows represent actions. Figure 2.2 pictures a similar sit-
uation in the notification space.
A publisher can optionally declare its publishing intents and de-
scribe beforehand the type of samples it will produce through adver-
tise actions. An advertisement includes an advertisement filter that,
similarly to subscription filters, is a boolean function over the func-
tional and non-functional dimensions of the notification space, and
it identifies the subspace where the notifications generated by the
publisher samples will fall. Advertisements are a very valuable mech-
anism to provide PUB/SUB middleware with additional knowledge
about the samples that will be generated in the future. This knowl-
edge could be used, for example, to support discovery services or to
optimize data routing and matching. Most importantly for the spe-
cific goals of our survey, the advertisement mechanism can be lever-
aged as a building block for modeling advanced interactions between
participants, such as QoS requests and offers.PUB/SUB systems have often been classified according to two alter-
native taxonomies: the first, model-level, taxonomy organizes systems
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Figure 2.3: Two common taxonomies of PUB/SUB systems. (a) Classification
according to the subscription model (the dashed arrow empha-
sizes the fact that the topic-based model can be seen as special-
ization of the content-based). (b) Classification based on sample
routing topology.
according to the way subscribers express their subscriptions (i.e., their
subscription model) [34, 49, 51], while the second, architectural-level,
taxonomy classifies them based on their distributed deployment (i.e.,
their routing topology) [45, 46]. The two taxonomies are complemen-
tary to understand the characteristics of a PUB/SUB system: while the
first has a direct impact on the high-level interface of the middleware,
the second is useful to correlate these features to lower level and im-
plementation details.
The subscription model taxonomy (Figure 2.3a) organizes systems in
two main classes2:
• Topic-based. In topic-based (sometimes also called subject-based)PUB/SUB middleware, one of the sample key-value pairs, called
topic, is given a special meaning and subscribers specify their
interests by providing an equality predicate on the topic value.
• Content-based. In content-based PUB/SUB, subscribers can create
complex predicates using all the samples fields or only part of
them (in the last case they are also referred to as header-based).
Topic-based PUB/SUB systems are very diffused in both industry [62–
64] and academia [65–68] mainly because of their simplicity; by in-
troducing topics, PUB/SUB systems partition subscribers into groups,
each associated to a topic, and including all and only the participants
who have subscribed to it. For this reason, the efficient routing of
topic-based samples is equivalent to the well-known problem of mul-
ticast messages distribution [69]. In contrast, content-based subscrip-
tions (e.g., [57, 58, 60, 61, 70]) give participants more flexibility, but
can complicate PUB/SUB matching and routing functions [71].
The routing topology taxonomy, instead, identifies three main system
organization alternatives, as shown in Figure 2.3b.
2 In the literature other classes have been identified, e.g., type-based [53–56], or context-
aware [57–61] systems. Here we omit them because they can be easily mapped on
the content-based model, and because their specific peculiarities do not have direct
relations with the implementation of quality-aware behavior.
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• Centralized Broker. In centralized PUB/SUB systems, a conceptu-
ally central entity, called broker, stores and manages all the sub-
scriptions and acts as the unique data dispatching component.
• Overlay of Brokers. The system is organized as a network of peer
brokers, i.e., infrastructure nodes realizing the PUB/SUB func-
tions. With this organization, participants connect to one broker
that acts as their proxy to the middleware; sample matching and
routing are performed in terms of distributed algorithms over
the broker network, potentially improving system scalability.
• Peer to Peer. Differently from the overlay of brokers network or-
ganization, where, even though brokers themselves constitute
a Peer to Peer (P2P) network, the interactions between bro-
kers and participants follow a client/server model, in fully dis-
tributed peer-to-peer architectures, there are no intermediary
nodes between participants and samples flow directly from pub-
lishers to subscribers. All the matching and routing responsibil-
ities are carried on by participants themselves.
Centralized architectures, such as [67] or [72], do not scale well
when either the number of participants or the publication rate signifi-
cantly grow since the broker server has to keep (at least partial) state
for all its clients and has to process and route all samples. Notwith-
standing that, one central entity with global knowledge of the PUB/SUB
network allows easier administration of the available resources and,
hence, a simpler implementation of QoS properties.
Topologies based on overlay of brokers [57, 58, 73, 74] enable, in
general, improved scalability because the responsibility of matching
and routing decisions is spread across the overlay nodes [75]. The
presence of a distributed infrastructure allows to leverage geographic
and semantic proximity of nodes to optimize routing paths or to im-
plement in-network filtering of samples [56, 58] at the expense of
increased complexity in system management and of worse dissemi-
nation latency caused by the overhead of middleware-level routing.P2P topologies [55, 76, 77] are best suited for the dissemination
of samples between a limited number of participants and in a small
scale geographical deployment. They potentially guarantee small la-
tencies and high throughput given the absence of intermediate hops
and thanks to the exploitation of techniques leveraging the co-locality
of participants, such as multicast-based message dissemination.
2.2.2 QoS-aware model
The basic notification space model presented in the previous section
was intentionally used to represent only the functional features com-
monly offered by PUB/SUB systems. However, in many application
scenarios it can be important to have visibility and control over more
implementation-related system details, i.e., its non-functional aspects.
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Figure 2.4: QoS specifications configure non-functional properties. By set-
tings what properties are configurable, designers control the
level of abstraction offered.
Let us emphasize that functional and non-functional behavior are cor-
related: choices taken at one level impose constraints or at least guide
design/implementation decisions at the other.
This relation is often so strong that it becomes very difficult to draw
a line to perfectly separate features of real systems into two different
categories. Consider, for instance, delivery reliability. Under one per-
spective, it could be considered a functional aspect because it alters
the semantics of how information is delivered to participants (receive
all the samples of interest rather than just a subset of them); from
a different point of view, instead, reliability could be seen more as
an implementation-related feature that sometimes participants could
even be unaware of. We believe that this is the natural consequence
of different application scenarios having very different requirements
and thus needing diverse levels of visibility and control over the com-
munication process. For this reason, we see the features offered byPUB/SUB middleware better organized as a continuum of levels of in-
creasing abstraction: at the top there are features that are part of the
operational semantics; the bottom level includes design/implementa-
tion details, sometimes platform-dependent, that strongly affect the
performance results achievable.
In this vision, a central role is played by QoS specifications and their
emerging visibility. Different specifications can be used to tune, with
different granularity, configuration details that permit to achieve the
desired level of quality. By using QoS specifications, users are willing
to sacrifice transparency from implementation-oriented details (and
the accompanying ease of use) to have a deeper control of the mecha-
nisms that realize abstract services in return. PUB/SUB systems design-
ers, by choosing the set of QoS properties to expose, decide the set of
low-level configuration aspects exposed to their users, practically set-
ting the maximum visibility they have on middleware non-functional
features. Figure 2.4 summarizes this concept; for the sake of repre-
sentation clarity, in the figure, we have grouped PUB/SUB properties
in three groups; the semi-functional level collects system properties
that represent intermediate abstractions between full visibility of im-
plementation details, the lowest level, and “pure” PUB/SUB semantics,
the highest one.
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In QoS-based services, the involved parties usually perform a qual-
ity agreement process to determine the service level to be provisioned
at runtime [78]. This process, in the context of PUB/SUB systems, has
been modeled through a Offer – Request (O-R) pattern in the past
[49, 63], according to which publishers offer a set of supported qual-
ity properties, and subscribers choose the desired service level among
these possibilities. We claim that this basic agreement model misses to
properly emphasize the fundamental role of the middleware, which
must decide whether to dedicate resources, possibly distributed, toQoS provisioning and confirm its decision to clients; hence we ex-
plicitly refer to a generalized three-way Offer – Request – Confirm(O-R-C) agreement model in all the cases where middleware resource
management is critical in order to achieve the required quality.
To represent QoS agreements and enforcement in the proposed no-
tification space model, we exploit its optional non-functional dimen-
sions, that we call, in this context, QoS dimensions. In the notification
space, a QoS dimension qi is associated with a QoS property and its ad-
missible values represent possible values of the property. For instance,
if we consider delivery reliability, possible discrete values are best-effort
or reliable. The introduction of the QoS dimensions modifies the oper-
ations described in Section 2.2.1 as follows. Publish actions now allow
the publishing participant to specify QoS parameters that influence
the delivery of its generated samples. When publishing data, it can
specify a set of values for each QoS dimension; this will represent
its QoS offer. Note that, now, a publish action corresponds to multi-
ple points in the notification space. With subscribe actions, subscribers
can request a QoS-level for the delivery of samples belonging to the
subscribed space: this is achieved by extending subscriptions with
an additional filter made of equality constraints on the QoS dimen-
sions. Together with the subscription filter, these constraints identify
a subspace of the extended notification space. Advertise actions are
similarly modified and permit publishers to declare the QoS proper-
ties they intend to offer beforehand. Within this extended model, we
say that a sample matches a subscription if one of the notifications
generated by the sample publishing action fall within the subscrip-
tion subspace and — at the same time — if the middleware confirms
the QoS agreement.
In the following subsection, we survey and classify a selection ofQoS properties for PUB/SUB data delivery that we consider central forPUB/SUB middleware design/implementation choices. This selection
has a twofold rationale: on the one hand, we aim at representing
what is most commonly supported in state-of-the-art academic and
industrial PUB/SUB systems. On the other hand, we include also a fewQoS properties that, although uncommon in currently widespread so-
lutions, we believe will be central in the design of next generationPUB/SUB architectures.
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2.2.3 Classification of QoS properties
We propose a clean and simple three dimensional classification scheme
of QoS properties that emphasizes common features, trade-offs, and
design/implementation problems. The three dimensions look at QoS
properties each from a different perspective:
• Granularity. Is the property enforceable with the granularity of
a single publication, or does it make sense only considering
sequences of samples (i.e., flows)?
• Agreement mode. Does the QoS property require O-R-C agreements
or does it involve only the end parties (O-R)? In other words,
does the enforcement of the property require resources from
distributed components other than participants?
• Quality Domain. What aspect of the PUB/SUB functionality does
the property regulate?
The granularity dimension analyzes the scope of enforcement of aQoS property. Many QoS properties cannot be defined in the context
of an isolated sample. For instance, consider a subscriber that needs
to receive data at fixed intervals and wants to be sure that publisher
and middleware can satisfy its requirement: the concept of period
intrinsically relates to a sequence of samples and cannot be properly
applied to isolated ones. We identify two types of granularity:
• Sample Granularity.
• Flow Granularity.
The former includes QoS properties that are defined with respect to
the delivery of a single sample; the latter, instead, comprises the prop-
erties that only apply to temporal sequence of samples, or flows.
The agreement mode specifies which quality agreement process (O-R
or O-R-C) is required to establish and enforce the property at run-
time. Let us remark again that the most important difference between
properties agreed with or without middleware involvement is that
they may require additional resources from intermediary components
other than source and destination endpoints. It is easy to understand
that it is critical to accurately consider this difference during the de-
sign of quality-supporting mechanisms.
Finally but not less significantly, the quality domain dimension classi-
fies QoS properties according to the specific aspect of data distribution
they regulate. We further identify five groups within it:
• Delivery semantics.
• Time-related constraints.
• Persistence.
• Adaption indications.
• Security.
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Table 2.1: Three-dimensional taxonomy of PUB/SUB QoS properties. (LH:
Limited History; FH: Full History).
Sample Granularity Flow GranularityO-R O-R-C O-R O-R-CDelivery Reliabilitya Reliabilitya Ordering —
Uniquenessa UniquenessaTime Related Latency Lifespan — Periodicity
FreshnessPersistence Not Ack. (net.) Not Ack. (client) LH (net.) LH (client)
FH (net.) FH (client)Adaption Ind. — Priorities — Probabilistic
Security Confidentialitya Integritya — —
Confidentialitya Integritya
a The agreement model is implementation-specific (see the property description
for details).
The boundaries between these categories are sometimes weak, as QoS
properties are often closely related to each other; for instance, this
may occur because one property is a prerequisite of another, or be-
cause there is a trade-off between the two (e.g., ensuring one property
might hinder the enforcement of the other). Furthermore, it is some-
times difficult to strictly confine a cross-concerning QoS property in
only one group. In our presentation, we will stress situations where
categories are partially overlapping.
Table 2.1 summarizes the QoS properties surveyed in the remainder
of this section and their position within our simple three-level clas-
sification. For the sake of descriptive fluency, the following analysis
groups the properties based on their quality domain.
Delivery Semantics
This class groups QoS properties that determine the characteristics
(and related guarantees) of data delivery. Recalling Section 2.2.1, the
basic PUB/SUB delivery guarantee is the following: if a sample is deliv-
ered to a subscriber, then at least one of its subscriptions will match
the sample. We already emphasized that this means that a subscriber
is not guaranteed to receive all the data of interest: the PUB/SUB mid-
dleware has the only duty of routing an arbitrary set of samples to it,
ensuring that this set does not include non-matching samples. This is
an undesirable and oversimplified behavior in many scenarios. What
normally happens is that a PUB/SUB system tries to route all the sam-
ples with best-effort semantics. However, this is often insufficient for
applications that need always-deterministic behavior. In the follow-
ing of this subsection, we will discuss the QoS properties related to
the extension of the above basic guarantees.
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delivery reliability We identify as delivery reliability properties
the set of functions that try to ensure that every sample is delivered to all
the subscribers that have matching subscriptions. This property is called
liveness in [79, 80] and [51]. Liveness can be hindered by any kind
of failure, in and between PUB/SUB system components (e.g. network,
software, or hardware issues). In PUB/SUB implementations, replica-
tion of links, nodes, and messages is the well-known countermeasure
to deal with these fault situations. The most commonly adopted tech-
niques can be coarsely classified in two classes: probabilistic and de-
terministic. On the one hand, with probabilistic approaches (e.g., [81–
83]), multiple copies of samples are sent through redundant nodes
and links, increasing the chances that at least one copy arrives cor-
rectly at destination. On the other hand, with deterministic methods
(e.g., [64, 84–86]), acknowledgments are used to detect when mes-
sages are lost and to trigger retransmissions. In PUB/SUB systems that
route samples via an overlay of brokers, it might be also necessary to
reconfigure and repair the overlay topology when transient or perma-
nent failures of brokers occur [87–89]. Note that, when retransmission
is used, some forms of message buffering and/or persistence (see also
the following subsections) are needed at some point in order to make
the data to retransmit available. Reliability influences the delivery of
single samples (sample granularity), and may need the intervention of
intermediate components, for instance, for in-network buffering and
persistence [67, 80]. In such cases the agreement follows the O-R-C
pattern.
uniqueness With uniqueness, we identify the property that guar-
antees that subscribers receive samples no more than once. Several
reasons can lead to duplicate deliveries: for instance, it can happen
when data is routed through multiple paths for redundancy, or when
retransmissions occur due to elapsed timeouts or lost acknowledg-
ments. The simpler and probably most common approach is to de-
tect duplicates at the destination by attaching a unique identifier to
every sample and by having destination endpoints record the his-
tory of already received identifiers [55, 61]. Duplicate avoidance is
performed at single publication-level (sample granularity) and may
require resources from components other than publishers and sub-
scribers, for example, if duplicates detection is performed along rout-
ing paths [83].
The combination of duplicate avoidance and guaranteed delivery
can be used to single out three classes of delivery semantics. Tradi-
tionally, they have been used to describe the invocations in RemoteProcedure Call (RPC) or Remote Method Invocation (RMI) supports,
but their meaning is very easily extensible to the context of PUB/SUB.
They are:
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• At most once: duplicate samples are discarded, but data delivery
is not guaranteed.
• At least once: delivery of samples is reliable, but subscribers
could receive duplicate data.
• Exactly once: at-most-once and at-least-once semantics are satis-
fied at the same time.
ordering This property regulates the order in which subscribers
receive samples. In the literature, a classification very similar to the
one defined by Defago et al. [90] for ordered multicast is often used;
this is scarcely surprising because the one-to-many dissemination of
a sample can be modeled as a multicast message to all the subscribers
having matching subscriptions.
• No order: a subscriber receives samples in any order, regardless
of their publication time.
• Publisher order: if one publisher s publishes sample e1 before
e2, then every subscriber receiving both e1 and e2 will receive
them in their publishing order. This type of ordering is often
also referred to as First In, First Out (FIFO).
• Causal order: if the publication of a sample e1 happened before
the publication of e2 (according to the happened-before relation
defined in [91]), then every participant receiving both samples
will receive e1 before e2.
• Total order: Given any two samples e1 and e2, if the system de-
livers e1 before e2 to any subscriber, then all the subscribers
receiving both e1 and e2 will do that in the same order. Total
order does not imply causal or publisher order.
Ordering has flow granularity. Generally, the implementation of pub-
lisher order does not involve parties other than publishers and sub-
scribers (usually it is implemented leveraging publisher specific sam-
ple sequence numbers [55, 80]). However, implementing causal or to-
tal order may require additional resources possibly offered by thePUB/SUB middleware; thus, it usually requires a more expensive three-
way agreement.
Time-related constraints
Samples are often generated in response to real-world phenomena
that subscribers need to be informed about to perform proper reac-
tions. For instance, a sample could represent an alarm ringing or the
completion of a commercial transaction, or it could describe a pe-
riodic sensor reading. In this section we review the most relevant
time-related QoS properties that PUB/SUB middleware can implement.
delivery latency The latency property expresses an upper bound
on the time elapsed between sample production and delivery. If the
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middleware guarantees to deliver samples with latency τ (τ > 0), it
means that if a publisher p publishes a sample e at time tp, then
any subscriber s interested in e will receive it within the time in-
terval (tp, tp + τ]. This property generally applies to single samples
and requires the agreement of the PUB/SUB middleware to be granted
because it needs the availability (and possible pre-allocation) of suffi-
cient distributed resources [92].
lifespan Sometimes also referred to as Time To Live (TTL), the lifes-
pan property sets temporal frames of validity for samples. For in-
stance, in an e-commerce scenario, a store may be willing to publish
its commercial promotions, some of those having limited validity in
time: after the deadline, to deliver related samples would induce a
useless consumption of resources. A lifespan of l time units associ-
ated to a sample e means that if the sample is published at time t,
then, after time t+ l, the PUB/SUB middleware has the option to save
some resources and not deliver it anymore [55, 64]. It is important
to remark the difference between the latency and lifespan require-
ments: while the former expresses a hard constraint in terms of de-
livery delay, lifespan represents a publisher-side indication about the
application-level validity of some data. This information is typically
exploited to optimize the use of distributed resources. The property
granularity is single sample. It is specified by publishers and not sub-
ject to negotiation by subscribers. The agreement associated with this
property is always confirmed by the middleware because its enforce-
ment does not consume resources.
freshness While lifespan expresses a publisher-side application
requirement, freshness represents its subscriber-side counterpart. A
subscriber can use this property to specify that it does not want to
receive samples older than a time threshold f, where f is the value of
the freshness property. As the lifespan property, a freshness specifica-
tion can be useful to influence the PUB/SUB middleware decisions for
what concerns the usage of its routing resources [55, 64]. For this rea-
son, freshness requires a simple two-way agreement. Its granularity
is at the level of single sample.
periodicity In many scenarios, samples are generated periodically.
This is the case, for example, of a publisher associated to a sensor
making its readings available to interested destinations. The periodic-
ity parameter expresses the expectations of publishers and subscribers
with respect to the timing of periodic data. In particular, a publisher
can associate an advertisement (and hence the corresponding flow)
with a publishing period pp: in this way, it commits itself to publish
a new sample at most within pp time units after its last publication.
Conversely, a subscriber can request to receive new data at least once
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every pd seconds. Periodicity specifications can serve mainly for two
purposes. On the one hand, they can provide information about the
publication rate that the middleware can use for optimization pur-
poses. On the other hand, they can be used to save resources: in fact,
if the delivery period requested by a subscriber is significantly greater
than the publishing period, the system could decide not to dispatch
data that is not strictly necessary to satisfy the subscriber QoS require-
ments [55, 67]. Periodicity has flow granularity. If specified on the
subscriber side, it does not require any middleware resource to be en-
forced; on the contrary, depending on its implementation, publisher
side periodicity might require middleware confirmation to guarantee
that the required data rate is sustainable.
Persistence
An important parameter affecting the QoS of PUB/SUB systems is per-
sistence. A sample can be generated by a publisher, propagated to-
ward its subscribers, and removed by an intermediary node as soon
as it is routed toward the next hop. Although this is the cheapest so-
lution in terms of resource consumption, it may be undesirable some-
times. In fact, the persistence cross-cutting concern is crucial in sev-
eral scenarios: it may be necessary to realize delivery reliability throughAutomatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) mechanisms [93]; it may be used as
the basic mechanism to implement an history that participants are
allowed to browse [67], or it could be used to offer permanent subscrip-
tions that allow publishers to receive samples published while they
were off line [58, 64].
In defining persistence-related QoS properties, there are three main
concerns to take into account, which deal respectively with the per-
sistence mode, the persistent storage technique, and the distributed
architecture that realizes the storage.
persistence mode Depending on the goal of persistence, we iden-
tify three main persistence modes. With non-acknowledged only persis-
tence, samples are persisted until they are acknowledged by destina-
tion subscribers [64, 94]. This solution is mainly used for reliability
purposes. Differently, with limited history persistence, only the last r
samples generated by each publisher are persisted, where r is said to
be the history size [55, 67]. Finally, a full history approach aims at sav-
ing the complete history of samples [55]. This last mode may appear
equivalent to the limited history strategy when considering limited
storage space. However, the difference between the two categories
stands on a conceptual level: in limited history there is an explicit inten-
tion to preserve only recent history; full history persistence, instead,
aims at keeping as much data as resource availability allows.
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storage technique This property characterizes the persistence
services according to the storage techniques and supports used to
make data persistent. With in-memory storage, samples are kept in a
buffer allocated in main memory. If the storage node crashes, all the
data it was responsible for are lost. On the contrary, if a distributed
cache is used, persistence is obtained via main-memory storage repli-
cated across a set of nodes3. In this way, even though each process
keeps data in volatile memory, the storage as a whole is resilient to
data losses. Finally, samples can also be saved in stable storage, rela-
tional databases [95], or distributed non-relational systems [96].
storage architecture The storage architecture of a PUB/SUB sys-
tem determines how the storage solution is implemented on its dis-
tributed infrastructure. A fundamental decision is where to deploy
the persistence service and where to keep the persistent data. If data
are saved at the publisher side [55, 84, 85] the responsibility of re-
transmission or retrieval of old samples always involves the original
publisher, who must be on line to make its data available. Moreover,
the capacity of the persistent storage for a publisher is strongly cou-
pled to its resource availability. On the opposite, with subscriber side
persistence [84, 85, 97], samples are stored on the subscriber nodes.
This allows faster access to old data and relieves applications from
the duty of implementing their own storage. However, this solution
is not appropriate to implement middleware-driven retransmission
policies and persistent subscriptions. Finally, samples can be stored
in the network [58, 80, 97], i.e., data is persisted by the middleware
infrastructure of intermediate nodes so that no responsibility is given
to participants, which are free to connect and disconnect from the
system without compromising data availability. This is probably the
most common solution in industry-adopted architectures.
Limited or full history persistence are only applicable to flows,
while persisting only non-acknowledged data is meaningful with sin-
gle sample granularity as well. The agreement type strongly depends
on the implementation of the persistence strategy and in particular
on data placement: for instance, in-network persistence requires the
middleware to grant sufficient distributed storage resources; differ-
ently, if storing responsibility is held only by the end parties, the O-R
agreement is sufficient.
Adaption indication
Adaption indications are a special class of QoS properties that do
not influence low-level implementation mechanisms directly, but are
3 These nodes can be either be PUB/SUB participants, routing elements, or dedicated
components.
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rather high-level concise properties that guide the dynamically adap-
tive behavior of the PUB/SUB middleware infrastructure. These QoS
properties are used to let PUB/SUB administrators/deployers express
their requirements by means of simple and coarse-grained indications
and to let systems configure their inner mechanisms accordingly.
priorities In many systems, subscribers or publishers can specify
priorities for their data [55, 64, 95]. A priority specification is an inte-
ger value chosen from an arbitrary (and usually very limited) range
of possible values (e.g., ten priority levels). Thanks to priority spec-
ifications, the middleware can perform differentiated management
of samples based on their relative importance. Possible implemen-
tations of the priority idea in PUB/SUB systems can involve differen-
tiated routing queues for Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) algorithms
[98]. Another idea is to use priorities as hints to decide which samples
to sacrifice in case other QoS requirements (e.g., delivery latency) can
no longer be satisfied. Priorities have sample granularity, and, since
priorities represent hints rather than constraints, their enforcement
does not usually require an O-R-C agreement.
probabilistic specifications Probabilistic specifications can en-
hance the semantics of QoS properties by allowing to reformulate re-
quirements and offers in probabilistic rather than deterministic terms.
Consider, for instance, reliability or latency properties: in a determin-
istic view, reliability guarantees that the ratio between the number of
unique samples published and the number of interested subscribers
receiving them is exactly one, while latency ensures that exactly every
sample is received within a given time interval. The idea of probabilis-
tic QoS starts from the consideration that a PUB/SUB system could ben-
efit from the opportunity of being requested weaker and non-strictly
mandatory quality specifications. Going back to the reliability and la-
tency examples, a subscriber could request the delivery of some kind
of sample to be guaranteed with probability p < 1, or it could specify
a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) that describes the desired
behavior for data distribution latency [81–83]. The main advantage
of supporting this kind of specification is the derived flexibility in
the implementation of QoS mechanisms, which permit a smarter and
less constrained exploitation of resources at runtime. For instance, in
the case of reliability, if at some point 100% of samples have been
delivered correctly while a 90% success rate was requested, the mid-
dleware could voluntary drop some data, e.g., to save resources to
dedicate to another resource-greedy flow.
Security
Security is a relevant non-functional aspect which contributes to de-
termine, to some extent, the quality provided by a PUB/SUB system.
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For the sake of briefness and in order to keep the focus of the sur-
vey well targeted, we consider security aspects of PUB/SUB middle-
ware not central to the scope of this chapter. Nonetheless, given the
criticality of these concerns in production scenarios, it is worth to re-
port here a concise overview of the most relevant security properties
emerging from the literature. PUB/SUB security relates to two main
problems: creating mechanisms that let subscribers verify the authen-
ticity of samples, and allowing the production and dispatching of
samples that can be read only by authorized subscribers. These two
aspects correspond to the classical security concerns of integrity and
confidentiality, respectively.
The effective implementation of security mechanisms is still an
open problem in PUB/SUB research. The main difficulty rises from
the fact that achieving integrity and confidentiality partially contrast
with the decoupling principles of PUB/SUB delivery. Integrity, in fact,
assumes that a subscriber knows the publisher in order to be able
to check authenticity of samples. Similarly, participants must share
some secret for easy solutions to confidentiality. Moreover, encryp-
tion makes routing data based on their content a very hard task.
In general, both integrity and confidentiality can be established
with sample granularity. For both, the type of agreement depends on
whether PUB/SUB intermediaries, if present, need to dedicate comput-
ing resources to enable secure communication. If, for instance, secrets
are exchanged by interacting parties with out-of-band mechanisms,
then, obviously, the involvement of PUB/SUB middleware components
is not necessary for the agreement. Other solutions, such as [99], al-
low routing nodes to perform content matching in a way that keeps
data undisclosed at the price of increased processing complexity: in
that case a three-way agreement ensures that it is possible to allocate
sufficient resources for the required security features.
2.3 systems survey
In this section, we provide an in-depth technical overview of how
quality of service properties have been successfully implemented in
relevant and state-of-the-art architectures for PUB/SUB data distribu-
tion over the last years. Given the important amount of work available
in the field and in order to keep this work concise and focused, our
technical investigation is based on a thorough analysis of a short selec-
tion of representative examples from industry and academia. Three
main goals have guided this selection process:
• Choose systems that support a representative selection of most
relevant, diffused, and original PUB/SUB QoS properties.
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Table 2.2: List of surveyed PUB/SUB systems.
System Subsection
Data Turbine (RBNB) [67, 86] 2.3.1
Java Message Service (JMS) [64, 100] 2.3.1
DCRD [83] 2.3.2
IndiQoS [92, 101] 2.3.2
Costa et al. [84, 85] 2.3.3
Gryphon [80, 93, 102] 2.3.3
Data Distribution Service (DDS) [55, 63] 2.3.4
STEAM [76, 103] 2.3.4
Table 2.3: Classification of surveyed PUB/SUB systems.
Centralized Overlay Peer-to-peerTopic based RBNB DCRD DDS
JMS IndiQoS STEAMContent based – Costa et al. –
Gryphon
• Present significant architectures that allow us to discuss prob-
lems and trade-offs for the achievement of quality aware data
distribution.
• Cover as many application and deployment scenarios as pos-
sible, ranging from small ad-hoc networks, to large wide area
networks with fixed and mobile participants.
While we recognize the important influence that some well known,
seminal PUB/SUB architectures (e.g., Hermes [56], PADRES [70], RE-
BECA [60], or SIENA [57]) had on the design of some aspects of thePUB/SUB solutions discussed in this section (for example, the basic
ideas of their routing algorithms), we decided not to include them
in our systems selection because they do not fully satisfy the ratio-
nale stated above by lacking, most significantly, the implementation
of original quality-aware strategies for data distribution.
To facilitate the discussion and the comparison between different
systems, we organize this survey in four parts, each corresponding
to a different cell in the bi-dimensional grid that organizes systems
according to their subscription model and routing topology. Table 2.2
lists the systems surveyed in this chapter, while Table 2.3 shows their
position within the grid that organizes this section.
This thorough system analysis will pose the basis for the discussion
in Section 2.4, where, starting from the comparison of the selected sys-
tems and extending the analysis to other similar architectures, we will
derive general principles about the trade-offs in the practical imple-
mentation of QoS in PUB/SUB data dissemination.
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2.3.1 Centralized and topic based
The first group of systems includes those using a central broker to per-
form routing and management tasks and having a topic-based data
model. This is certainly the simplest logical organization considered
in this section. However, we show that the simplicity behind this orga-
nization favors an easier implementation of sophisticate quality guar-
antees. The systems that we describe in this group are Data Turbine
[67, 86] and the Java Message Service (JMS) [64, 100].
Data Turbine (RBNB)
Data Turbine, based on the Ring Buffer Network Bus (RBNB) archi-
tecture, is a middleware for the dissemination of data originated by
distributed and stationary sensors; it is used in production in sev-
eral environment monitoring projects. Data publishers organize their
samples into RBNB channels, each being a logical container for a data
stream from one source. The RBNB subscription model is a restriction
of the topic-based one, where a topic is mapped one-to-one to a data
source. Data Turbine is designed around a centralized architecture,
with the RBNB server at its core: samples flow from sources to the
server and from the server to sinks. Federations of servers is possible
trough so called routing or mirroring configurations.
A central feature of the Data Turbine solution, is its support for
ring buffer persistence. As servers receive data from their clients, they
store the last n samples received on each channel on Ring BufferObjects (RBOs), special data structures implemented as a mix of in-
memory and secondary storage. All the communications channels
offer exactly-once delivery semantics, and some basic support for
timely sample delivery is available via monitor subscriptions, which
guarantee that subscribers always receive “sufficiently” recent data by
automatically (and arbitrarily) dropping unnecessary samples. Sam-
ples are delivered according to publisher order thanks to explicit
timestamps assigned by sources.
Java Message Service (JMS)
The Java Message Service (JMS) is a standard defined in the Java Spec-ification Request (JSR) 914 [100] and part of the Java Platform, Enter-
prise Edition (Java EE). It defines an Application Programming Inter-face (API) for the implementation of message-oriented middleware tar-
geted at business enterprise applications. JMS defines point-to-point
and PUB/SUB communication models. Given the scope of this chap-
ter, we focus only on the latter. The JMS architecture is based on the
concept of message broker, which mediates all the actions of PUB/SUB
participants. The specification does not enforce any deployment ar-
chitecture for JMS brokers, so it is up to the different vendors to im-
plement more or less complex solutions.
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Although very simple in its data model and in the topologies used
by many of its implementations, the JMS standard supports a rich
range of QoS parameters, demonstrating the strong request for quality
guarantees coming from the enterprise realities that JMS targets. The
delivery semantics can be influenced by controlling the acknowledg-
ing behavior of the underlying distribution protocol and by deciding
whether samples are saved in persistent storage or main memory be-
fore delivery to participants. Durable subscriptions set up the system
for storing samples so that off-line subscribers can receive them once
the are again on line. JMS also supports priority indications, speci-
fied with single sample granularity; however, the standard does not
require that JMS-compliant implementations actually use these val-
ues. Finally, through the TTL property, publishers can set a sample
expiration time, which can be exploited by the JMS broker to avoid
delivering messages that are no longer valid.
2.3.2 Overlay and topic based
Topologies based on overlays of brokers try to overcome the scalabil-
ity limitations introduced by the presence of a single broker. The price
to pay is the increased complexity in their routing algorithms, which
also leads to more complex mechanisms for QoS enforcement. For the
systems discussed in this group, this complexity is partially reduced
thanks to the fact that only one data dimension, i.e., the topic, is used
for routing purposes. The systems chosen to represent this category
are DCRD [83] and IndiQoS [92, 101].
DCRD
The Delay-Cognizant Reliable Delivery (DCRD) protocol is a data de-
livery protocol for PUB/SUB broker overlay networks that, similarly
to [81] and [82], try to maximize the probability of timely delivery
with respect to user-specified latency requirements despite possible
link failures or packet loss. DCRD is designed to work on topic-basedPUB/SUB systems and does not rely on any particular structural orga-
nization of the broker network.
In DCRD, periodically, every broker measures and stores, for any
possible link–destination pair (l,d), the routing delay and delivery
ratio expected (in probabilistic terms) in case a sample for d is routed
via l. Whenever a broker receives a sample to dispatch, it first filters
out all its output links whose expected routing delay is greater than
the time left to deliver the sample, and forwards it on the link that
minimizes the ratio between the expected delay and delivery ratio.
The authors show that this choice is optimal with respect to the pro-
tocol goals. No QoS parameter other than latency is supported, but it
is easy to imagine an extension that supports the probabilistic speci-
fication of the desired level of reliability.
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Figure 2.5: IndiQoS reservation process in a simplified DHT overlay. 1. The
publisher broker P sends an advertisement message to the ren-
dezvous node R. 2. The subscriber broker S sends its subscrip-
tion to R. 3. R sends back acknowledgment messages that reserve
resources along its path.
IndiQoS
The main goal of the IndiQoS system is to provide QoS-aware rout-
ing in type-based PUB/SUB systems. Publishers must announce the
characteristics of their future publications through advertisements
that include a QoS profile representing the offered quality level; sym-
metrically, subscriptions include participants QoS requests. IndiQoS
topology is built over a graph of brokers organized according to aDistributed Hash Table (DHT) [104], which is used to route adver-
tisement and subscription requests, and it uses what is commonly
known as rendezvous routing [56, 66, 68] to dynamically build non-
optimal sample distribution multicast trees rooted at the brokers of
publishing participants.
IndiQoS focuses on timeliness-related QoS parameters and in par-
ticular to low-level features influencing delivery latency, all enforced
with flow granularity. The system leverages the Integrated Services(IntServ) architecture [105] and the Resource Reservation Protocol(RSVP) [106] to reserve enough resources along the data distribution
branches sot that the required latency dissemination bounds are met
(Figure 2.5).
2.3.3 Overlay and content based
Overlays of brokers that route data based on all content fields pro-
vide maximum flexibility to users and maximum decoupling betweenPUB/SUB participants. However, the absence of a dimension that, like
the topic, partitions data consumers in disjoint groups makes the
implementation of QoS features a very hard technical challenge. We
discuss the work by Costa et al. [84, 85] and the Gryphon system
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[80, 93, 102] as examples of implementation of QoS-mechanism in
overlay and content-based PUB/SUB networks.
Costa et al.
Costa et al. describe an approach that realizes reliable data delivery
in content-based PUB/SUB through epidemic-style protocols, designed
to work on top unreliable routing protocols based on subscription
forwarding [57]. The goal is to provide at least once delivery semantics
in spite of message loss and link or broker failures.
The proposal includes three protocol variants. All of them assume
that every broker keeps a limited history of the last routed samples.
The first variant implements a proactive and push-based recovery
strategy, in which brokers periodically gossip the list of samples in
their local history and can respond, upon receiving these messages,
by requesting samples that they are missing. Differently, the second
and third variants implement a reactive and local loss detection strat-
egy, in which brokers detect missing data by looking at the sequence
of sample identifiers. Periodically, they try to retrieve those missing
samples by propagating ad-hoc recovery gossip messages. The two
proposed strategies differ in the direction along which gossips are
propagated: the second variant directs requests toward the publisher
(increasing the chances to find valid copies of the sample), while the
third sends them toward subscribers, potentially reducing the pres-
sure on “popular” publishers.
Gryphon
Gryphon is a PUB/SUB middleware by IBM Research putting together
the results of several efforts in different sub-areas of content-based
routing. Gryphon models flows through information flow graphs that
describe the logical topology of the data distribution network.
In the original Gryphon proposal [93], data dissemination is best-
effort. A later article [80] proposes a variant of the system supporting
publisher-order and exactly-once delivery semantics despite failures
of links and brokers. The fault-tolerant architecture is based on a syn-
chronous abstract model built around the concepts of knowledge and
curiosity, which extend the information flow graph model. This model
is implemented in the Guaranteed Delivery (GD) protocol. In partic-
ular, the combination of knowledge and curiosity states is imple-
mented through a system of Acknowledgement (ACK) and NegativeAcknowledgement (NACK) messages that propagate in the informa-
tion graph triggered by two configurable timeouts (the Gap CuriosityThreshold (GCT) and the Ack Expected Threshold (AET)). By regulat-
ing the duration of GCT and AET, a combination of publisher-driven and
subscriber-driven liveness can be obtained.
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2.3.4 Peer-to-peer and topic based
This last group of systems includes two examples of PUB/SUB middle-
ware architectures where data flows from participant to participant
without the mediation of any infrastructure. Both these systems fol-
low a topic-based data model: we are not aware of P2P systems re-
alizing relevant QoS-related behaviors adopting a content-based sub-
scription model. The systems we review are the Object ManagementGroup (OMG) Data Distribution Service (DDS) [55, 63, 107] and STEAM
[76, 103].
Data Distribution Service (DDS)
DDS is an OMG standard that defines the interfaces and the behavior
of PUB/SUB middleware for soft real-time and mission-critical appli-
cations. Central to the DDS middleware architecture is the concept ofQoS that publishers and subscribers can use to specify their require-
ments and let the middleware adapt accordingly. The DDS specifica-
tion is organized in different layers, each providing an increasingly
higher level of abstraction to DDS users: we concentrate mainly on
the Data-Centric Publish Subscribe (DCPS) layer, which realizes thePUB/SUB semantics. The DCPS specification, being an open standard,
does not mandate any specific topology for the deployment of DDS
implementations, but RTI Connext DDS [108] (also known as RTI
DDS) and PrismTech OpenSplice DDS [98], two of the DDS market
leaders, rely on a completely decentralized peer-to-peer architecture
that enables direct data exchange between participants.
All DDS system entities (e.g., topics, publishers, and subscribers) are
associated with a list of QoS policies that regulate some of their behav-
ioral aspects. The standard defines twenty-two policies, and vendors
have added many others in their custom implementations. In this
subsection we discuss those that we believe most significant.
Through the history QoS policy publishers and subscribers4 decide
whether to store locally only the last n samples received or all of them
(up to a configurable resource limit). The durability policy determines
whether subscribers will receive samples that were published before
their creation, and reliable data delivery is achieved through the use
of the reliability property. This property strongly interacts with the his-
tory policy, because the reliability protocol retrieves messages from
the publisher history queue for retransmission purposes. The presen-
tation policy can be used to configure ordering guarantees, support-
ing publisher order and a form of total-order based on publisher-side
timestamps. About timeliness-related parameters, the latency budged
and transport priority policies complementary regulate the urgency
4 The DDS specification uses the concepts of data writer and data reader to refer to the
entities we defined as publishers and subscribers in this chapter. The specification uses
the terms publisher and subscriber to refer to slightly different concepts.
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Figure 2.6: A STEAM publisher P publishes samples whose topic is of inter-
est for S1, S2 and S3. However, only S1 and S2 are delivered e,
since S3 is not physically located in the proximity defined by P.
and importance of data samples. In particular, the latency budget al-
lows publishers and subscribers to express the maximum amount of
time for a sample to be dispatched, i.e., its urgency, and the transport
priority indicates the relative importance of a sample within those
dispatched through the same transport. Publishers can also declare a
validity interval for a sample, after which it is considered stale and
discarded, through the lifespan property, while a time based filter policy
specification allows subscribers to request a minimum separation in-
terval between consecutive data deliveries. Finally, for periodic pub-
lications, the deadline property specifies the timing expectations of
publishers and subscribers.
STEAM
STEAM is a PUB/SUB middleware designed for location-aware data
distribution in wireless and mobile local area networks. Both pub-
lishers and subscribers are mobile nodes moving in the same physi-
cal environment and sharing information via PUB/SUB exchanges. A
distinctive aspect of the system is that it allows expressing location-
dependent subscriptions: as shown in Figure 2.6, publishers can de-
fine geographical proximities for their samples, and the system will
deliver them only to subscribers physically located in their proxim-
ity. Subscriptions and data delivery are handled by a proximity group
communication service [109] that permits to send multi-hop wireless
multicast messages to nodes in the same proximity group.
STEAM delivery semantics, in the implementation described in
[76], are basically best-effort, because the proximity group multicast
is implemented with IP multicast. However, in [110], the authors pro-
pose to use STEAM on top of TBMAC, a time division and layer 2 pro-
tocol that provides deterministic upper bounds on the time needed
to access the communication medium. Together with accurate estima-
tions of the time required by subscription matching algorithms, this
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Table 2.4: Summary of supported PUB/SUB QoS properties w.r.t. subscrip-
tion model.
Reliability Persistence Latency Priorities Fresh.Topic Based RBNB RBNB DCRD JMS JMS
JMS JMS DDS DDS DDS
DDSa DDSa STEAM
IndiQoSContent Based Gryphon — — — —
Costa et al.
Periodicity Pub. Order Causal Order Total OrderTopic Based RBNB DDS — RBNB
DDS DDSContent Based — Gryphon — —
a See system description for detailed semantics.
Table 2.5: Summary of supported PUB/SUB QoS properties w.r.t. routing
topology.
Reliability Persistence Latency Priorities Fresh.Centralized RBNB RBNB JMS JMS —
JMS JMSOverlay Gryphon — IndiQoS — —
Costa et al. DCRDPeer-to-Peer DDSa DDSa STEAM DDS DDS
DDS
Periodicity Pub. Order Causal Order Total OrderCentralized RBNB — — RBNBOverlay — Gryphon — —Peer-to-Peer DDS DDS — DDS
a See system description for detailed semantics.
extension enables the implementation of QoS mechanisms related to
the timeliness of data delivery. For instance, [103] suggests a deadline-
based scheduling algorithm. Sørensen et al. [111] leverage the original
STEAM proposal to build CORTEX, a framework for context-awarePUB/SUB interactions. CORTEX includes a dedicated component for
QoS admission control and provisioning, based on the Timely Comput-ing Base (TCB) framework [112], which allows CORTEX to compute
the maximum delivery latency expected to be supported [113].
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2.4 discussion
In the previous section, we have surveyed the quality-related features
of a selection of relevant QoS-aware PUB/SUB systems. Our primary
goal was to point out the relationships between their deployment
architecture, their routing techniques, and their support to differentQoS parameters. Tables 2.4 and 2.5 summarize the main characteristics
of these systems, and classify them according to their subscription
model, their distributed architecture, and their QoS support.
In this section we try to sum up what emerged from our analysis,
by emphasizing the practical design/implementation elements that
characterize the complex set of trade-offs between middleware de-
sign and quality aspects. To make these trade-offs come forth clearly,
we will analyze how certain design choices influence the QoS proper-
ties that can be easily (or feasibly) granted. To this purpose, whenever
possible, we will also discuss possible extensions to the surveyed sys-
tems that could enrich them with additional QoS-related features, by
carefully considering the need of a limited impact on their existing
design and architecture. The remainder of this section is organized in
five parts, each examining one of the different quality aspects central
for PUB/SUB middleware with rich QoS support, i.e., delivery semantics,
persistence, latency, priorities & weak timing indications, and ordering.
2.4.1 Delivery semantics
Our survey work shows that the most widely supported QoS prop-
erty is undoubtedly delivery reliability. Many of the surveyed systems
implement guaranteed delivery with exactly-once semantics through
the use of application-level dissemination protocols with positive or
negative acknowledgment mechanisms: this is the case of DataTurbine,
Gryphon, JMS, and DDS. IndiQoS, instead, exploits TCP/IP links be-
tween brokers in their overlays to offer exactly-once semantics in spite
of lossy communication channels; however, all of them do not take
special countermeasures to deal with extended link or broker fail-
ures. DHT-based PUB/SUB overlays, such as the ones used by IndiQoS,
can leverage the auto-reconfiguration features usually provided byDHT services to re-establish delivery paths in case of link or node
failures; they could be easily extended with simple application-levelARQ protocols to issue retransmissions after broken paths are repaired,
and thus obtain stronger reliability guarantees. If, instead, the over-
lay does not implement self-organizing features, proper overlay re-
configuration procedures need to be executed before retransmission
protocols can operate [114].
We have seen that other forms of weaker reliability can be envisioned,
and are actually implemented by some systems: the common aspect
of these solutions is that, although they implement dedicated tech-
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niques to increase the chance of sample delivery, they do not try to
achieve 100% success ratio. In [81] and [115], for example, the proba-
bility of successful delivery is increased by using path and message
redundancy. Costa et al., instead, exploit the inherent resilience of
gossip-based protocols and uses epidemic-style message exchanges to
retrieve lost samples through an out-of-band protocol. A very similar
approach has been proposed by Malekpour et al. [97], which adopt a
Bloom filters [116] based subscription matching algorithm to identify
and re-route lost samples. A further approach, used in DCRD, lever-
ages information about single-hop link reliability (inferred from his-
torical data) to build probabilistic reliability models of the network that
are exploited in their routing algorithms.
STEAM and its CORTEX [111] extension do not provide reliability-
related guarantees, but use a special-purpose proximity-based group
multicast to disseminate samples with best-effort semantics in MobileAd-hoc Networks (MANETs). However, on top of it, reliable multicast
protocols for ad-hoc networks could be adapted: many alternatives
have been proposed in the literature, for example in [117] and [118].
2.4.2 Persistence
Only DataTurbine, JMS, and DDS offer QoS policies that control data
persistence directly; the fact that all of them are widely used produc-
tion systems highlights how the ability to explicitly specify persistence-
related parameters is a central feature in real world scenarios.
Because of the strong relationship between reliable delivery and per-
sistence, the majority of the systems offering some form of delivery re-
liability also implements dedicated mechanisms to persistently store
published data. An exemplar case is the relation between DDS his-
tory and reliability policies: the size of the history kept by publish-
ers closely interacts with the type of reliability requested by the end-
points to determine the delivery guarantees and the semantics of pub-
lisher operations. Similarly, in the JMS specification, the semantics of
reliability properties and the provided delivery guarantees depend
on the chosen type of persistence: for instance, if in-memory persis-
tence is used, reliability is not guaranteed in case of server crash.
In PUB/SUB systems based on broker overlay topologies, the choice
of the storage architecture can impact even more on reliability perfor-
mance. For instance, the gossip protocols by Costa et al. leverage in-
network persistence and show that distributing storage responsibilities
on nodes other than end-participants can help implementing fast and
lightweight reliability solutions. Similarly, Gryphon provide its bro-
ker nodes with limited history caches, used by intermediate brokers
to reply to retransmission requests in place of source nodes, thus sim-
plifying and alleviating their responsibilities. These examples empha-
size another important aspect to consider while designing in-network
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storage, i.e., the placement of historical data. Storing them close to their
destinations allows faster retrieval of lost information but is gener-
ally more expensive because samples might need to be persisted on a
larger number of branches to be accessible by all subscribers. On the
contrary, keeping them close to their source increases the probability
of them being on paths shared by several destinations, but at the same
time it increases the expected retrieval time and the load on shared
storage nodes. Cross-considerations using sample priority awareness
could help in placement optimization: urgent data could benefit from
being persisted close to destinations, while resources could be saved
by storing less important samples near their sources.
2.4.3 Latency
In many mission-critical application scenarios a very important and
desirable feature is the ability to request and offer upper bounds on deliv-
ery latency. However, especially in large scale systems, this is a very
difficult goal to achieve. A first consideration is that the minimum
delivery delay possible depends on four main factors: i) the number
of routing hops, ii) the algorithmic complexity of determining each routing
step, iii) the geographical distance between source and destination, and iv)
the efficiency in combining single-hop links. While the contribution of
the first three factors is likely to be relatively easy to estimate, several
difficulties are associated with the fourth aspect. The problem strictly
relates to the best-effort semantics of the underlying IP network and
to its intrinsically unpredictable performance. This is the main reason
why the majority of PUB/SUB solutions do not support hard latency re-
quirements. The only example of this kind of support is provided by
IndiQoS, which builds on the IntServ model to offer guaranteed timing
bounds for its distribution service. In general, any PUB/SUB system
based on brokers (either through a distributed infrastructure or a cen-
tralized organization) could support some forms of latency require-
ments via resource reservation on routing nodes. However, designers
should consider that, in real world wide-area networks spanning over
multiple domains, it is often impossible to control resource allocation,
thus making this kind of approaches ineffective.DCRD (and, similarly, [81] and [82]) recognize this intrinsic difficulty
and adopt a more flexible approach that optimizes the probabilistic
expectation of samples being delivered according to their latency re-
quirements, by leveraging the knowledge of more easily measurable
single-hop latencies. Analogously, CORTEX uses the model and ser-
vices provided by TCB [113] to predict routing delay bounds.
Notwithstanding the recognized value of supporting bounded de-
livery latency, most PUB/SUB solutions operate best-effort. Peer-to-peer
architectures, where the actual data exchange occurs directly between
source/destination pairs without the help of intermediate compo-
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nents, generally offer lower (although still not deterministic) routing
delay and higher throughput. DDS, STEAM, and CORTEX are all ex-
amples of that. In addition, DDS enables the fine-grained configura-
tion of low-level details of its transport protocol, thus providing ways
to further influence its delivery latency.
2.4.4 Priorities and weak timing indications
Although very different in terms of semantics, QoS properties like
priority or weak timing indications such as freshness, lifespan, or period-
icity, can be effectively used for the common purpose of optimizing
resource usage trough the exploitation of application-level awareness.
Both JMS and DDS support, in different variants, freshness, lifespan,
and priority properties. DDS also lets publishers and subscribers spec-
ify periodicity offers and requests. DataTurbine offers an abstraction
similar to subscriber-side periodicity through the notion of monitor
subscriptions: the difference is that periodicity is not explicitly chosen
by subscribers, but automatically determined by the middleware de-
pending on network status.
Let us remark once again that an important common element of
these properties is that PUB/SUB middleware usually exploits them as
optimization hints rather than dissemination constraints. For this rea-
son, we believe they could be beneficially implemented, with the nec-
essary adroitness, on almost any PUB/SUB solution, independently on
its specific routing architectures. For example, in STEAM, the mem-
bership of proximity groups could be dynamically modified accord-
ing to the value of these properties. Information like priority level
or expiration time could be exploited also to optimize batching and
consolidation techniques used to aggregate multiple samples or ac-
knowledgments in single transmissions, like Gryphon and JMS do.
2.4.5 Ordering
Some form of ordering is supported by almost all the surveyed PUB/SUB
systems, but most solutions only implement simple variations of pub-
lisher order: in fact, since the publisher itself is a serialization point
for all its samples, ordering enforcement is straightforward.
Only two solutions, i.e., DDS and DataTurbine, support totally or-
dered delivery by using timestamps generated at data sources. Vector
clocks [91] or their variants could be adopted to realize causal order
in small deployment environments with limited numbers of partic-
ipants: however, as the size grows, the complexity associated with
their use is likely to become unmanageable.
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2.5 directions for future research work
Relevant research results on PUB/SUB systems have been achieved in
the last years, leading to a wide set of different solution and imple-
mentation guidelines. Many authors have recognized the importance
of augmenting PUB/SUB middleware by means of QoS guarantees, and
the variety of QoS-related configuration parameters supported in suc-
cessful industrial standards like JMS and DDS clearly confirms the
relevant need for QoS-based customization capabilities in enterprise
scenarios. However, techniques for the effective implementation and
deployment of PUB/SUB QoS have been only partially explored, espe-
cially for what concerns their scalability along the three dimensions
of volume of event data, number of participants, and network size.
As motivated in Chapter 1, we believe that, in the near future, there
will be a growing number of application scenarios where the pos-
sibility of using QoS handles to customize the behavior of the data
distribution and processing infrastructures will be fundamental. Our
analysis of the state-of-the-art PUB/SUB middleware has shown that,
as long as the scale remains constrained to small and locally con-
trolled networks, well-known techniques can be adopted to provide
relatively strong QoS guarantees with predictable and limited cost.
But as the scale grows and the possibility to have full control on
physical resources decreases, the provisioning of deterministic QoS
becomes harder and significantly more expensive. However, in our
opinion, there are many applications that do not necessarily need
to pay the full price of strong QoS guarantees, but could take high
benefit from different and more flexible models that provide interme-
diate alternatives between hard QoS enforcement and no QoS at all. We
claim that novel PUB/SUB QoS models and implementation techniques
that leverage soft and approximated QoS indications are very promis-
ing for the near future. New systems should support the relaxation of
global and strict quality constraints, and let users control the trade-off
between scale, quality, and runtime dissemination costs by choosing
the level of uncertainty that they can sustain. In this perspective, we
envision two main research directions to improve current PUB/SUB
systems through the exploitation of soft QoS constraints: probabilistic
QoS specifications and locality-aware QoS management.
As it emerged from our survey, there is already an important and
recent research trend that is starting to explore some first probabilis-
tic approaches to QoS modeling and provisioning in PUB/SUB middleware
[81, 83, 115, 119]. Expressing guarantees through probabilistic specifi-
cations allows systems to benefit from additional degrees of freedom
in their event routing choices, which can be dynamically leveraged
to optimize delivery quality and resource consumption. Developing
new smart and optimized event routing techniques that exploit this
improved flexibility is maybe the most relevant and promising re-
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search direction to face, but many less obvious and nonetheless chal-
lenging related issues are open, including the need for efficient re-
source prediction algorithms and for effective models that map these
predictions on reliable estimations of the service quality achievable.
Exploitation of locality is another central design principle that we be-
lieve should be extensively considered to develop PUB/SUB solutions
suitable for the new scenarios of unprecedented large scale. This prin-
ciple can be leveraged in many forms, with the common goal of relax-
ing global system properties and constraints in favor of simpler but more
scalable local ones. For instance, visibility of data should be defined
by taking into account the geographical co-location or the interaction
patterns of PUB/SUB participants, and by defining layered logical do-
mains, where lower layers have a more detailed view of local events
but a narrower visibility scope, while upper layers have a more ab-
stract and concise knowledge about a wider visibility scope. Simi-
larly, we believe that QoS management and provisioning themselves
should be based on locality considerations: these could be used to
determine partitions of very large scale networks into smaller logical
units, each managing its own independent QoS control and provision-
ing; in this way, loosely-coupled QoS administration domains could decide
autonomously (and possibly dynamically) the extent of QoS guaran-
tees to offer to their local participants, and dynamically negotiate the
quality of inter-domain communication. Where necessary, this idea of
federated QoS management can be further evolved to the more complex
perspective of multi-level QoS management, where big independent do-
mains can be further partitioned by need.
2.6 summary and conclusions
In this chapter, we claim that the PUB/SUB communication paradigm
can properly satisfy the strong requirements of interoperability and
scalability that emerge from SPEs if properly extended with the pos-
sibility to configure QoS parameters that regulate the behavior of the
underlying data distribution infrastructure. To support this claim, we
propose a model that unifies the functional and non-functional as-
pects of PUB/SUB behavior under a single notification space abstraction.
In addition, we survey and classify a selection of common QoS prop-
erties supported and supportable by PUB/SUB middleware implemen-
tations, emphasizing the technical aspects that regulate the trade-offs
between strong quality guarantees and system scalability. In partic-
ular, we propose a detailed survey of eight PUB/SUB solutions that
emerged in the literature for their support to QoS-aware interactions.
Our survey offers several technical insights about the extent to whichQoS is explicitly or implicitly supported in academic and industrialPUB/SUB solutions.
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Our analysis shows that there are several open opportunities for fu-
ture research, especially in the efficient implementation of differenti-
ated QoS levels in large-scale scenarios. We envision two main promis-
ing research directions: i) the development of more flexible and adap-
tive models based on probabilistic QoS, and ii) a deeper exploitation
of the locality principle for effective data distribution and QoS enforce-
ment. Both these development directions are motivated by our claim
that, in many modern real-world application scenarios, protocols, al-
gorithms, and decisions based on global system knowledge should
be often sacrificed in favor of mechanisms and techniques leveraging
partial and incomplete knowledge with local focus, in order to en-
able scalable, even though approximated, management decisions and
optimization.
3 QUAL I TY OF SERV ICE IN DATASTREAMS PROCESS ING
In the previous chapter, we have discussed QoS-aware PUB/SUB sys-
tems as a promising communication paradigm and architecture for
the distribution of data in large scale SPEs. Delivered by the data dis-
tribution infrastructure, endless flows of sensing data need to be ana-
lyzed and transformed from row information to usable knowledge.
However, the characteristics of these data pose several hard chal-
lenges that need to be solved. In the literature, the three ‘V’s mantra
[120] has been used often to summarize and communicate effectively
the unique features of these data (e.g., in [121–123]). The three ‘V’s
stand respectively for volume, velocity, and variety. The volume of the
data has two orthogonal consequences: i) data cannot be feasibly han-
dled by a single storage or processing location but they need to be
distributed across multiple sites; ii) it is not possible to store data
for off-line analysis but they must be continuously processed on-the-
fly. Tightly linked to this latter aspect is data velocity: new data is
constantly produced at different and increasing rates; in this context,
processing platforms must provide sustained data throughput for in-
definite periods of time and handle expected and unexpected varia-
tions of the input data rates (i.e., load peaks) through dynamic load
adaption mechanisms. Finally, data can be extremely heterogeneous
in their representation, semantics, and value: processing platforms
need to deal with this variety by supporting extensible sets of data for-
mats and by providing customization mechanisms that can be used
to adapt to scenario-specific data characteristics.
In the last ten years, distributed and scalable processing systems
like MapReduce [24] or Dryad [25] have emerged and are having an
important industrial success, also thanks to the wide availability of
industrial-quality open-source implementations [30]. These solutions,
which have been often referred to as Many-Tasks Computing (MTC)
[124, 125] or Data-Intensive Scalable Computing (DISC) [126, 127] sys-
tems in the literature [128], share the common goal of processing
large volumes of data by leveraging in parallel the distributed re-
sources provided by commodity hardware in large data centers [21].
We believe that the reason for their success is twofold: on the one
hand, by adopting a shared-nothing architecture [129], they provide
easy scalability when the operations on the input can be partitioned
in a number of independent tasks; on the other hand, they are usually
programmed using familiar general-purpose languages that reduce
the framework learning curve, making their adoption faster.
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In this chapter, we concentrate on one particular category of DISC
systems, i.e., Distributed Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs). Differ-
ently from batch-oriented DISC systems, designed to analyze very big
but fixed data sets, DSPSs have the primary goal of providing scal-
able tools for for processing continuous and theoretically unbounded
flows of data, i.e., data streams. DSPSs represent promising architec-
tures to address the data analysis requirements of the emerging large
scale scenarios scenarios described in Chapter 1, where it is often nec-
essary to produce near-real-time feedback in response to real world
events. In such scenarios, DSPSs must handle a possibly very large
number of incoming data streams, serving the needs of a usually
high number of applications executing concurrently. We have seen
that these applications normally expect very different quality levels
from the data processing service. Think about an application that
monitors road traffic to detect accidents [17] (see also Section 1.2) and
about another managing distributed energy smart meters data [130]:
while both applications require limited and controlled latency, it is
very likely that the guarantees required by to the first are stronger
and have priority on those given to the second.
Similarly to what we have done in Chapter 2 for our PUB/SUB sys-
tems analysis, in this chapter we discuss the state-of-the-art of DSPSs
and their ability to provide configurable QoS to applications requiring
it. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1
we position our work by reviewing the contributions in the literature
that, before us, have partly analyzed DSPSs and their quality-related
characteristics. Then, in Section 3.3, we propose a general model that
captures at the same time, functional DSPS features and QoS-related
characteristics; in the same section, using a simple bi-dimensional
classification, we present common or possible QoS properties thatDSPS either do or can feasibly implement, and we emphasize their
mutual interactions. Under the light of this classification, we survey,
in Section 3.4, a collection of relevant DSPSs that emerged in the liter-
ature for their support to unique QoS-related features, and we discuss
the related implementation/cost trade-offs in Section 3.5. Before con-
cluding the chapter, in Section 3.6, we sum up the lessons learned
from our surveying work and propose design and research directions
that we envision for the development of future DSPSs.
3.1 positioning our contribution
The problems and issues related to continuous data stream process-
ing have been widely studied in the last decade, and the very recent
industrial success of scalable systems for data-intensive applications
of the last few years has created a renewed interest in this research
topic. Several works have already tried to build common models and
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to indicate design/implementation principles for stream processing
systems, each focusing on different aspects of the problem space. In
this section, we position the work presented in this chapter within
the existing literature and we point out common aspects and unique
original contributions of this work compared to previous material.
Sakr et al. [131] discuss state-of-the-art approaches for satisfying
the requirements of data-intensive applications in virtualized data
center environments and analyze the existing trade-offs between the
achievement of guaranteed performance levels, including latency and
consistency, and the associated runtime costs. Differently from us,
their contribution focuses mainly on batch-oriented systems rather
than streams-oriented ones. In addition, we also propose a simple
but comprehensive QoS-aware model that provides a consistent frame-
work that we use to compare DSPSs.
In their work [132], Cugola and Margara survey the large domain
of Information Flow Processing (IFP) systems, i.e. every kind of infor-
mation management system that deals with continuous flows of data,
including active databases [133], Complex Event Processing (CEP) sys-
tems [134], and DSPSs. Within the last category, which is the subject of
our work, the survey focuses especially on Data Stream ManagementSystems (DSMSs), which, as thoroughly explained in the next section,
represent only a part of the larger DSPS domain. The authors present
a very general model that, as the one we propose in this chapter, is
based on a layered architecture. However, while their model aims at
covering a heterogeneous set of very different system types and, for
this reason, is very general, ours is specifically tailored to DSPSs, and
tries to capture with a more precise detail their unique features also
by focusing focus on their specific QoS-related characteristics.
A very recent book chapter by Sandra Geisler [135] provides a thor-
ough overview of DSPS features and architectures. Like [132], the at-
tention is mainly centered on DSMSs and the work misses to discuss
some interesting aspects peculiar of recent scalable stream process-
ing engines. Interestingly, the survey dedicates an entire section to
the analysis of QoS in DSMSs, where the author proposes a simple dis-
tinction between application-based and system-based quality dimension,
the first group relating to data processing reliability, the second to
system-wide performance indicators. In our work, we do not use this
classification perspective because we believe that such a distinction
misses to capture the strong relationships between the implementa-
tion of data processing reliability and consistency mechanisms and
the achievable platform runtime performance.
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3.2 data-intensive scalable computing
We use the term Data-Intensive Scalable Computing (DISC) to refer
to the wide class of systems for distributed data management and
analysis that achieve scalability to data volumes by exploiting the
parallelism opportunities offered by large cluster of computing nodes
connected in high speed LANs.
Systems belonging to this class share four cardinal characteristics:
• Shared-nothing distributed architecture.
• Processing operations divided in smaller computational tasks.
• Execution of tasks across multiple cores and nodes.
• Minimized inter-task and inter-node communication.
Shared-nothing architectures describe distributed systems that share
nothing else than (usually asynchronous) communication channels,
as opposed to shared-memory or shared-disk architectures [129]. They
are characterized by a simplified distributed organization and enable
better scalability because they require less or no synchronization to
access shared resources. In order to leverage at best the parallelization
opportunities offered by this kind of architectures, DISC systems de-
compose their workload in small and distributable tasks. This can be
done either by partitioning input data into independent groups (data
parallelism), by partitioning subsequent processing steps (pipelined par-
allelism), or by combining the two strategies. Tasks are executed across
all the computing resources in a way that tries to minimize their co-
ordination. A similar goal is to isolate the execution of tasks as much
as possible, with minimum inter-task data exchange; on a further-
level, communication between different cluster nodes should be re-
duced with even greater care.
We propose a simple and original classification of DISC systems
based on a two levels hierarchy (Figure 3.1) . The first classifica-
tion level distinguishes between batch-oriented and streams-oriented sys-
tems. As the names suggest, batch-oriented systems are designed for
off-line analyses of static data sets, while streams-oriented systems
are built for handling endless flows of data and for executing perma-
nent queries on them, i.e., queries that update their results as new data
is available. While the optimization goal of the first group of systems
is usually high throughput, in the second case it is also very desir-
able to obtain low latency responses [136]. The second classification
dimension relates to the data model that systems adopt. In particular
we consider structured versus semi-structured data models: structured
models organize data according to formal representations, such as
the relational one [137], and normally define more or less complex
query algebras that are used to interrogate the available data; on the
contrary, semi-structured models are based on more flexible data rep-
resentations, like key-value bags, and usually allow the definition of
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DISC Systems
streams-oriented (DSPSs)batch-oriented
PDBMSs DDPEs DSMSs DSPEs
Figure 3.1: A two levels classification of DISC systems.
custom functions for data analysis, for example, built using general
purpose programming languages.
The first examples of batch-oriented systems with a strong data
model can be traced back to the late 80s [138, 139] with seminalParallel Data Base Management Systems (PDBMSs), such as Gamma
[140] or Teradata [141]. Based on the relational model, the core idea of
these systems is to work on horizontally partitioned data tables and
to rewrite and distribute Structured Query Language (SQL) queries
across these partitions. As today, modern commercial PDBMS imple-
mentations, such as Microsoft Parallel Data Warehouse [142], and the
Database Partitioning Feature in IBM DB2 Enterprise Server [143] are
still based on the same core concepts.
Batch-oriented systems with a semi-structured data model began
to spread in the first decade of the 2000s. Their data model flex-
ibility allows easier processing of semi-structured or unstructured
data, and their user interfaces, usually based on main-stream general-
purpose programming languages, promote a quicker developer adop-
tion. We call this class of systems Distributed Data Processing En-gines (DDPEs). Compared to PDBMSs, DDPEs have a much stronger
focus on boosting system scalability, often also at the expense of trans-
actional properties — such as Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, andDurability (ACID) — that, instead, are commonly supported by PDBMSs
[144]. The MapReduce processing model, promoted by Google in [24],
is probably the best known example of DDPE. In MapReduce, data is
modeled as a collection of key-value pairs, and tasks, which can be of
only two types — either map or reduce tasks —, define isolated compu-
tational units that process key-based subsets of input data. Also fol-
lowing the success of MapReduce, many other DDPEs have emerged.
Some of them generalize the MapReduce concepts and offer process-
ing structures that go beyond the simple map and reduce schema;
some examples are Dryad [25], Nephele [26, 145], or Hyracks [146].
In the same period, another class of systems began to emerge,
with contributions coming especially from the Data Bases commu-
nity. These systems, called Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs),
recognize the different requirements posed by the management of
continuous data flows as opposed to those offered by traditional or
parallel Data Base Management Systems (DBMSs) [147]. Among those,
there are the ability to act on live data by removing the requirement
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of storing information before processing it, the ability to offer mini-
mal latency by reducing the platform overhead, the creation of formal
models and query algebras that define operations for streaming data,
and the ability to provide repeatable, consistent, and fault-tolerant pro-
cessing [31]. At the foundations of DSMSs there is the idea of letting
users write permanent queries on input data streams by using ad-
hoc query languages that usually resemble SQL [148–150], decompose
complex queries into query graphs made of simpler and atomic tasks,
and finally distribute components of the query graphs on cluster
nodes [151, 152]. Noteworthy examples of DSMSs are TelegraphCQ
[153, 154], STREAM [155, 156], and Aurora/Borealis [27, 157–159].
Finally, we call Distributed Stream Processing Engines (DSPEs)
those streams-oriented architectures that do not follow a rigid data
model or adopt a formal query algebra; similarly to DDPEs, these sys-
tems are better suited for scenarios where the information delivered
by streams has weak or no structure. Differently from DSMSs, DSPEs
do not have the realization of strong consistency properties among
their main requirements, but they principally aim at offering theo-
retically unlimited scalability and minimal processing latency. Proba-
bly trying to exploit its widespread industrial success, many authors
have proposed adaptations of the MapReduce model to continuous
stream processing scenarios (e.g., [160–163]), usually based on the ex-
ecution of sequences of MapReduce jobs on data stream windows.
However, a large collection of literature have also proposed “stand-
alone” DSPEs, with their own processing model and programming in-
terfaces specifically designed for data streams analysis scenarios. As
explained in more detail in the rest of this chapter, most of these so-
lutions model stream processing problems as processing graphs made
of user-defined operators, i.e., components implementing isolated and
well defined functionalities and deployed as distributed tasks on data
center resources. Given their enormous flexibility, these systems are
perfectly suited to answer the novel requirements of SPE data process-
ing applications, a fact that is also demonstrated by the widespread
academic interest and industrial adoption that DSPEs are gathering in
the last few years. Open source frameworks like Storm [29], Apache
S4 [164], and Samza [165], or commercial solutions like IBM InfoS-
phere Streams [28, 166] are only a few examples of well-known and
largely used DSPEs available today.
In the following, we concentrate on stream-oriented systems by an-
alyzing in deeper detail their peculiar models and characteristics and
by focusing on existing or possible quality-related features. Given the
many common characteristics, we use the term DSPS to refer to DSMSs
and DSPEs collectively: we use the more specific term only when we
want to emphasize that some characteristic or property only applies
to systems belonging to one of the two groups.
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Abstract Model
- Defines Stream Processing Concepts
Development Model
- Defines the DSPS programming interfaces
Execution Model
- Defines the interfaces between the DSMS 
  and the underlying platform
Runtime Platform
(e.g. OS specific abstractions and APIs)
DSPS
Figure 3.2: A three-layers model of Distributed Stream Processing Systems.
3.3 model
In this section, we propose an original framework for the modeling ofDSPSs. This framework helps to organize the description of DSPSs by
emphasizing their common characteristics and unique features, and
we will use it to this purpose throughout the rest of this thesis. In
Section 3.3.1, we introduce the architecture of the model, based on
three description layers — called respectively abstract, development,
and execution layers — and, in Section 3.3.2, we enrich it with the
ability to describe QoS-related features. Under the light of this discus-
sion, we survey and classify, in Section 3.3.3, common or envisionedQoS properties for DSPSs.
3.3.1 Basic model
We propose an original representation model for DSPSs that helps an-
alyzing them according to a simple schema based on three layers. The
layers are complementary: each of them describes a different aspect
of the stream processing system, and they are called abstract model,
development model, and execution model, respectively (Figure 3.2).
• The abstract model defines high-level stream processing concepts.
For instance, it gives precise definitions of data streams and rel-
evant system events; it determines the characteristics of data
processing flows, and the type, role, and granularity of process-
ing components.
• The development model defines the set of interfaces given to devel-
opers to build the stream processing components of the abstract
model. A development model, for example, could map system-
specific concepts to syntactic constructs of special-purpose stream
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Figure 3.3: A DSPS processing graph.
processing languages, such as formal query languages, or to ad-
hoc APIs and libraries for general-purpose languages.
• The execution model determines how abstract model components
are mapped to runtime objects (e.g., Operating System (OS) en-
tities) that are then executed by the distributed hosts where theDSPS is deployed. For example, an application could be mapped
on just one process of the host OS at execution time, or it could
be split into several interacting processes.
While the three models may, in theory, vary from system to sys-
tem largely, in practice, it is easy to identify several recurring aspects
among the most common solutions. In the following paragraphs, we
discuss the three models, and overview how they are commonly real-
ized in existing state-of-the-art DSPS solutions.
Abstract model
The abstract model of a DSPS defines the high level concepts on which
the system is based, including the system-dependent definitions of
stream, stream processing application, and the processing work flow
that the system adopts. While development and execution models
usually present very significant differences among different systems,
abstract models tend to be very similar and based on the common
abstraction of processing graph (e.g., [27–29, 156, 157, 164, 166, 167]).
A processing graph (Figure 3.3) is a directed graph whose nodes
represent data processing steps, and whose edges represent streams
flowing between components. A stream is an unbounded sequence
of discrete elements, often called tuples (more common in DSMSs) or
samples (more common in DSPEs). The type of a sample defines its
structure, and every stream contains samples all of the same type.
Depending on the system, a sample type could be a primitive type —
such as an integer or floating point number — or it could be a com-
posite type, similar to a structure in the C programming language, or,
in some cases, to objects of an object oriented type system. A process-
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ing graph is fed by one or more input streams and produces one or
more output streams as a result. The origin and destination of input
and output streams can be highly heterogeneous, such as, a file, a
network socket, a PUB/SUB endpoint, or a relational database. Since
input streams are theoretically unbounded, a characterizing feature
of stream processing applications is that, once started, they execute
forever unless explicitly stopped. In some cases it is useful to rea-
son about limited portions of streams: a finite temporal sequence of
samples belonging to a stream is called trace.
A graph node can be of three different kinds, i.e., data source, data
sink, and operator. A data source node identifies a data stream gener-
ated outside the application: its role is to abstract from the actual
nature of the stream producer, and it can represent either an external
stream source or the output of another application running concur-
rently on the same system. A data sink node, conversely, represents
the destination of an application output; data sinks can be used either
to redirect output streams to other systems for additional processing
or storage, or to connect the output of one application with the in-
put of another one. An operator node is associated with one or more
input data streams and generates one or more output streams. Opera-
tors are the core of stream processing applications: they define the set
of operations that can be performed on streams. Operators can im-
plement, for example, relational manipulations of single or moving
windows of samples, such as projections or joins [150]; they can per-
form aggregation or filtering actions [168], or implement more com-
plex and arbitrary User Defined Functions (UDFs) [26, 29]. Operators,
data sources, and data sinks are collectively called graph components
or, more simply, components.
Samples are received and produced by stream components on their
input and output ports, each having its own type, which corresponds
to the type of the stream it receives or produces. Every component
performs its processing operations on data samples according to an
asynchronous processing model; conceptually they all operate in par-
allel and perform their processing actions as soon as data samples are
available at their input ports.
Development model
A development model maps the concepts defined in the abstract model
to programming-level constructs that are used to program stream pro-
cessing applications. These constructs should allow to:
1. Define new applications by describing sources, operators, sinks,
and their connections in a processing graph.
2. Customize component instances by specializing their behavior
for particular application needs (e.g., to bind graph source nodes
to actual external sources).
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3. Develop new components implementing UDFs (optional).
Any DSPS development model should at least define the tools to
achieve the first two goals stated above; in fact, in many cases, it
might be not necessary to create new or custom components, for ex-
ample, because the system comes bundled with collections of ready-
to-use components (often known as toolkits in DSPEs [168]), or because
streaming queries are built via ad-hoc query languages, as it is often
the case for DSMSs [150].
In the available literature, two families of application development
models are common. The first includes the models where the map-
pings are based on special-purpose languages; the second family uses
general purpose languages. The use of one model rather than the other is
very often dependent on the system being a DSMS or a DSPE. However,DSPEs offering simplified stream processing languages [166, 168, 169]
that can be used complementary with respect to their operator defi-
nition APIs are not uncommon.
Special-purpose stream processing languages are usually tightly bound
to the system they have been designed for. They normally allow a
very concise definition of applications and components, by having
stream processing concepts mapped one-to-one to language-level con-
cepts. For example, STREAM [156] defines the Continuous Query Lan-guage (CQL), which permits to develop stream processing applications
by writing continuous queries in a syntax that strongly resembles SQL.
These queries are processed by the underlying system and decom-
posed in a processing graph of pre-defined operators. If applications
written in an ad-hoc language are usually simpler to write, they lack
of the flexibility of general-purpose languages and, more importantly,
they require developers to learn new languages and new develop-
ment processes.
Development models based on general-purpose languages, instead,
have a less steep learning curve because system-specific stream pro-
cessing concepts are defined through familiar constructs offered by
main-stream programming languages, such as C++, Java, or Python.
For example, in Apache S4 [164], operators are written as standard
Java classes that inherit from a common abstract superclass defined
by the framework. The developer has to “fill-in” a few methods, and
the runtime takes care of automatically invoking them when events
of interest occur. Using general-purpose languages has several bene-
fits, including the possibility to re-use pre-existing libraries and soft-
ware modules seamlessly inside custom stream processing applica-
tions. However this usually comes at the expense of conciseness and
prototyping speed, as APIs can be verbose and sometimes complex.
Execution model
An execution model maps the elements defined in the abstract model
and described through the development model to runtime objects (or
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tasks) that run natively on the platform hosting the stream processing
framework. An execution model defines:
1. The platform-specific execution units on which DSPS elements
are mapped, and the scheduling policies for local resources.
2. The distribution of the execution units on cluster servers.
3. The mapping of graph edges on communication channels, such
as shared memory, pipes, or network sockets.
The first important aspect of an execution model is the mapping
of operators, sources, and sinks on concepts native to the host plat-
form, such as OS processes or threads. With a process-per-operator allo-
cation, operators are instantiated individually as separate processes
with one or more concurrent threads of execution (e.g., one per input
port). That schema grants maximum isolation because any problem
occurring to one component does not affect other concurrently run-
ning ones. Normally, when this architecture is used, the local schedul-
ing of resources is demanded to the standard facilities of the host OSCPU and memory schedulers. The first implementations of the StreamProcessing Core (SPC) [28] used a similar approach, by isolating sin-
gle components into their own containers corresponding to standard
Unix processes.
A process-per-server allocation creates just one process per server. All
the components are hosted as separate software modules within this
process, for example, as instances of a some class in case of a class-
based object oriented implementation [164]. While, on the one side,
this arrangement does not grant the same execution isolation as the
process-per-operator allocation, on the other side, it gives tighter con-
trol on resource scheduling policies. For example, every in-process
component could be executed by a dedicated thread, or, more inter-
estingly, they could share a pool of threads scheduled according to
internal policies or QoS requirements (e.g., for a priority-proportional
scheduling of resources). Another advantage of this architecture re-
lates to the fact that communication of components running within
the same process is usually more effective, thanks to channels based
on shared memory. The process-per-server allocation is used, for ex-
ample, in Apache S4 [164] and Quasit [167], which start a Java VirtualMachine (JVM) [170] on each cluster server and deploy sources, opera-
tors, and sinks as objects running within the local JVM.
Somewhere between the previous solutions, the cluster-of-operators
approach fuses subsets of tightly coupled components into one pro-
cess. For example, operators with strong reciprocal communication
dependencies are good candidates for fusion. Again, within every
process, very flexible resource scheduling approaches and faster com-
munication channels can be used. Different operator clusters, how-
ever, are still mapped to different processes, isolated from each other.
IBM InfoSphere Streams [166] uses a similar hybrid approach through
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a technique called operator fusion [171] that groups multiple operators
into single execution units.
Knowing what the execution units are, the application processing
graph can be rewritten in the corresponding runtime graph where
nodes represent individual runtime objects (e.g., processes) and edges
communication channels. A further role of the execution model is
the definition of a placement strategy for runtime objects. A placement
strategy decides the distribution of runtime objects on the available
cluster servers: a good solution should take into account the resources
requirements of every object, the resources availability of each server,
and the expected/declared application communication patterns, and
it should satisfy the application quality requirements while minimiz-
ing its execution cost. The assignment can be static-only, or can have
dynamic phases as well. During the static phase, an initial assignment
is decided based on a-priori knowledge of the application and input
streams characteristics. Due to changing load conditions, for exam-
ple caused by load spikes, the initial assignment could be no longer
adequate to satisfy the application QoS requirements; in these cases,
a dynamic phase can be performed at runtime to incrementally deal
with load variations. The works in [172] and [173] are examples of
algorithms performing both static and dynamic assignment phases,
while [174] tries to find an initial static assignment that maximizes
the system robustness to possible load variations.
Finally, an execution model should decide how communication
channels are instantiated at runtime. For in-process communication,
function calls or shared memory-based message passing are the most com-
mon alternatives. While the first binds the execution thread of the
caller to that of the callee, the second allows independent execution of
the communicating parties. For what concerns inter-process commu-
nication, the choice depends on whether the channel endpoints reside
on the same host or on remote hosts. In the first case, solutions such
as system-level shared memory or OS pipes can be adopted for faster
and cheaper communication solutions; in case of remote communi-
cation, the choice of the protocol depends very much on the desired
communication cost and QoS level. For example, if cheap, unordered,
and unreliable communication is enough, UDP-based channels are a
commonly adopted solution.
3.3.2 QoS-aware model
In Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructures
serving mission-critical applications, e.g., in the areas of health-care,
finance, or transportation, it is very important that services behave
in conformance to a well-defined Service Level Agreement (SLA) that
determines the required QoS level. An SLA normally constraints func-
tional and non functional runtime parameters according to a pre-
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defined set of performance indicators. The range of possible perfor-
mance indicators is, in general, very large and application-dependent:
before, in this chapter, we already introduced two common and sim-
ple examples of general and high-level metrics such latency — mea-
suring the maximum time interval between a service request and the
corresponding response — and throughput — measuring the average
number of samples per time unit that the DSPS can process. Other
indicators can refer to non-functional aspects such as availability, i.e.,
a measure of the fraction of time the service is up and running, or to
lower-level details like memory or CPU usage. Every constraint that,
in an SLA, binds some performance indicator to its required value is
said to represent a QoS property for the service.
In all kind of distributed scenarios, the implementation of QoS-
aware services, i.e., services that are guaranteed to deterministically
operate according to a set of QoS properties, is a very difficult task,
and maps to the ability to allocate, statically and dynamically, the
proper amount of computational resources to different processing
components. The technical challenge is even harder in the case of
stream processing: differently from simple request-response or batch-
oriented services, where characteristics of computational tasks are
known a-priori and easier to reason about, in stream processing, the
properties of input streams (e.g., their data rate) change continuously
and they can be partially or completely unknown in advance and
very difficult to predict. The consequent uncertainty that platforms
have to deal with during long provisioning times makes the imple-
mentation of effective and adaptive resource scheduling techniques a
very challenging task.
Nonetheless, there is a growing number of real-world large data
streams analysis applications that requires predictable performance
guarantees. For example, think again about the SPE scenarios de-
scribed in Chapter 1, where the results results of stream analysis is
used to trigger real time feedback actions on physical aspects of the
cyber-physical world. These actions can be responses to emergency
conditions, such as the activation of alarms in smart tele-care systems
[32], or the computation of emergency rescue plans in a smart traffic
management system [17], which obviously need to be performed in
a timely and reliable fashion.
We strongly believe that the described scenarios call for a strong
integration of QoS in novel DSPSs, and that QoS-awareness should be
developed at all the three abstract, development, and execution layers
of our model. QoS in the abstract model should permit to specify, with
different levels of granularity, the QoS properties required for graphs,
single sources, operators, or sinks, or groups of components directly
in the application models. At this layer, different DSPSs should de-
fine their own quality-related vocabulary and determine which are
the performance aspects controllable through their QoS properties, to
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which specific components they can apply, and how they interact with
each other. QoS in the development model should define the syntactic
constructs used to annotate application code with the quality require-
ments expressed at the model level. Finally, QoS in the execution model
should support the execution of applications specified according to
the other two layers. In this layer, DSPSs should map QoS properties
to proper mechanisms for runtime admission, monitoring, control, en-
forcement, and management, and should develop resource schedul-
ing algorithms that can be used to successfully satisfy the requiredQoS specifications.
In the next subsection, we survey a selection of QoS properties forDSPSs that have been successfully proposed and implemented in the
literature or that we believe could be successfully realized in future
stream processing framework.
3.3.3 Classification of QoS properties
In this section, we describe an original bi-dimensional classification
of QoS properties for DSPSs. Similarly to what we have done for the
classification of PUB/SUB QoS properties in Chapter 2, our classifica-
tion tries to make common features, quality trade-offs, and issues
related to the implementation of different properties emerge clearly
from their position in the taxonomy.
The classification axes we consider are:
• Enforcement mode. Considering the distributed deployment of aDSPS in a cluster setting, can a QoS property be enforced au-
tonomously and locally by cluster nodes, or does it need dis-
tributed coordination?
• Quality Domain. What aspect of the DSPS functionality does the
property regulate?
The enforcement mode dimension captures the fact that some proper-
ties can be implemented and enforced without any distributed coor-
dination, while others might need more or less complex interactions
between cluster hosts. In the first case, think about a property that de-
fines the queuing behavior of processing components by setting queues
capacities and related blocking semantics; in the second, consider,
for example, a latency requirement on a sequence of operations per-
formed by components distributed on many computing nodes. Un-
derstanding the enforcement mode associated to QoS properties is very
important, especially when considering data center deployments ofDSPSs on a possibly very big number of computing nodes. It is triv-
ial to recognize, in fact, that QoS properties that only require a local
enforcement tend to scale better than those that need a distributed en-
forcement, since their complexity can grow rapidly with the number
of distributed participants.
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Table 3.1: Bi-dimensional taxonomy of DSPS QoS properties.
Local enforcement Distributed enforcementProcessing semantics Parallelism Ordering
QueuingLoad management Prioritya Prioritya
Latency
ThroughputFault tolerance — Availability
Consistency
a The enforcement mode is implementation-specific (see the property de-
scription for details).
The quality domain dimension groups different properties according
to the high-level goal that they aim at achieving. We identify three
main groups within the quality domain dimension:
• Processing Semantics.
• Load Management.
• Fault Tolerance.
As it was the case for our PUB/SUB QoS properties classification in
Chapter 2, to isolate one quality domain group from the other com-
pletely can be difficult because QoS properties from one group have
often special interactions with those of another group; for example,
they can alter each other’s semantics, have mutual requirements, or
thwart each other’s enforcement. In the following description of QoS
properties, we try to highlight every possible cross of concerns among
different QoS properties or quality domains.
Table 3.1 organizes the properties that we survey in the remainder
of this section according to their quality domain and enforcement
mode. For the sake of discussion clarity, in the following, we group
the analyzed properties by their quality domain.
Processing semantics
QoS properties in this group assist the stream processing platform in
configuring and managing operators or, more specifically, their cor-
responding runtime objects, according to application-driven require-
ments. Properties in this class must be used carefully because their
setting can also influence other performance parameters: to mention
just one example, queuing details are strongly correlated to perceived
latency.
parallelism We define two different type of parallelism specifica-
tions: instance parallelism and task parallelism. Both consist of an integer
value p > 1 attached to an operator o. The value of the task paral-
lelism property specifies how many tasks should be instantiated and
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deployed for the operator at runtime (e.g., how many processes in a
process-per-operator mapping, see Section 3.3.1). With an instance par-
allelism specification, instead, a user can configure how many threads
should execute corresponding operator tasks. When task parallelism
is used, it is possible to specify a data partitioning function. This func-
tion, defined over the domains of the operator input streams and pro-
ducing as output a discrete number of possible values, is used by the
platform to route data samples to different tasks of the same operator.
The platform guarantees that any two input data samples e1 and e2
for which the evaluation of the data partitioning function produces
the same value k are routed to the same operator task.
An instance parallelism p > 1 means that several execution threads
can process a task’s input samples concurrently: in that case, it is up
to the developer to make sure that the state of the operator is correctly
protected against concurrent accesses. If the right trade-off between
concurrency benefits and synchronization overhead is chosen, using
this property can provide important advantages especially in multi-
core architectures [29]. Task parallelism can bring the same type of
performance advantages, and also provides an additional opportu-
nity to distribute the operator load across multiple nodes [175]. In
this case, the states of different operator tasks are isolated and do not
influence each other: this fact, can be acceptable or not depending on
the specific semantics of the operator. In many data parallel problems,
for example, the processing state relative to different groups of input
data are inherently independent (e.g., a streaming word count prob-
lem [176]). Once an application is deployed on the cluster, paralleliza-
tion of operators does not require global coordination at runtime.
queuing In most DSPS implementations [29, 159, 164, 166, 167], op-
erators follow an asynchronous processing pattern, by executing their
data processing operations reactively in response to the arrival of data
samples at their input ports. In order to decouple processing compo-
nents from data distribution channels, most implementation use ad-
hoc input and output sample queues that are interposed between the
network and the operator tasks. At runtime, the DSPS extracts sam-
ples from output queues, routes them to local or remote destinations,
and puts them into destinations input queues. Asynchronously with
respect to this process, it also assigns execution threads to tasks with
non-empty input queues. The queuing QoS property lets users have a
more precise control on the configuration of tasks input and output
queues. For example, by setting a maximum queue size value, it is
possible to limit the maximum amount of memory that tasks will use
to hold unprocessed samples. Note, however, that bursty input can
cause queues to rapidly fill: in that case, unless techniques for queue
back pressure are implemented [154, 177], some samples will have to
be dropped in order to avoid blocking operations. When dropping
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data is unavoidable, data dropping policies can be specified: trivial poli-
cies are to discard newly arriving samples or random ones, but other
more complex ones can be devised, for example, to drop data ac-
cording to application specific priorities [178]. Note also that longer
queues inevitably cause longer processing latencies [179]. Queuing
specifications act locally to operator tasks, so they do not require any
distributed enforcement protocol.
ordering The ordering QoS property configures the ordering guar-
antees provided to the operator or sink it is attached to. Guaranteeing
consistent data processing order can be useful, for example, in case
repeatability of results is a requirement or if the order of samples has
an application-relevant meaning that must be preserved. We consider
three possible values for this properties:
• No order.
• Producer order.
• Total order.
When no order is used, samples are processed as they arrive on any
operator input-port. Note that the arrival order does not necessarily
reflect the sample production order, for example, if an unordered pro-
tocol, such as UDP, is used to deliver samples. On the contrary, this
can be guaranteed by using producer order. From an implementa-
tion point of view, producer order can be realized by using an or-
dered transport protocol (e.g., TCP) for transferring samples from a
producer’s output queue to its consumers’ input queues. Note also
that producer order does not impose any relation between samples
received from different input ports. That guarantee can be achieved,
instead, by using a total order QoS property, which ensures that sam-
ples arriving to a task from all its input ports are ordered determin-
istically. A possible implementation approach for total order is, for
example, based on global time stamps that producers include in their
samples [180]. Neither producer nor total order can be implemented
locally if any of the operator sources is running on a remote host.
Load management
In batch-oriented DISC systems the characteristics of the input data
are usually known a-priory, but the same cannot be claimed for DSPSs.
The data rate of input streams can vary sensibly during the lifetime
of an application temporarily or permanently. Management of time
variable input load poses several hard challenges for the allocation
and scheduling of distributed resources. In fact, if, at some point, aDSPS does not have enough resources to handle the input load and
to keep up with the data production rate, input queues start to grow
with two possible consequences: if they fill, some samples have to be
dropped at some point in the processing graph, leading to data loss; if,
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on the other hand, they are long enough to sustain the duration of the
load peak, the system will have to pay the price of increased latency.
In this section, we discuss QoS properties that can be used to regulate
how to handle load variation according to user-defined requirements.
priority In stream processing applications, it is not rare that dif-
ferent processing flows have different importance from the point of
view of applications. Consider, for example, the TMS scenario pre-
sented in Chapter 1: in that scenario it is clear that the management
of emergency situations should take absolute priority over other ser-
vices, such as car navigation. This must be true even and especially
when the system is under heavy load and when the available pro-
cessing resources are not enough to execute every application pro-
cessing functionality successfully. The priority QoS property can be
exploited to impose an application-aware partial ordering between
different processing tasks; the system will use these hints to allocate
resources to tasks accordingly, and to take appropriate actions in case
of resources shortage due to a sudden growth of input load. A pri-
ority QoS property consists of a value usually chosen from a short
set of possibilities (e.g., in the 0–9 range) and can be associated ei-
ther to single operators or to data sinks. Sink priorities are used to
influence the scheduling of resources for all the runtime objects that
produce data ultimately going to the prioritized sink [181]. On the
contrary, when associated to operators, priority properties influence
only the execution of that operator’s tasks. Although their usefulness
is not as easy to understand as sink priorities, operator priorities al-
low a very fine grained specification of task resource requirements
that can aid resource usage optimization. If not explicitly given by
users, priority values can also be inferred statically or dynamically
leveraging other orthogonal QoS properties such as latency [157] or
custom utility functions [182]. Priorities decide how tasks running on
the same server share its resources at runtime: their enforcement does
not require distributed coordination. However, global knowledge of
priorities can help task placement algorithms to decide the mapping
between tasks and available cluster servers.
latency Latency QoS specifications express timing bounds on DSPS
operations. A latency specification can be attached to an operator, a
graph edge, a connected sequence of operators [169] or, more simply,
to a data sink [157]. Operator latency specifies the maximum time
interval elapsing from the moment a sample is put in an task’s input
queue to the moment the sample is extracted from the corresponding
output queue. In this definition, both queuing and sample processing
times must be taken into account. Latency on an edge constraints the
time taken to transport a sample from a source task output queue
to the input queue of the target operator task: note that this process
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could involve network-level buffering and routing that can add sig-
nificant time overhead. Latency can also be specified on connected
sequences of operators: in this case the upper bound refers to the
sum of latencies of operators and edges involved in the sequence; fi-
nally, a latency specification on a data sink refers to the sum of the
latencies of all the sequences that eventually lead to that sink node.
Latency is probably the performance DSPS metric most strongly
perceived by users because it is simple to understand and has a direct
and critical impact on almost every application scenario. However, to
implement guaranteed latency bounds in DSPS is probably one of the
toughest challenges to face when realizing QoS-based behavior. First,
there are many concurrent sources of delay that can influence sample
processing time at runtime, such as I/O operations, adverse network
conditions, data batching policies, synchronization points, or coordi-
nation protocols for fault-tolerance [136]. Second, DSPSs are normally
hosted by non-real-time OSs that do not provide mechanisms to con-
trol strict time-based operations, as real-time schedulers do [183], and
to coordinate the interactions between middleware-level and OS-level
scheduling is a non trivial task. Third, tracing the causality relation-
ships between source input samples and output samples is a rather
complex tasks, especially when UDFs are used to represent opera-
tor behavior [29]. Dynamic adaptation of priorities based on chang-
ing latency requirements [154, 177], static and dynamic task place-
ment algorithms [172, 184], or continuous resource re-scheduling for
load adaption [185] are common optimization-based solutions that
are used to enforce latency constraint. An alternative approach is
to claim the resources needed to guarantee low-latency processing
by voluntarily dropping some data, through load-shedding techniques
[186, 187]. Especially in the case of sequences of operators, all the
servers where involved operators are deployed must coordinate to
guarantee timely sample processing, and hence distributed enforce-
ment is required.
throughput In a DISC system, throughput defines the average num-
ber of samples processed per time unit. In batch-oriented systems,
where all the input data is available before processing starts, through-
put is the primary performance evaluation metric, and techniques
to improve it have been widely studied [188, 189]. When thinking
about DSPSs, the definition of what throughput means is less obvi-
ous because the maximum number of tuples processed per time unit
depends not only on the characteristics of applications and platforms
but also on the current input streams data rate. We define throughput
of a DSPS the maximum number of output tuples per time unit that
the system can produce as the input data rate grows indefinitely. A
throughput QoS property can be used, at deployment time, to guide
tasks instantiation processes and resource assignment or, at runtime,
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to initiate adaptation procedures [175, 190]. A general way to improve
throughput is by using batching techniques at both processing and
networking levels: at processing level, it consists in letting a task pro-
cess a group of samples rather than one sample at time before giv-
ing control back to the local thread scheduler; at networking level, it
consists in grouping several samples into single packets to avoid the
overhead due to network communication protocols. However, note
that batching techniques tend to deteriorate latency [169]. As latency,
implementing controlled throughput requires the proper orchestra-
tion of all system components, and hence distributed enforcement.
Fault tolerance
Fault-tolerance is the ability of a system to continue to offer its service
in spite of possible hardware, software, or network failures that might
occur [191]. Stream processing systems are designed to run for indef-
initely long amounts of time on a large number of distributed nodes
made of commodity hardware: in such a setting, the likelihood of fail-
ures are very high. For this reason, DSPSs should provide appropri-
ate fault-tolerance mechanisms, and, most-importantly, they should
clearly define the guaranteed service-level they provide when differ-
ent types of failures occur. From another perspective, users should be
given tools to express fault-tolerance requirements for their applica-
tions, and QoS-aware DSPSs should fulfill these requirements.
availability When distributed DSPS components fail, some of the
hosted applications will stop producing results or will produce par-
tial or incorrect output. The availability QoS property measures the
ability of a system to quickly restore faulty components and restart
steady-state operations. Note that, according to this definition, to be
available a system does not necessarily need to restore its internal
state as it was before the fault: the availability concept only captures
the ability to overcome failures and measures the speed of this re-
covery process. Many solutions have been proposed in the literature
to implement high availability in DSPSs [192]: in active and passive
replication the system deploys one primary replica and one (or pos-
sibly several) secondary replicas for each operator task proactively;
upon detection of primary failures, it replaces it with one of the sec-
ondary copies. An alternative and reactive approach is to instantiate
new tasks only after failures occur. In general terms, proactive ap-
proaches tend to provide shorter recovery times, and reactive ones,
while cheaper in terms of runtime overhead, are usually slower. Avail-
ability policies have a strong relationship with the consistency QoS-
level that the platform offers (see next paragraph): as a rule of the
thumb, the stronger the consistency guarantees, the more expensive
the availability guarantees are. Implementing available systems, re-
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quires distributed monitoring and recovery, which rule out the possi-
bility of local QoS enforcement.
consistency Consistency deals with the ability of DSPS systems to
mask the effects that failures may have on application outputs. Fail-
ures of processing nodes or network might cause operator processing
state or stream data to be lost, an event that can easily alter applica-
tion results. Note that any system providing some form of guaranteed
consistency is necessarily available: in fact, a platform must recover
from failure situations first to possibly hide their effects. We identify
five main types of consistency guarantees:
• Best-effort consistency.
• At least once processing consistency.
• Exactly once processing consistency.
• Repeatable consistency.
• Weak consistency.
All the consistency guarantees are defined with respect to executions
of the DSPS on some finite portions of an application’s input streams,
i.e., a set of input traces (see Section 3.3.1). System providing best-
effort consistency are those systems that, while not giving any type of
strong guarantee about their behavior in presence of failures, still try,
in some way, to reduce their negative effects. With at least once pro-
cessing consistency, the DSPS guarantees that all the samples in the
input traces are processed at least once, and that their possible influ-
ence on the application state is not lost in case of failures. Similarly,
exactly once processing consistency ensures that all the traces sam-
ples are processed exactly once, and their effect on the application
state is preserved in case of failures. Repeatable consistency is even
stronger: it guarantees that any two executions on the same input
traces produce exactly the same output traces, also in case of failures.
Note that the realization of protocols for repeatable consistency is a
very hard task: in fact, it is not only sufficient that all the samples are
processed once, but their processing order must be completely deter-
ministic, even between samples arriving on different operator input
ports. For this reason, repeatable consistency requires totally ordered
processing semantics. With the weak consistency expression, finally,
we refer to a class of consistency guarantees, rather than a specific one.
Members of this class are characterized by their common attempt to
find a trade-off between strong consistency guarantees (such as at
least once, exactly once, or repeatable) and best-effort or no guaran-
tees at all, for example, by expressing fault-tolerance in probabilistic
terms, or by explicitly specifying the amount of information that is
guaranteed not to be lost in case of failures.
State checkpointing techniques are widely used to implement best-
effort consistency [193, 194]; fault-tolerance techniques like upstream
backup [195, 196] or active and passive replication [197, 198] can
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Table 3.2: List of surveyed DSPS systems.
System Subsection
Aurora/Borealis [27, 158] 3.4.1
STREAM [155, 156] 3.4.1
TelegraphCQ [154, 199] 3.4.1
IBM InfoSphere Streams [166] 3.4.2
Nephele Streaming [169, 200] 3.4.2
Storm [29] 3.4.2
realize, depending on implementation details, either at least once
or exactly once consistency. In Chapter 5, we introduce a particu-
lar instance of weak consistency systems that uses an ad-hoc inter-
nal completeness metric to define fault-tolerance related guarantees.
Implementation of consistency is a complex task and, as availabil-
ity, it requires the coordination of many system components, i.e., a
distributed enforcement.
3.4 systems survey
In this section, we provide a technical overview of a selection of ex-
isting DSPSs, and we discuss their design and architectural features
under the light of the three-layers modeling framework introduced
in Section 3.3.1. In our analysis, we focus in particular on system fea-
tures that realize quality-related behavior, and try to emphasize the
related design and implementation aspects. The selection of systems
that we include in this section is guided by reasons similar to those
that motivate the choice of PUB/SUB systems in Chapter 2. In particu-
lar, our goals are:
• Present systems that support a representative selection of rele-
vant, diffused, and original DSPS QoS properties.
• Analyze the benefits and drawbacks of different implementa-
tion architectures for what concerns the achievement of quality-
aware data processing.
• Cover both DSMSs and DSPEs and highlight their differences for
what concerns their QoS-aware services.
Table 3.2 summarizes the DSPSs that we discuss in the rest of this
section. We organize our analysis in two subsections: in the first we
discuss systems belonging to the DSMS group and in the second those
that can be classified as DSPEs (Table 3.3). Let us remark that it is not
our goal to provide an extensive survey of existing stream processing
solutions: for a comprehensive work, the reader is referred to [132].
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Table 3.3: Classification of surveyed DSPS systems.
Stream Management Systems Stream Processing Engines
Aurora/Borealis IBM InfoSphere Streams
FIT Nephele Streaming
STREAM STORM
3.4.1 Data stream management systems
The most important DSMS proposals emerged after novel stream pro-
cessing scenarios brought to light the limitations of traditional DBMSs
in handling continuous queries over streaming data. Mostly coming
from data bases communities, these systems usually focus on QoS
properties related to processing consistency and reliability which are
very important problems also in the case of traditional data bases. In
this section we analyze the three most influential DSMSs, i.e., Auro-
ra/Borealis [27, 158], STREAM [155, 156], and TelegraphCQ [199].
Aurora/Borealis
Aurora [157, 158] is a centralized stream management systems jointly
developed by Brandeis University, Brown University, and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Borealis [27, 159] brings together the stream
management functionalities of Aurora with a distributed architec-
ture inspired by Medusa [201]. In Aurora and Borealis, users build
stream processing applications according to a so called boxes and
arrows model, which corresponds to our processing graph abstract
model with operators chosen from those defined by an ad-hoc StreamQuery Algebra (SQuAl).
Quite interestingly for the goals of our work, Borealis has been
a common development platform for the experimentation of severalQoS properties in the context of DSMSs. The original Aurora model
permits to express QoS requirements on the output streams using a
three-dimensional quality model that measures output latency, per-
centage of samples drop, and the presence of desired values in the
output data. These QoS requirements are not expressed as strong con-
straints, but as functions that map the measured output performance
to a value from 0 (maximum QoS violation) to 1 (perfect QoS satis-
faction). Borealis extends this model by permitting to associate these
measures not only to output sinks, but also to inner operator boxes.
The QoS requirements are used to guide the initial placement of tasks
on cluster nodes, the scheduling of resources at runtime, and possi-
ble dynamic operator rescheduling. In [187], a load shedding algorithm
for Borealis is proposed that selectively drops samples to handle load
peaks and maximize the system throughput, weighted according to
user-defined priorities on output sinks. The Delay, Process, and Cor-rect (DPC) protocol [196] has been more recently proposed to enable
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low latency and eventual repeatable consistency in spite of failures. To
avoid an excessive increase of processing latency in case of failures,
and while the system is not fully recovered yet, DPC produces ten-
tative samples, i.e., possibly partial or incorrect results. These tuples
are guaranteed to be eventually corrected once the system is restored.
The user can influence the trade-off between availability and consis-
tency by controlling two parameters: a latency requirement and the
maximum number of tolerable tentative tuples.
STREAM
The Stanford Data Stream Management System, or STREAM, [156] is
a general-purpose DSMS supporting continuous queries over continu-
ous data streams or static data sets. Its development model is based
on the CQL algebra and query language [150], designed to resembleSQL for easier adoption.
Although STREAM is a centralized data streams manager with a
multi-threaded process doing all the work, we include it anyway
in this survey because it implements several interesting QoS-related
features that have been seminal to more recent DSPSs. After being
submitted, CQL queries are compiled into a corresponding processing
graph of operators, whose execution is managed by the local sched-
uler. STREAM adopts a chain scheduling algorithm [202] that aims at
minimizing memory usage by giving execution priority to chains of
operators that maximize the reduction in the length of internal sam-
ple queues. If, instead, achieving low latency is more important than
saving main memory, a very simple FIFO scheduler can be used in
alternative. STREAM also guarantees totally ordered processing of
tuples [203]. To do so, it puts reordering buffers in front of operators,
which store all the tuples older than τ until an heart beat message with
time stamp τ is received. At this point, they reorder their content and
feed it to the corresponding operators. After that heart beat, no tu-
ples older than τ will be passed to the processing stage. The timing
of heart beats can be customized according to user defined parame-
ters, for example, by setting a skew bound that defines the difference
in the time stamps from two different input streams that is expected
to be found. Additionally, STREAM supports a set of user indications,
called adherence parameters, that permit to define specific characteristic
of input data streams used to optimize resource usage. For example,
an adherence value of type “ordered-arrival k-constraint” attached to
an input data stream specifies that, considering a single sample at-
tribute other than the time stamp, for any sequence of k + 1 samples
e0 . . . ek, the value of that attribute in ek will be strictly greater than
the attribute value in e0 [204]. For what concerns load adaptation,
STREAM implements load shedding [205], i.e., it inserts automatic drop
operations inside the processing graph in order to retrieve sufficient
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resources to handle load spikes while minimizing the inaccuracy of
results due to data loss.
TelegraphCQ
TelegraphCQ [154, 199, 206], developed by UC Berkeley and the IBM
Almaden Research Center, exposes an ad-hoc query language which,
syntactically, is a subset of SQL; SQL operations are mapped at run-
time on a set of continuous and non-blocking operators (or modules
according to TelagraphCQ terminology). The runtime model follows
a process-per-server model, with local TelegraphCQ instances con-
nected by the so called Flux component [207] that implements data
routing functionalities and replication mechanisms.
The systems has a strong focus in realizing adaptive mechanisms
for query processing. For example, its Eddy components [177] can
dynamically reorder the sequence of operators samples go through
based on load variations detected at runtime. Instance parallelism is
supported via Flux: in particular, Flux partitions data across the clus-
tered Telegraph instances in order to balance servers’ load, and it
implements mechanisms to dynamically adjust these partitions to
keep the cluster balanced in presence of short or long-lasting load
variations. TelegraphCQ also supports content-based priority speci-
fications through its Juggle component [208] that reorders samples
produced by sources according to their content. Finally, for what con-
cerns fault-tolerance, TelegraphCQ supports availability through ac-
tive replication and exactly once processing consistency (both imple-
mented in Flux).
3.4.2 Distributed stream processing engines
Compared to DSMSs, DSPE implementations are more interested in
realizing highly parallel and scalable solutions rather then providing
a formal query model or strict processing guarantees. Nonetheless,
especially in the recent years, many solution have emerged offering
richer QoS-related features that respond to the growing need for qual-
ity coming from real-world processing scenarios. In this section we
discuss two widely used industrial DSPEs — IBM InfoSphere Streams
[28, 166] and BackType (now Twitter) Storm [29] — and a relevant
proposal coming from academia — Nephele Streaming [169, 200].
IBM InfoSphere Streams
IBM InfoSphere Streams [166] is a DSPE evolved from the SPC re-
search project [28]. In Streams, application processing graphs are de-
fined in an ad-hoc special-purpose Stream Processing Language (SPL)
that is used to describe operators and their stream connections. In
addition to SPL, the system offers two sets of general-purpose APIs
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that can be used to build UDF-based custom operators. The first is a
mixed C++ and Perl API that, via a two-steps code generation pro-
cess, gives them maximum customization flexibility and execution
efficiency [209]. The second is a simpler Java API, based on runtime re-
flection techniques rather than code generation. Due to the cost of re-
flection, however, this API is in general less efficient than its C++/Perl
counterpart. Operators built through either APIs can be used directly
from SPL source files. At compile time, an optional operator fusion
process can be manually or automatically performed in order to clus-
ter groups of correlated operators [171]. Each group is then trans-
formed into its corresponding runtime task, called Processing Ele-ment (PE), whose execution is mapped onto an OS process. Hence,
InfoSphere Streams follows a cluster-of-operators approach if the fu-
sion step is enabled, or operator-per-process otherwise. Depending
on configuration parameters, operators inside the same process are
executed by dedicated threads — in this case they communicate to
other in-process operators through message passing — or by shared
threads — in this case they communicate via function calls.
InfoSphere Streams supports a fault-tolerance mechanisms based
on state checkpointing [193], which guarantees availability and best-
effort consistency: periodically or in response to the reception of par-
ticular samples, tasks can save their state on secondary memory; when-
ever a crash occurs, that state is restored but all the processing op-
erations performed between the checkpoint and the failure are lost.
To the best of our knowledge, the commercial version of the system
does not perform dynamic load management, but distributes tasks
on the available cluster resources based on an off-line only profil-
ing and placement algorithm [171]. At runtime, the system monitors
and detect possible load imbalances and suggests alternative tasks
placements [173]; dynamic PE migration operations, however, must
be manually triggered by system administrators. In the context of
the research precursor of InfoSphere Streams (SPC), Amini et al. [185]
have proposed a dynamic resources micro-scheduling algorithm that
dynamically changes local PE resource allocation based on the current
system load; we are not aware whether this algorithm is implemented
in the commercial system or not.
Nephele Streaming
Nephele is a DISC system developed mainly by TU Berlin in the con-
text of the larger Stratosphere project [210]. Originally, Nephele was
designed to support the needs of batch-oriented scenarios, offering a
generalized graph-based processing model [26] that flexibly extends
many core ideas previously proposed in the MapReduce framework
[24]. In this section we discuss its very recent extension, Nephele
streaming [169, 211], that modifies the platform by adding support
for continuous data stream processing. Nephele applications are de-
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veloped by using ad-hoc APIs (Java or Scala at the time of writing) to
create operators and connect them in processing graphs. Processing
graphs are then deployed on a cluster of servers and executed by a
set of task managers each corresponding to an OS process (process-per-
server model).
The main contribution of Nephele streaming for what concerns QoS
enforcement is the implementation of two complementary techniques
that dynamically optimize the system in order to satisfy user latency
requirements attached to sequences of operators. The first technique,
called adaptive output buffer sizing, trades high throughput off for im-
proved latency by adjusting the size of operator output buffers accord-
ing to runtime estimations of the maximum time tuples can sit into
output buffers and still avoid latency violations. The second mecha-
nism, called dynamic task chaining, works locally to single task man-
agers where different tasks normally run in separate threads. The
idea of dynamic task chaining is to remove the additional latency
due to input/output queuing and execute, when possible, sequences
of consecutive task within the same thread; also in this case, latency
gains are paid with possible throughput degradation since using task
chaining reduces the number of opportunities for pipelined parallel
task execution.
Storm
Storm [29] is a DSPE developed by BackType and recently released
under the Eclipse Public License by Twitter after its acquisition of
BackType. In Storm processing graphs, data sources are called spouts
and operators bolts; there is no explicit concept of sink, but destina-
tions can be realized through bolts themselves, since they can perform
arbitrary actions on received samples. According to the Storm devel-
opment model, the main method to define new spouts and bolts is
through a Java API: custom bolts and spouts are defined by writing
classes that extend specific base classes, which in turn provide core
stream processing functionalities to newly built components.
The Storm execution model is rather articulated and, originally, the
system allows to configure many parts of its execution engine. For in-
stance, the way a processing graph is instantiated on the cluster can
be influenced by three parameters, i.e., i) the number of worker pro-
cesses, ii) the number of tasks per operator (task parallelism), and iii)
the number of per-component threads (instance parallelism). The first
parameter determines the total number of processes that will be cre-
ated on the Storm cluster; the second, associated with every spout or
bolt, determines how many tasks of each component are instantiated;
the third determines the total number of threads that should serve a
component’s set of tasks. At runtime, every worker is instantiated in
a different JVM, which can host one or more tasks (and execute one
or more threads) from the same application. Very peculiarly, Storm
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Table 3.4: Summary of supported DSPS QoS properties.
Parallelism Queuing Ordering PrioritiesDSMS TelegraphCQ — Borealis Borealis
STREAM TelegraphCQDSPE Nephele Streams Storm —
Storm
Latency Throughput Availability ConsistencyDSMS Borealis Borealis Borealis Borealis
STREAMS TelegraphCQ TelegraphCQDSPE Nephele Nephele Nephele Storm
Storm
puts also a strong focus on fault-tolerance by optionally providing at-
least-once processing consistency. To do so, for each root sample (i.e.,
a sample generated by a spout), Storm keeps track of all the other
samples that are caused by processing operations that involve it di-
rectly or indirectly. The root sample is kept in stable storage until
all the samples caused by it are acknowledged by their final desti-
nations. Given the highly customizable nature of stream processing
functionalities, Storm cannot keep track automatically of caused by re-
lationships and requires explicit developer intervention: at code-level
developers have to explicitly mark every new sample as caused by
another sample if they will to avail of Storm fault tolerance facilities.
Building on top of this functionality, Storm implements what it calls
transactional topologies, i.e., processing graphs implementing exactly
once processing consistency.
3.5 discussion
In the previous section, we have surveyed six DSPS solutions selected
for the unique QoS-related features they implement. Table 3.4 shows
the main QoS properties supported by these systems and organizes
them based on their belonging to the DSMS or DSPE classes. In this
section, we summarize our analysis by focusing on the three QoS
quality domains identified in Section 2.2.3 and by discussing their
implementation in state-of-the-art DSPS systems.
3.5.1 Processing semantics
Task parallelism is a fundamental tool to enable scalability in very
large stream processing scenarios. The creation of several tasks per
operator permits to partition the analysis of large data streams across
multiple processing sites and helps avoiding computational bottle-
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necks. Task parallelism is becoming a standard technique in DSPEs:
in our survey, both Nephele [26] and Storm [29] support it by also
letting users express custom data partitioning criteria. Besides these
two systems, many other modern DSPE solutions implement task par-
titioning, including, for example, Apache S4 [164], Apache Samza
[165], and Google MillWheel [180]. The finer grained instance par-
allelism property is less widely supported, probably because it in-
fluences directly low level implementation mechanisms that systems
usually prefer to hide from final users. Among the surveyed systems,
only InfoSphere Streams and Storm permit to use that property to
some extent, the first by allowing to choose whether a fused operator
should be executed by a dedicated thread or not, the second by let-
ting users choose how many threads to create per operator (while still
hiding the threads-to-tasks allocation policy). With the exception of
TelegraphCQ, which offers some basic horizontal partitioning meth-
ods with its Flux component [207], most DSMSs do not support nei-
ther task or instance parallelism. The reason for this must be probably
sought in the fact that these systems are often the evolution of simpler
centralized platforms that were designed to work in scenarios where
input load is successfully handled via basic pipelined-parallelism.
Direct control of input and output queues is not allowed in mostDSPSs: we are not aware of any system that permits to specify the
length or type of input and output sample queues except InfoSphere
Streams that provides SPL syntactic elements to accomplish this task.
In other solutions, the behavior of input queues is only indirectly
and automatically controllable by setting other QoS properties, such
as latency: for example, in Nephele Streaming, the length of output
buffers is adjusted according to user latency requirements; similarly,
the load shedding features in Aurora/Borealis or STREAM involve in-
put queues by dropping their part of their content in case of overload,
but their final goal is to achieve better latency performance.
Most systems, finally, support producer order: this is normally im-
plemented by mapping processing graph edges on network channels
based on ordered transport-level protocols. However, just a few sys-
tems offer totally ordered processing: in our survey, only the DPC
extension of Borealis, STREAM, and Storm transactional topologies
guarantee total order. Forcing a total order between samples coming
from many sources is, in fact, a non-trivial task. On the one hand,
it is not always obvious how to choose a meaningful attribute that
determines the order of samples from different sources: a commonly
adopted mechanism is to leverage producer-side time stamps, but
this might not always be a good choice since time stamps by differ-
ent producers might be largely de-synchronized. On the other hand,
to implement cross-stream ordering always involves a pre-buffering
stage where out-of-order samples are kept and re-ordered before be-
ing pushed to downstream operators: this operation introduces ad-
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ditional delays on the stream processing operations, which is a nor-
mally undesirable effect. For these reasons, total ordering is normally
available only if strictly required to guarantee other properties, such
as repeatable consistency [29, 165, 196].
3.5.2 Load management
Properly handling load variation is fundamental in any DSPS, and
it is one of the main reason why the first DSMSs were developed,
overcoming the limitations of DBMSs. However, the way this is done
can vary a lot from system to system.
Priorities are an easy to understand and easy to use method to
express preferences among different processing operations or differ-
ent application outputs. Surprisingly, they are not widely supported
in the literature we have surveyed. TelegraphCQ supports a form of
content-based priorities through its Juggle [208] component, while
in Aurora/Borealis, although supported, priorities are only used in
relation to another load-management technique, i.e., load-shedding.
Load shedding is supported by Aurora/Borealis, Stream, and Tele-
graphCQ [212], and has been widely studied also outside these sys-
tems [213–215] because it provides a simple mechanism to deal with
increasing input loads using a limited amount of resources. While
very successful in DSMSs, we are not aware of DSPEs offering load-
shedding features out-of-the-box. However, given the simplicity of
the mechanism, we believe that load shedding can be feasibly imple-
mented in ad-hoc operator components for any DSPS and used in any
scenario where deterministic dropping of samples is acceptable.
Although latency and throughput are two of the declared objec-
tives of DSPSs, only Aurora/Borealis and Nephele Streaming sup-
port the specification of explicit latency requirements and none of
the systems in our survey supports direct throughput specifications.
Instead, latency and throughput are often considered optimization
goals rather than hard constraints. This derives from the fact that
implementing strong latency bounds on non-real-time operating sys-
tems, where DSPSs usually run, can be a very hard, if not impossible,
task: platform-level schedulers need to cope with the presence of OS-
level schedulers and have to share CPU and memory resources with
other services that run concurrently to the DSPS in ways that are usu-
ally not directly controllable.
3.5.3 Fault tolerance
Given the importance of fault tolerance in distributed systems that
are supposed to run for indefinitely long amount of times, techniques
for availability and consistency are common in DSPSs: the only sys-
tem presented in this chapter that does not discuss about its fault-
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tolerance mechanisms is STREAM. The guarantees provided by dif-
ferent systems and fault-tolerance protocols are very different among
each other: each tries to balance the trade-off between recovery time,
processing guarantees, and runtime cost. For example, active opera-
tor replication [195], which can provide exactly once processing se-
mantics and almost instantaneous recovery, comes also at the price
of a very high runtime cost. On the opposite end, solutions based
on state checkpointing [164, 193] are very cheap to maintain, but
they cannot give any guarantee other than best-effort consistency
and are associated with slower recovery times. The strongest form
of consistency, i.e., repeatable consistency, stands at the extreme end
of this consistency–cost trade-off and is offered only by a few systems
[29, 165, 196]. In fact, the strong synchronization constraints between
incoming input streams that are required to implement the necessary
totally ordered processing semantics can have a severe impact on the
achievable system performance in terms of throughput and latency.
3.6 directions for future work
Our survey has shown that, over the years, DSPS solutions have intro-
duced several quality-related features in distributed stream process-
ing, covering almost completely the space of possible QoS properties
classified in Section 3.3.3. Among the surveyed systems, Aurora/Bo-
realis is the one realizing the largest number of QoS-related features;
most of the other systems, instead, focus on just a few QoS properties
each and do not offer comprehensive QoS configuration possibilities.
Most importantly, none of the systems we are aware of elevates QoS
to a first-class stream processing concept: even when they are present,QoS features are very often hidden or not directly controllable by the
final user. However, limiting QoS visibility also limits the possibility
for users to customize DSPS services for their very own stream pro-
cessing requirements, which, in turn, reduces the opportunities for
platforms to optimize resource usage accordingly and to achieve bet-
ter scalability in large scale processing scenarios.
We believe, instead, that novel DSPSs should be designed and im-
plemented around the concept of QoS-based configurability, and thatQoS should be considered as a central entity at all the abstract, de-
velopment, and execution model levels. Moreover, platforms should
expose complete visibility of their QoS features and clearly explain the
associated scalability–costs trade-offs so that users can always choose
the one that best adapts to the requirements of different stream pro-
cessing applications. Experienced users should be allowed to make
this choice by directly configuring the platform QoS, or else smart mid-
dleware layers built on top of the stream processing system should
be allowed to make their adaptive configuration choices. As antic-
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ipated in our QoS-aware model presented previously in this chapter
(Section 3.3.2), the abstract model should let developers associate QoS-
specifications to every abstract-level entity, such as sources, opera-
tors, sinks, edges, or entire graphs. Similarly, the development model
should define ad-hoc syntactical constructs or APIs for the description
of QoS specifications at application development time and, most im-
portantly, the execution model should define how different properties
map to runtime mechanisms that take care of their enforcement.
The new class of QoS-centric DSPSs should struggle to support the
widest possible range of QoS properties, from high level indications
such as priorities or latency requirements, which are normally eas-
ier to understand and use by novice users, to very low level config-
uration details, such as parallelism, queuing, or networking specifi-
cations, which can help more experienced users to customize plat-
form services to their own needs. In addition, we believe that there
are still many open research directions to explore in the area scal-
able QoS-centric DSPSs, in particular for what concerns the defini-
tion, implementation, and validation of novel weak QoS properties.
This important class of properties should propose new and flexible
trade-offs between cheap and highly scalable best-effort QoS proper-
ties and more expensive strong QoS properties that, while guarantee-
ing always deterministic and consistent behavior, may hinder system
scalability. Differently from best-effort QoS, weak QoS should still offer
well-defined behavior guarantees but it should be possible to enforce
these guarantees more flexibly when compared to those provided by
strong QoS properties. Probabilistic QoS is probably the best example
of weak QoS properties: to express guarantees in probabilistic rather
than deterministic terms provides the platform with additional de-
grees of freedom for what concerns how and when to use possibly
expensive QoS enforcement mechanisms.
3.7 summary and conclusions
In this chapter, we analyze the possibility to use Data-Intensive Scal-able Computing (DISC) systems to face the scalability challenges posed
by the novel Big Data analysis scenarios emerging from SPEs. In par-
ticular, given the streaming nature of SPE data flows and the near-
real-time processing requirements of SPE applications, we focus on
stream-oriented DISC systems, i.e., Distributed Stream Processing Sys-tem (DSPS), and we analyze the current state-of-the art with particu-
lar attention on system features related to QoS-based configurability.
After proposing an original model for DSPSs based on a layered three-
levels architecture, we classify commonly supported and envisionedQoS properties for these systems. We then survey six important state-
of-the-art DSPSs, noteworthy for their unique support to QoS-related
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features, and emphasize design and technical aspects related to the
implementation of scalable mechanisms for the runtime enforcement
of different QoS properties.
Through our analysis we identify two main directions of future
work for building novel and QoS-centric DSPSs. First, although many
works have faced the problem of QoS-based behavior in DSPSs, there
are still no solutions offering a comprehensive QoS framework that
lets users understand and choose the most suitable quality–cost con-
figuration for their peculiar stream processing requirements. Second,
only a few systems have explored QoS properties providing weak or
probabilistic QoS guarantees: we believe that, by using this kind of
properties, new flexible and adaptive QoS enforcement mechanisms
can be realized, with the potential of greatly improving systems scal-
ability. In the next two chapters we present our efforts in the two di-
rections above: in Chapter 4 we present Quasit, an original QoS-centric
model and framework for distributed stream processing, while in
Chapter 5 we introduce LAAR, a novel technique for partial fault toler-
ance that lets user trade platform runtime costs off for consistency.

4 A FRAMEWORK FOR QUAL I TYOF SERV ICE AWARE STREAMPROCESS ING
In the previous chapter, we have defined our model for DSPSs and
we have introduced and motivated a set of requirements for stream
processing in SPEs. All of them orbit around the concept of QoS-
centric DSPSs, i.e., scalable processing frameworks that put QoS-based
configurability at the core of their functionalities. In this chapter, we
present our contribution toward the development of this novel class
of systems by presenting Quasit, an original stream processing model
that is able to express and support application-driven quality require-
ments in order to achieve the most suitable trade-off between effi-
ciency, scalability, and differentiated QoS. We present the main prin-
ciples behind the Quasit stream processing model and we report our
design and implementation experience in building the prototype of a
distributed and scalable platform supporting the execution of Quasit
stream processing applications on clusters of off-the-shelf multi-core
computers. We discuss the Quasit modular architecture and present
its prototype implementation that integrates several state-of-the-art
technologies (e.g., actor-based threading and DDS-based inter-process
communication) and combines their strengths in order to offer a scal-
able, lightweight, easy to use, and easy to extend system. The source code
of our Quasit prototype is freely available for download from the
Quasit project Web site [216].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. After comparing
Quasit with other related systems in the literature, in Section 4.2, we
explain the main design principles that guided our design and imple-
mentation work. Then, in Section 4.3, we present the Quasit stream
processing model using the three-layer description framework intro-
duced in Chapter 3. In Section 4.4, we outline the architecture of ourDSPS, and we discuss the most relevant aspects of its implementa-
tion in Section 4.5. After presenting an experimental analysis of our
framework in Section 4.6, we report the main lessons learned from
the design and development of the Quasit platform. Guidelines for
future Quasit extensions and final considerations conclude the chap-
ter.
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4.1 related work
Google MapReduce [24] and Microsoft Dryad [25] are very popular
solutions supporting scalable data processing within large data cen-
ters. Albeit their relevant differences, both systems offer a simplified
computational model that permits to define custom and application-
specific data analysis algorithms, and both implement a runtime plat-
form that executes these user-defined tasks on data center infrastruc-
tures simplifying the management of complex details such as concur-
rency, networking, or fault tolerance. Both MapReduce and Dryad are
batch-oriented DISC systems (see Section 3.2), hence designed for data
crunching scenarios where the whole input data is statically known.
Nonetheless, given the remarkable industrial success of MapRe-
duce, and also thanks to the availability of the open source Apache
Hadoop [30] implementation, many authors have extended the frame-
work trying to adapt its model to continuous processing problems
[161–163, 217, 218]: all these approaches represent operations on data
streams as continuous sequences of batch jobs on windows of the in-
put. Being based on an inherently static data model, however, these
solutions struggle to describe highly dynamic stream scenarios, and
their implementations do not always offer adequate performance for
applications that call for low processing latency.
Being designed to work with streaming data, Quasit shares several
aspects with traditional DSPSs. More specifically, our system falls in
the category of Distributed Stream Processing Engines (DSPEs) (Sec-
tion 3.2) because i) it focuses on scalability rather then strict data
consistency, and ii) it does not define a formal query model but lets
developers build their own general-purpose stream processing opera-
tors. Quasit extends the set of common DSPE features by putting QoS
at the center of its processing model in order to let users have a very
fine grained control over the runtime behavior of their applications.
The DSPEs sharing the largest number of characteristics with Qu-
asit are Apache S4 [219], Storm [29], and IBM InfoSphere Streams
[166]. Like all of them (and as the vast majority of DSPSs presented in
Chapter 3), Quasit stream processing problems are modeled through
processing graphs, and custom operators, sources, or sinks are de-
fined using a general purpose API. Unlike Apache S4 or Storm, which
adopt task parallelism greater than one by default (see Section 3.3.3
of Chapter 3), and similarly to Streams, Quasit uses a simpler base ap-
proach, by instantiating only one task per operator by default. While
different DSMSs and DSPEs implement, with different success, variousQoS-based mechanisms, they do not provide a consistent and compre-
hensive framework that allows the definition and enforcement of richQoS specifications: Quasit is the only DSPS we are aware of whose pro-
cessing model is specifically designed to allow extensive user-driven
customization of processing behavior by means of QoS specifications.
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4.2 design principles
Before presenting the details of the Quasit processing model and dis-
tributed architecture, in this section, we illustrate the principles that
stand as the foundation of our design and development work. We
summarize these principles as a list of five attributes for our QuasitDSPS solution, which are:
1. QoS-centric.
2. Scalable.
3. Modular.
4. Reusable.
5. Intuitive.
We have already discussed about the importance of QoS awareness
in stream processing and, in the previous chapter, we have also shown
how previous state-of-the-art system have contributed, often only par-
tially, toward this objective. Quasit has the ambitious goal of realizing
a QoS-centric stream processing solution that, at the same time, sum-
marizes in a single and consistent model previous QoS-related contri-
butions and offers a platform that can be used to develop, experiment,
and compose novel stream processing QoS mechanisms.
Scalability is obviously a highly desirable property in any distributed
system. With Quasit, we aim at being scalable on three different
and complementary levels, with a scalable model, a scalable architec-
ture, and a scalable implementation. Model scalability refers to the avail-
ability of a set of abstractions that is simple enough to describe and
solve small problems without excessive developer effort, but also suf-
ficiently expressive so that the same set of abstractions can be used
to deal with more complex and large scale problems. Architectural
scalability means that Quasit design should be easily extensible with
new functional and non functional features. On the third level, the
Quasit platform implementation should allow the scalable execution
of both small and extremely large stream processing applications
and, whichever the scale, use the computational resources available
in data center environment transparently and effectively. Implemen-
tation scalability should be both vertical and horizontal: Quasit im-
plementations should scale up seamlessly when using increasingly
powerful processing nodes (e.g., with faster or additional CPUs orCPU cores) — vertical scalability — and scale out when adding more
servers to the data center deployment — horizontal scalability.
Modularity should drive both the design of the stream processing
model abstractions and the implementation of the runtime platform
that executes that model. Modular abstractions enable model scala-
bility by means of composition mechanisms, and a modular design
and implementation promote the construction of platform extensions
by helping potential platform developers to understand the system
architecture and its implementation details.
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A modular and component-based design has the additional advan-
tage of fostering component reusability. We aim at offering a collection
of features that let application developers define, share, and reuse
self-contained stream processing components. This should make the
platform adoption curve more gentle and accelerate the application
development life cycle.
Finally, all the parts of the framework directly exposed to develop-
ers, i.e., its abstract and development models, should be intuitive to
use. The offered abstractions should aim at simplicity, which should
be reflected with an execution model and programming APIs easy to
manage and understand. Complexity should be hidden to develop-
ers whenever possible, but, at the same time, it should be possible to
have full QoS-based visibility when necessary.
With these high-level principles in mind, in the next sections of this
chapter, we present our Quasit architecture and implementation: the
reader will realize that most of our design and development choices
are motivated by one or several of these guidelines, and we try to un-
derline with the most adequate emphasis where and how particular
aspects of our platform were motivated by these general principles.
4.3 the quasit model
In this section, we present our original Quasit model for QoS-centric
distributed stream processing. The presentation is organized by fol-
lowing the layered DSPS description framework presented in Chap-
ter 3. In particular, in Section 4.3.1, we introduce the main Quasit
stream processing concepts and analyze their relationships. The tools
that developers can use to build instances of the abstract model are
presented in Section 4.3.2, while, in Section 4.3.3, we discuss the ex-
ecution model of a Quasit deployment on a set of distributed data
center servers.
4.3.1 Abstract model
Quasit is used to process one or more input data streams, perform
arbitrary transformations on their content, and produce as output
other data streams, which can be fed to other systems for storage
or further processing. A data stream is a temporal sequence of data
samples, all of the same type, whose content is a set of key–value
attributes; the data type of a stream is the type of all its samples.
The basic modeling unit in Quasit is the Streaming InformationGraph (SIG), a weakly connected Directed and Acyclic Graph (DAG)
that represents the information flow and the transformations that, ap-
plied to one or more input streams, produce one data stream, the
output of the SIG. The nodes of a SIG represent data transformation
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O0: C
O1: D
O2: E
O3: F
S0: A
S1: B
K0: F
component nodes
data source data sink operator
Figure 4.1: Structure of a Quasit SIG with two data sources, one sink,
and four operator nodes. Sources S0 and S1 produce two data
streams of typeA and typeB respectively; Operator O0 processes
them and generates a typeC data stream, which is, in turn, re-
ceived by O1 and O2 that output typeD and typeE data streams.
Finally, the typeF data stream generated by O3 goes into data
sink K0 of the same type.
stages, while its edges represent communication dependencies. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows an example SIG; note that, at this level of abstraction,
a SIG corresponds exactly to the concept of processing graph intro-
duced in Section 3.3, with the only notable addition of having typed
nodes and edges and only one data sink. A SIG node can be of three
different kinds, i.e., operator, data source or data sink.
• A data source node has no ingoing edges and at least one outgo-
ing edge; a SIG contains at least one data source node.
• A data sink node has exactly one ingoing edge and no outgoing
edges; any SIG contains exactly one data sink node.
• An operator node has one or more ingoing edge and at least one
outgoing edge, and defines a data transformation; a SIG usually
contains at least one operator node.
A data source node identifies an external data stream and its role
is to abstract from the actual nature of the stream producer (for ex-
ample, it can represent an external stream source or the output of
another Quasit SIG). We say that the data source generates that data
stream. A data sink node, conversely, represents the destination of theSIG output data stream; data sinks can be used either to redirect out-
put streams to other systems for further processing or storage, or to
connect the output of a SIG with the input of another one. An operator
node is associated to one or more input data streams and it generates
exactly one output stream. SIG edges represent communication de-
pendencies between components; every edge is associated to the data
stream generated by its source node, and all the edges going out from
the same node are associated to the same data stream. Nodes, edges
and the SIG as a whole are conventionally given a type as well: the
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type of a source or operator node is the type of the data stream it gen-
erates, the type of a data sink is the type of the data stream it receives,
an edge has the same type of its source node, and the type of a SIG is
the type of its only data sink. Every element of a SIG (nodes, edges, or
the graph as a whole) can be labeled with an optional QoS specifica-
tion. QoS specifications allow users to enrich their processing graphs
with additional information about non-functional requirements.
The Quasit abstract model is based on very simple concepts, but
their unique property of being extensively composable makes the
model description quite articulated. In the next paragraphs, we pro-
vide additional details on the SIG-based processing model and focus
on the main processing component, i.e., the Quasit operator, and on
the mechanisms and semantics of SIG-level QoS specification.
Extended abstract model
The goal of our abstract model is to provide a simple and small set
of abstractions that permit to describe from small to large scale prob-
lems flexibly and uniformly. Figures 4.2–4.5 schematically show the
elements of our abstract model.
There are two possible kinds of SIG, called attached SIG and opera-
tor definition SIG (OD-SIG), respectively (Figure 4.2). As shown in Fig-
ure 4.3, an attached SIG is defined as a SIG whose source nodes are all
attached sources, that is, source nodes that are connected to actual data
streams (as opposed to virtual sources, see the following). An OD-SIG,
instead, is a special type of graph that, as the acronym suggests, is
used to define new complex operators starting from simpler ones,
i.e., composite operators; in an OD-SIG all the sources and sinks must
be virtual, meaning that they are not attached to actual data streams
but only represent abstract endpoints. The presence of virtual data
sources and sinks permits to define the input expectations and to
declare the output type of an OD-SIG.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the hierarchy of possible nodes that can
appear in a SIG. As anticipated, sources and sinks can be virtual or
attached; virtual sources and sinks appear in Operator DefinitionSIGs (OD-SIGs) and act as place holders for real data streams producers
and destinations. An attached source defines an actual stream producer,
which, in the simplest cases, corresponds to a native source, i.e., a data
producer external from the Quasit DSPE. Attached sources are at the
base of the first of the two SIG reusability mechanisms that we de-
signed in Quasit, i.e., graph concatenation. To support this mechanism,
we model any attached SIG to be also an attached source; this permits
to use the output of any stream processing graph as the input of an-
other one. There is only one type of attached sink, that is, native ones,
corresponding to external stream destinations (e.g., a file system, aDBMS, or a PUB/SUB endpoint). Finally, operators can be either sim-
ple or composite. Simple operators are atomic stream processing units
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directly defined by users through an ad-hoc operator API; composite
operators, instead, can be used to implement more complex process-
ing behavior by assembling OD-SIGs using other existing simple or
composite operators. Operator composition is the second SIG reusabil-
ity mechanism built in Quasit, and it permits to reuse existing stream
processing components and build new and more complex ones in the
form of composite operators.
Graph concatenation and operator composition are at the founda-
tion of the scalability of our abstract processing model: by exploiting
these features, the same small set of concepts can easily model from
very small processing graphs made of a few simple operators to very
large scale SIGs. In the next paragraph we concentrate on the Quasit
operator, the core of Quasit stream processing functionalities.
Operators
Quasit operators can be simple or composite, and both types can be
either stateful, if their behavior depends on their processing history,
or stateless, otherwise. A simple operator logically consists of several
sub-components, shown in Figure 4.6.
• Ports. An operator defines at least two typed ports: one or more
input ports and exactly one output port. Input ports model the
operator input requirements, while output ports represents its
output contract.
• State. An operator can be either stateless or stateful. When state-
ful, its output depends also on its state, i.e., an object that sum-
marizes previous processing history.
• Processing Function. The processing function is the reactive core
of the operator. It is a user-defined function asynchronously in-
voked by the Quasit framework as samples arrive at its input
ports. If the operator is stateless, the outcome of the function
only depends on the data sample being processed; if stateful,
it also depends on the most recent value of the operator state.
The output of the processing function is a tuple of two elements.
The first is a sequence of samples to generate in the operator’s
output stream, while the second describes the updated opera-
tor state. In other words, by defining the processing function,
developers specify the set of transformations that, applied to
the input, produce its output and state transitions.
This operator processing model is purely event-based: an operator
produces output and/or changes its state only in response to incom-
ing data; this model encourages simpler operator design, and also fos-
ters scalability by permitting a large number of operators to share pro-
cessing resources very efficiently. Furthermore, the sharp separation
between the behavior of the operator, expressed through its (stateless)
processing function, and its state gives Quasit great flexibility in taking
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sigQos: QosSpec
edgeQos: QosSpec[][]
nodes: SigNode[]
AttachedSig OD-Sig
Figure 4.2: Quasit abstract data model: SIG
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Figure 4.3: Quasit abstract data model: Attached vs. OD-SIG
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NativeSink
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Figure 4.4: Quasit abstract data model: Sources and Sinks
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Figure 4.5: Quasit abstract data model: Operator
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Figure 4.6: Structure of a Quasit simple operator.
transparent management decisions at runtime, in order to effectively
support the execution of operator components. For instance, complex
and differentiated state persistence policies can be implemented more
easily by keeping state and processing logic completely separate.
As introduced previously in this section, operator composition is the
mechanism that enables to reuse existing components as building
blocks for creating, through OD-SIGs, more complex and powerful
ones, i.e., composite operators. An OD-SIG completely defines the exe-
cution characteristics of the composite operator. Virtual source (sink)
nodes are used to describe the input (output) ports of the composite
operator, and the remaining nodes in the graph and their connections
define how the composite operator behaves in response to new sam-
ples arriving at its input ports: when a data sample comes in one of
the composite operator input ports, the framework will handle it as
if that sample is processed by the OD-SIG operator graph.
Let us remark that, since composite operators can be used as nodes
in an OD-SIG, operator definitions can be nested at will (infinite loops
are avoided by not allowing recursive operator definitions). Operator
composition permits to encapsulate complex behavior into modular
units, with obvious reusability advantages.
QoS support
The most ambitious goal of Quasit is to provide extensive support forQoS-based configuration. For this reason any element of the abstract
model can be enriched with an optional QoS specification, defining a
set of non-functional configuration parameters or constraints. A QoS
specification is a set of QoS policies, each policy influencing a different
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Table 4.1: Quasit QoS policies.
Element QoS Policy Possible values
Data Sink Priority Priority value
Operator Processing Cap Time threshold
Operator State Fault Tolerance Replication factor
Operator State Consistency Lazy, Snapshot, Strong
Operator Queuing Spec. Input queues size,
Scheduling policies
Channel Delivery Semantics Best Effort, At most once,
At least once, Exactly once,
Probabilistic
Channel Deadline Time threshold
quality aspect. The set of values specified for different QoS policies
on different SIG elements guide the platform for the allocation of re-
sources at runtime according to the required quality levels.
The set of possible policies that can be used in QoS specifications for
the various elements is open and extensible: platform developers can
easily add their own at the abstract model level and implement the
related enforcement mechanisms on the underlying runtime. Table 4.1
reports a short list of Quasit QoS policies, by concisely showing their
applicability scope and their possible values.
In order to provide readers with an overview of the practical as-
pects that can be regulated through QoS-based augmentation of SIGs,
in the following we give a short description of these policies, and put
them into their practical applicability context by presenting examples
of their possible use within a simple SPE scenario. The considered
scenario is that of a smart-city application that combines car-sharing
services with urban pollution monitoring. A fleet of cars is equipped
with air-pollution meters and are made available to citizens, who can
request, use, or share them through a smartphone application. While
moving through the city, cars report their position and real-time pol-
lution data (through their 3G radio) to a data back-end application
running on a Quasit deployment, which processes and matches citi-
zen requests for car trips with car availability.
• Priority. By using this QoS policy, it is possible to differenti-
ate the way Quasit assigns resources to parts of SIGs that con-
tribute to produce different outputs. Starting from a data sink
to which this policy is attached and moving backwards through
the graph, every operator is assigned a priority value, which is
used by the local resource scheduler to assign computational re-
sources. In our reference scenario, users may be provided with
gold, silver, or bronze services according to their service mem-
bership level: these levels can be mapped on different priorities
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for the operators responsible for matching their requests with
available cars.
• Processing Cap. This QoS policy sets a hard constraint on the time
available to an operator to process a data sample. When this
constraint is violated, the computation is interrupted and a de-
fault action executed. The default action could be, for instance,
to produce a predefined output, or to discard any partial result.
The policy is mostly useful when, for some computation, con-
trolled timing is more important than result completeness. For
instance, the operator that classifies incoming car requests and
routes them within the appropriate branches of the Quasit SIG
needs to complete this process fast or else assign requests to a
default class; in this case default assignment is considered better
than too late but more precise assignment.
• State Fault Tolerance and Consistency. Both policies determine how
the state of an operator is handled. According to the values pro-
vided for these properties, Quasit can provide no consistency
guarantee, best-effort consistency, or at least once processing
consistency (see Section 3.3.3). For instance, when an operator
is configured with strong state consistency and a replication fac-
tor of 2 and whenever its processing function updates its state,
the operator blocks until the update is persisted and replicated
at least on two different nodes, thus providing at least once
guarantees. A weaker state consistency strategy/replication fac-
tor can save resources when partial state loss can be tolerated.
For instance, the loss of partial updates on some tiles of the ur-
ban pollution map is acceptable in many related applications,
especially given the supposed high-update frequency.
• Queuing. This low-level policy controls the way Quasit manages
the operators input queues. This policy allows to configure i)
the size of input queues, by practically influencing the trade-off
between processing latency and sample drops, ii) the queue be-
havior when it becomes full, and iii) an ordering function that
determines how samples are dequeued before being processed
by the corresponding operator. In our scenario, this policy could
be used to set blocking behavior for the input queue of an oper-
ator that dispatches matched user-car requests and, at the same
time, to define an ordering function that prioritizes samples re-
lated to requests from gold members.
• Delivery Semantics. This QoS policy, associated to SIG edges, con-
figures the communication protocol used by the Quasit plat-
form to enable data exchange between operators connected by
that edge. For example, if at-most-once delivery semantic is set,
the destination operator will keep a list of already-received data
samples and discard possible duplicates. For instance, pollution-
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map updates can be transferred using a best-effort communica-
tion protocol because of information redundancy.
• Deadline. This policy controls how the samples in an operator
output queue are handled. In particular, by setting a time-based
deadline on a channel, the Quasit network management layer is
instructed to adopt a network-scheduling policy that tries to en-
sure that every tuple is transferred from source to destination
within a required time threshold after its generation. To handle
cases when the deadline cannot be satisfied, a fall-back policy
can be selected (e.g., discarding late tuples). In our example sce-
nario, a deadline could be set on the graph path that manages
application critical operations, such as the management of pay-
ments for the car-sharing service via users’ credit cards.
A final but important aspect to emphasize is that Quasit QoS poli-
cies regulate heterogeneous aspects of the underlying platform, and
are often defined at different abstraction layers: while some policies,
such as priorities, model more closely application-level expectations,
some others, like queuing specifications, are more related to system
level optimization parameters. We believe that the organization ofQoS policies in an hierarchy of increasingly platform-specific config-
uration opportunities, on the one hand, lets experienced users per-
form a very fine tuning of the system behavior, while, on the other
hand, offers, to less experienced ones, the possibility to use simpler
and coarser grained indications that the system can use to configure
lower level parameters accordingly.
4.3.2 Development model
According to the classification in Section 3.2, Quasit is positioned in
the group of DSPEs. Developers of stream processing applications can
freely define their own data samples types and can build arbitrary
processing graphs made of operators performing arbitrary work on
the typed samples.
Quasit exposes three related sets of APIs:
• The type definition API.
• The operator API.
• The graph API.
The type definition API allows to build custom stream processing
types that model application-specific data samples. It is based on theOMG Interface Definition Language (IDL) [220], which, with a simple
and C-like syntax, permits to define rather articulated type systems
in a way that is fully decoupled from the specific implementation lan-
guage. The operator API is an object-oriented API that exposes classes
and methods used by developers to build their own stream process-
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ing components, i.e., custom native sources or sinks, and simple op-
erators. All the functionalities implemented in this API turn around
the concept of descriptor: users write source, sink, or operator descrip-
tor classes, whose instances contain all the information that Quasit
requires to instantiate the actual components at runtime. Finally, the
graph API publishes a set of functionalities that permits to assemble
Quasit component descriptors in directed graphs corresponding to
attached SIGs or OD-SIGs: bundled into an execution archive, the first
type of SIGs represent stream processing applications ready to be de-
ployed on a Quasit cluster; as described before, OD-SIGs can be used,
instead, to define new and arbitrarily complex composite operators.QoS-based augmentation of components is supported by both the op-
erator and graph APIs. In the second, it is possible to associate in-
stances of ad-hoc QoS specification classes to every component to de-
fine the quality-levels required by the application being built. Comple-
mentarily, in the first, it is possible to set the most appropriate defaultQoS values for the operators being designed, or to disable unwantedQoS policies values.
Currently, there is only one implementation for the operator and
graph APIs, built for Scala [221]. We choose this general-purpose pro-
gramming language as the first developer interface to Quasit for three
reasons: i) its elegant syntax permits to map Quasit abstract concepts
on programming constructs very concisely and effectively; ii) it en-
courages a functional-like programming style with strong separation
between state and behavior — the same separation we foster in the
operator model (recall Figure 4.6); iii) it integrates seamlessly with
the rest of the platform that, as we explain later in this chapter, is
developed using the same technology. However, given the strict re-
lationship between Scala and the Java programming language, it is
possible to invoke the Scala APIs from Java programs as well with
only a few special restrictions. An example of how to use the Quasit
operator and graph APIs is reported later in this chapter (Section 4.6).
4.3.3 Execution model
Like other systems for data-intensive scalable computing in data cen-
ters [24, 25, 29, 164, 166, 222], the Quasit distributed architecture fol-
lows a master-workers model, where a logically centralized node (the
master) implements management and coordination tasks, while a pos-
sibly large number of worker nodes perform data processing tasks. In
particular, Quasit user-defined SIGs are deployed and executed by a
set of Quasit Runtime Nodes (QRNs), which are monitored and man-
aged by one Quasit Domain Manager (QDM), as shown in Figure 4.7.
The set of QRN and the QDM that manages them are collectively called
domain. A domain runs one or more SIGs, providing advanced run-
time services, such as tolerance to operator and QRN failures, and
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Figure 4.7: Distributed architecture of a Quasit domain.
QoS-based management of SIG execution. New SIGs can be added to
the domain dynamically at runtime. We assume that QRNs are con-
nected through a high-speed LAN, as typically occurs in data center
scenarios [223].
In order to distribute the workload and leverage all the dynami-
cally available resources, Quasit decomposes arbitrarily complex userSIGs in smaller units, which are then assigned to individual workers
and executed in parallel. The granularity of work decomposition and
distribution is determined by the defined simple operators.
Clients submit SIGs to the QDM, which is responsible of planning
and continuously monitoring their distributed execution. As soon as
a new SIG is received, the QDM decides an initial graph partitioning
by running an operator placement algorithm that determines how the
graph components are executed by the available QRNs. Different oper-
ator placement algorithms can have different optimization goals, in-
cluding, for example, execution cost, processing latency, or resiliency
to failures. Custom placement algorithms can be easily plugged in
Quasit by defining the implementation of ad-hoc object oriented in-
terfaces. At the time of writing we support two simple placement
algorithms: a uniform algorithm, which distributes operators fairly
among the QRNs according to the graph topology, and a random algo-
rithm, used mainly as reference for comparison.
A QRN implements a QoS-aware execution container for Quasit op-
erators providing scheduling and communication support. Reflecting
the operator model, the QRN execution model is asynchronous and
event-based. Every operator is associated with an input queue that
contains samples received from any of its ports, and the container
assigns the available execution threads to operators having at least
one message queued, executes their processing function and possi-
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bly updates their state, and produces new samples on their output
stream. At OS-level, every QRN corresponds to a distinct process (aJVM process), and there normally is only one QRN per cluster server.
Simple operators are instantiated as JVM objects and their processing
functions are executed by a shared pool of threads whose size is con-
figurable through a platform-level threading QoS policy (if not over-
ridden, the platform creates two threads per available CPU core by
default). The choice of a process-per-server model (see Section 3.3.1) is
motivated by two main reasons: first, hosting all local components in
a single OS process makes it possible to implement flexible resource
allocation and meta-scheduling policies, for example by handling in
a very fine-grained way the management of the available execution
threads, and second, this model permits to minimize the communica-
tion overhead for co-located operators, enabling very efficient sample
exchange through JVM-local shared memory.
Finally, in order to foster component reuse, Quasit permits develop-
ers to publish custom simple or composite operators to a special com-
ponent, the Quasit Operator Repository (QOR). The QOR is optional
and conceptually separated from the rest of the Quasit deployment,
and actually not strictly needed for a Quasit domain to work. As the
name suggests, its role is to offer a directory service that developers
can use to look up for existing operators.
4.4 architecture
In this Section, we dig into the architecture of the main Quasit run-
time components, i.e., the QDM and QRN runtime services, and the
optional QOR. We describe the modular internal organization of the
Quasit platform and explain the main high-level choices that charac-
terize its design. The presented architecture is designed to be as much
general as possible, independent from specific implementation tech-
nologies. For this reason, here we concentrate only on the discussion
of the responsibilities and interactions of the main modules, and we
delay the description of their actual realization to the next section.
4.4.1 Quasit domain manager
The QDM service has management and control responsibilities over a
Quasit domain, but it does not take any direct role in stream process-
ing tasks. For this reason, although there is only one QDM per Quasit
domain, its centralization does not represent a relevant bottleneck
to the overall system scalability. The QDM functionalities are imple-
mented through the interactions of the modules shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: QDM Architecture.
The client interface implements and exposes the protocol that is used
(through the Quasit client library) to administer and interact with
the domain. While the client interface exposes the QDM services to
final users, the QRN messaging regulates the data exchange between
between the QDM and the QRNs in its domain. Via this interface, theQDM sends, for example, operator deploy messages, subscribes to QRN
monitoring information, issues QoS adaptation commands. The group
management module keeps a consistent and always up-to-date view
of the domain members and provides hooks to register for notifica-
tions in case of membership changes. The SIG Manager module main-
tains information about the SIGs currently running in the domain and
about the status of their associated operators. To do so, it interacts
with the QRN messaging module and subscribes to periodic status
information sent by QRNs. The deployer module is only used at SIG
deployment type and it is responsible of running the chosen operator
placement algorithm that determines the allocation of sources, sinks
and operators to available QRNs. Finally, the domain QoS manager has
central QoS coordination responsibilities. Like the SIG manager, it sub-
scribes to monitoring data from the domain QRNs, and, according to
their values, it orchestrate QRN adaptation actions.
4.4.2 Quasit runtime node
The QRN provides Quasit operators with a rich execution environ-
ment, by implementing threading, networking, and fault-tolerance func-
tionalities. By design, many model-level concepts like SIGs or compos-
ite operators are completely transparent to QRNs, which are, instead,
only aware of simple operators. The QDM, which, on the contrary, has
a full view of all the Quasit abstract model elements, hides these de-
tails from the QRNs: every management action, including requests to
deploy new components, is expressed in terms of simple operators by
resolving, when necessary, composite operators to their atomic units
through OD-SIG rewriting. The reduction of the abstractions available
at QRN-level to just the essential ones has helped tremendously in
keeping the implementation of the service simple and flexible.
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Figure 4.9: QRN Architecture.
Like the QDM, the QRN has a modular architecture that defines a
set of interacting components, as shown in Figure 4.9. The remote
interactions between the QRN and the QDM are coordinated by a con-
trol interface module, which listens for commands from the QDM and
dispatches them to the internal modules. While the control interface
takes care of managing one-to-one interactions with the domain man-
ager, the group membership module is responsible of group communi-
cation services. When started, it announces the presence of the QRN to
the domain and keeps a local membership view up to date. The opera-
tor container is the core component of the QRN. It controls all the mech-
anisms behind the execution of operators: for example, it creates local
operator instances in response to QDM commands and executes them
according to the Quasit execution model. To handle updates in the op-
erators processing state, the operator container leverages the services
of the persistence module. This latter module implements the persis-
tence mechanisms that are used according to the state consistency
policies required by different operators in order to make their state
persistent and available also in spite of failures. Inter-QRN communica-
tion services are implemented by the PUB/SUB Communication Provider,
which offers a QoS-aware PUB/SUB abstraction through which opera-
tors exchange their streams. The choice of a PUB/SUB communication
model provides several advantages, the most important ones being i)
complete transparency with respect to physical operator placement,
which enables easy implementation of operator relocation policies, ii)
clean modeling of one to many stream channels, by having all the
recipients of one stream subscribe to it, and iii) a convenient way to
enable SIG composition, by publishing a SIG’s output on a PUB/SUB
endpoint and allowing subscriptions from other SIGs. The monitoring
module continuously collects the status of local operators together
with up to date information about physical server resources availabil-
ity, and it forwards these data to monitoring subscribers, which in-
clude the domain manger (through the control interface) and the nodeQoS manager. This last component controls that the required quality-
level is met for what concerns locally running components: in case
violations are detected, it tries to solve the problem autonomously
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before escalating it to the attention of the QDM global QoS manager,
which has a broader view of the whole cluster.
4.4.3 Quasit operator repository
The QOR is an optional component, whose goal is to implement a
repository of user-defined simple and composite operators, and a di-
rectory service where user can publish, search, and retrieve existing
stream processing components. Interactions with the QOR take place
at application development time, and, hence, its services do not have
any influence on the actual stream processing operations. Figure 4.10
shows the high-level design of this component.
The client interface module implements the protocol(s) that expose
the repository functionality to both users, for interactive usage, and
client libraries, for programmable access. At the lower level, a storage
module has the task of making the archives containing operator def-
initions always persistent and available, for example by saving them
on a local or distributed file system structure or DBMS. In the mid-
dle, the operator directory manages and organizes the meta-data of the
operator archives stored in the lower-level layer. Interacting with the
directory, the search module provides directory search services, thus
letting users search for existing operators by name, functionalities,
supported QoS levels, or via custom and user-defined attributes.
4.4.4 QoS management
QoS policies defined on Quasit SIGs are enforced at runtime thanks
to a two levels QoS-management architecture, sketched in Figure 4.11,
and realized through the interaction of a domain QoS manager, run-
ning within the QDM, and several node QoS managers, one for eachQRN. The domain QoS manager performs global admission control
and QoS-based system configuration, while node QoS managers im-
plement and enforce the requested policies locally.
In order to provide a better insight about this management scheme,
let us briefly examine its role in the process of deployment and ex-
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Figure 4.11: Two levels QoS management architecture.
ecution of a SIG. At deployment time, the domain QoS manager, after
having verified the self-consistency of the SIG QoS policies, performs
a translation phase, during which user-level policies are transformed
to platform configuration parameters that are sent to QRNs inside op-
erator deployment commands. For example, QoS policies on channels,
such as the delivery semantics policy, are translated into configuration
parameters for the PUB/SUB protocol and for the associated network
queues. Node QoS managers use these data to set up the initial config-
uration for the operator instances they are responsible of. At execution
time, QoS monitoring tasks are cooperatively performed by domain
and node QoS managers: node managers continuously collect data
about local operators, and try to autonomously adjust their configu-
ration to avoid possible violations of the required quality levels; for
example, they can reallocate their local resources by giving a greater
share to operators with higher priority (thus, penalizing the less im-
portant ones). At the same time, they also forward monitoring data
to the domain QoS manager, which uses them to take authoritative
decisions in case adaption actions of single local managers are not
sufficient to avoid QoS violations; for example, it can decide to move
an operator from a QRN to another when the latter has more resources
to allocate to its execution.
4.5 implementation
We have implemented the model and architecture presented in the
previous sections into a first system prototype. Its goal is to provide
the basic system functionalities that can be used as a starting point
for the implementation, validation, and evaluation of techniques for
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1 ..
2 val op = new StatefulOperator(name, outEP,
3 initialState, pf)
4 with ProcessingTimeQos[O]
5 with SnapshotStateQos[O,S]
6 with AsyncStateQos[O,S]
7 ...Listing 4.1: Scala trait mix-ins are used to instantiate an operator based
on its QoS configuration.
the enforcement of quality-based behavior in Quasit. The prototype
is released under a permissive BSD license [224], and its codebase can
be freely downloaded from the project Web site [216].
The core of the Quasit framework is implemented in Scala [221], a
relatively young programming language developed at École Polytech-
nique Fédérale de Lausanne, which unifies principles coming from
the functional and object-oriented programming paradigms under an
elegant and concise syntax. Our decisions to use Scala rather than any
other general purpose language is motivated by four considerations.
First, Scala is natively designed to support concurrent applications:
for example, the language and its standard library promote the us-
age of immutable data structures, that, being thread-safe by defini-
tion, simplify the design of concurrent code and make it less error
prone. Our Quasit framework prototype makes heavy use of multi-
threading, and we were able to profitably leverage the functional pro-
gramming paradigm and immutable data structures to keep our im-
plementation simple, robust, and highly efficient. Second, some ad-
vanced object-oriented mechanism available in Scala, such as traits
and mix-in composition, were particularly useful to implement stack-
able QoS-based behavior: in fact, operators are instances of types that
are defined at runtime by mixing-in a set of traits that depends on
their associated QoS policies; as shown in the small code snippet in
Listing 4.1 (directly extracted from the Quasit codebase), we encap-
sulate inside traits — composable units that define reusable behavior
— the code implementing operator specific QoS enforcement mecha-
nisms; when needed, the runtime invokes this code transparently by
leveraging principles borrowed from aspect oriented programming
[225]. Third, the elegant and concise syntax of the language allowed
us to create, with relatively few effort, fluent and intuitive APIs that
lets developers model and manage their stream processing applica-
tions in a very natural way. An example showing the usage of the
operator API is presented in Section 4.6. Finally, another important
motivation for our choice stands in the strong integration of Scala
and the Java ecosystem: Scala code runs on the solid and widely sup-
ported JVM and is completely compatible with Java at the bytecode
level; this means that it is possible to exploit all the large corpus of
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existing Java libraries seamlessly from Scala code and that, conversely,
Java code can use Scala APIs with little or no effort.
Despite these many positive aspects of the language that drove our
choice on Scala, we also want to highlight an important limitation
that emerged from our experience, and that is likely related to the
young age of the technology: although the language itself is quite sta-
ble and mature, it still lacks the great volume of documentation and
resources that is, for example, available in the Java or .NET world.
For what concerns performance, we did not observe any macroscopic
issue, but we have not concentrated our research efforts on accurate
Scala performance profiling yet. However, we expect the possible per-
formance overhead to be very limited compared to a pure Java imple-
mentation, as also confirmed by the benchmarks in [226].
In the rest of this section, we delve into some in-depth technical de-
tails about the current prototype implementation. In our discussion,
we report our experiences and highlight the lessons learned from our
work, with a strong focus on the issues related to the integration of
different state-of-the-art technologies in a complex system as Quasit.
4.5.1 Quasit domain manager
The QDM is the central management component of a Quasit domain.
Notwithstanding is central role in a Quasit deployment, our currentQDM implementation is relatively simple, especially if compared to
the QRN (see the next subsection). In fact, our QDM implementation
exposes a limited set of functionalities to external users, which are:
• Submit, start and stop new stream processing applications.
• Monitor the status of currently deployed applications.
• Shut down the Quasit domain.
These simple functionalities are realized by the QDM client interface
through a very minimal and ad-hoc request-response protocol that
the QDM implements on top of TCP.
Group management is implemented by using a DDS-based mem-
bership management system: the QDM is the only subscriber of a spe-
cial membership topic, where QRN reliably submit their presence; a
heart-beats based mechanism (built in DDS) ensures that membership
status is properly updated when QRNs appear or disappear from the
domain. Membership information contain up-to-date names and ad-
dresses of available QRNs, which are used by the manager to con-
tact them at runtime through the QRN messaging module. Like the
client interface, this latter is based on a minimal ad-hoc point-to-point
request–response protocol, again built on top of standard TCP connec-
tions. Information about the running SIGs and operators are kept in
an in-memory cache and are currently not saved on permanent stor-
age. The QDM also subscribes to monitoring information from its QRNs.
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As it will be explained in more details in the next subsection, QRNs
publish these data using standard Java Management Extensions (JMX)
interfaces [227], which are accessed by the QDM through remote RMI
based connectors [228]. As anticipated in the previous section, we cur-
rently implement only two placement strategies in the deployer mod-
ule: the first uniform deployment strategy is based on the topological
ordering of the processing graph decomposed into its simple opera-
tor components, and tries to distribute operators uniformly among
the available QRNs while minimizing inter-QRN communication in a
best-effort manner. The second one, called random, trivially computes
random placements of operators: it is usually used only for compari-
son purposes. In the current prototype, the QoS management module
is extremely simple: it just records the monitoring data from the QRNs,
but it does not implement any global QoS control mechanism yet.
To deal with possible QDM failures, Quasit adopts a traditional
primary-backup replication scheme [229]: given the relatively limited
number of requests per second that can change the QDM state, this
simple solution does not cause important performance penalties.
4.5.2 Quasit runtime node
The QRN is the most complex and advanced service of the current
Quasit prototype. Since all the stream processing operations are exe-
cuted within its boundaries, we implemented the component by try-
ing to optimize its runtime performance as much as possible, while
still avoiding, when possible, to sacrifice design cleanliness. Given the
complexity of the QRN implementation, we decompose its description
in four parts, each covering a different aspect.
Communication and networking
There are three main communication concerns for a QRN, the first
being the support to point-to-point QDM–QRN interactions, the sec-
ond the realization of inter-QRN communication for streaming data
exchange, and the third the implementation of a group membership
service. This list does not include the publication of monitoring data,
which will be discussed separately later.
As already discussed while describing the QDM implementation,
the first problem is solved by implementing a simple and TCP based
communication protocol in the QRN control interface module.
The PUB/SUB communication module takes care of the second con-
cern. Since most of the network traffic in a domain is originated by
the channels between operators placed on different QRNs, it is of crit-
ical importance to develop a communication solution that reduces
at minimum the data exchange space and time overhead. A concur-
rent requirement is to avoid strong endpoint coupling, in order to
support operator mobility and location transparency. As anticipated,
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our solution to solve the trade-off between these partly contrasting
requirements has been to model inter-component communications
with a PUB/SUB abstraction, which perfectly answers our decoupling
requirements, and to implement it by using the OMG DDS standard
for high-performance PUB/SUB data exchange [55, 63]. Concretely, thePUB/SUB communication provider module maps the output port of ev-
ery stream source to a unique topic and, symmetrically, every input
port (of either an operator or a data sink) to a topic subscription.
By implementing the operator channels via DDS, we had the op-
portunity to exploit a second but not less important benefit: in fact,
the DDS standard allows a very fine-grained control of its low-level
behavior by giving the possibility to associate topics, readers, and
writers with a number of options in a rich set of differentiated QoS
policies. Based on these basic DDS mechanisms, we have built the Qu-
asit QoS policies associated to stream channels. On the other hand,
the choice of DDS also comes with one major drawback, related to
system usability: in order to provide type safety and low spatial over-
head, DDS needs IDL descriptions of the used data types, which must
be coded at application development time and preprocessed by anIDL compiler. This can be sometime a cumbersome process, so we are
currently exploring the forthcoming dynamic topic types DDS extension
[230], which should allow to bypass the IDL compilation step.
The group module is also implemented through a DDS-based solu-
tion. At startup, QRNs write their membership information to a dedi-
cated topic, and DDS takes care of keeping this information globally
consistent and up to date through a protocol based on periodic ex-
change of heart beat messages.
Operator management
The core task of QRNs is to provide an execution environment for
instances of Quasit simple operators. Figure 4.12 shows a view of
the QRN component that highlights the threading architecture used to
process the flow of samples coming from the PUB/SUB module. One de-
multiplexer thread waits for data samples by using the DDS wait set com-
ponent, which offers synchronous I/O multiplexing services similar to
the standard POSIX select() system call [231]. As samples arrive, the
thread dispatches them to interested operators by moving them to
their message queues. The actual processing tasks are performed by
a pool of threads that share the responsibilities of de-queuing sam-
ples according to a pluggable scheduling policy and running operator
processing functions. Note that this asynchronous execution service
suits perfectly the event-based abstract operator model presented in
Section 4.3.1. The size of the thread pool is a configurable parameter
and should be set according to the number of available CPU cores.
In the current version of the Quasit prototype, operator instances
are implemented as concurrent actors [232, 233] managed by the
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Figure 4.12: Data flow and threading model in a QRN instance.
Akka [234] actor framework. Actors are parallel and lightweight ex-
ecution units that interact according to a message-oriented commu-
nication pattern. Every actor works in an environment that is ideally
isolated from every other system actor: they share no state and no
synchronization point, and act only in reaction to received messages.
Akka implements these ideas on the JVM by providing developmentAPIs and runtime services to build large scale actor systems. This actor
model fits particularly well our processing scenario, where a graph of
lightweight components (the operators) execute their processing func-
tion in response to the arrival of stream data samples. We associate an
Akka actor to every Quasit simple operator; incoming data samples
are dispatched to these actors’ mailboxes and, by leveraging the Akka
actor scheduler, they are processed by the operators’ processing func-
tions. On top of Akka, Quasit builds automatic message routing (i.e.,
developers do not have to specify the destinations of an operator’s
output in its processing function, which, instead, is automatically in-
ferred from the SIG topology), advanced state management policies
(handled by the QRN persistence module), and custom scheduling
policies (by default, the standard Akka fair scheduler based on the
fork-join framework [235] is used). Although Akka offers a network
service based on JBoss Netty [236] that enables remote interactions
between actors deployed on different servers, we do not use it for
inter-QRN data exchange, as explained previously. Our DDS-based im-
plementation, in fact, grants several advantages, including the fine-
grained QoS configuration capabilities and the possibility to leverageIP-multicast for common one-to-many stream dissemination patterns.
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Monitoring and QoS
In our prototype, the monitoring module is implemented through
the coordinated use of standard JMX monitoring tools [227] and of
the cross-platform monitoring and reporting SIGAR [237] library. The
first permits to access JVM-level information (including detailed infor-
mation about threading and heap memory allocation), while the sec-
ond offers a very fine grained access to low level system information,
such as global server CPU and memory usage, and OS-level status data.
The collected information is published through a Quasit-specific JMX
management interface and made available both to local and remote
subscribers [228].
The node QoS manager is responsible of implementing local QoS en-
forcement mechanisms. At the time of writing, there is no global QoS
coordination implemented in Quasit, and all the available polices are
implemented with local scope only. In practice, in the current proto-
type, the role of the QoS manager translates in the definition of properQoS traits that are applied to operator instances and that wrap ad-hoc
the QoS mechanisms needed to enforce the associated QoS polices at
runtime (recall Listing 4.1) and in the configuration of communica-
tion channels through the choice of proper QoS polices for the cor-
responding DDS endpoints. For example, priority based scheduling
of locally running operators is managed by decorating operator in-
stances with a PriorityQoS trait that specifies their priority levels (in
a 0 to 9 range — 0 being maximum priority), and the priority scheme
to use (currently absolute and fair-share priorities are implemented).
Fault tolerance
The QRN does not keep any global state by itself, but manages the
state of locally running operators. Thus, guaranteeing fault tolerance
despite its failures is the same as providing fault tolerance for the
state of the operators that it runs. Differently from QDM, operator state
dynamics can be extremely fast causing the realization of exactly-once
or repeatable consistency guarantees (see Section 3.3.3) to be very
expensive. This had to be taken into account carefully by our fault-
tolerance solution in order to avoid severe negative effects on the
overall framework performance. For this reason, and in accordance
with the Quasit general approach, the strategies used to replicate or
make operator state persistent are configured through ad-hoc QoS
specifications. By default, the state is neither saved on disk nor repli-
cated, but through appropriate combinations of QoS policies it is pos-
sible to specify the fault tolerance back-end (i.e., distributed in-memory
replication or disk-based persistence) used, the replication factor, or
the checkpointing policy (i.e., persist every state update or just take
periodic snapshots), and whether the persistence mechanism should
be synchronous or not with respect to the execution of operator pro-
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cessing tasks. The persistence module offers specific hooks to request
these fault-tolerance services and hides their actual implementation
mechanism from the rest of the platform. At the time of writing, the
implementation of the persistence module is still undergoing: we are
testing the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [238] as a way to
persist, with configurable replication guarantees, the operator data on
the cluster disks, and the Redis key-value store for in-memory data
replication [239].
4.5.3 Quasit operator repository
At the time of writing, there is no working implementation of the QOR
service yet. Although the QOR has an important role in the overall
Quasit architecture because it enables easy component sharing and
promotes their reuse, its implementation has been delayed in favor of
the more important QDM and QRN services.
Nonetheless, we have begun to explore possible technological so-
lutions that would help to realize the operator repository service
quickly and reliably. The main idea is to use Maven repositories [240]
as the main building block for the QOR service. Maven is a compre-
hensive tool for the management of the entire development life cycle
of software projects that, among a long list of other features, permits
to publish so called artifacts (i.e., software archives) to remote repos-
itories. Repositories can be accessed by other developers, which can
use them to retrieve published software components through an HTTP
interface. Common implementations of Maven repositories [241] im-
plement artifact versioning systems, simple Web-based browsing, and
minimal search functionalities (e.g., search-by-name). Our idea is to
re-use these existing repository services by mapping operator compo-
nents to publishable Maven artifacts, and to build the extended QOR
features on top of these basic functionalities. For example, the client
interface module should allow both interactive and code-based explo-
ration of the repository, also by leveraging an extended search module
that permits to search for operator components not only by name, but
also by other attributes such as its description or the type of its input
and output ports.
4.6 experimental evaluation
In this section, we present some first experimental results that we
obtained while testing our prototype in a relatively small-scale de-
ployment environment. Although the deployment does not reflect the
characteristic of our target scenarios completely, its simplicity permits
to easily measure and evaluate basic system characteristics, such as
the effectiveness of the platform communication and threading mech-
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Figure 4.13: The simple and pipeline-shaped SIG used in this experimental
evaluation.
anisms. We believe that the reported results demonstrate the feasibil-
ity and the effectiveness of our approach and represent an important
starting point for a future large scale evaluation campaign on real-
world use cases. The goals of our evaluation are the following:
• Present a possible use-case scenario for our system, by showing
an example of the Quasit operator API (Section 4.6.1).
• Measure the management overhead of our distributed process-
ing solution compared to to an ideal parallel processing sce-
nario (Section 4.6.2).
• Demonstrate Quasit ability to scale up just by adding additional
computing resources to a domain (Section 4.6.3).
• Compare the performance of the Quasit prototype with S4, a
state-of-the-art stream processing platform developed by the
Apache Software Foundation (Section 4.6.4).
4.6.1 Scenario description
The considered application scenario relates to the processing of a
video stream, whose key frames need to be continuously analyzed
through a series of image manipulation steps modeled as a pipeline
of OpenCV [242] transformations, as shown in Figure 4.13. We chose
this scenario because it is simple enough to illustrate the operatorAPI concisely and, at the same time, it is representative of many com-
mon practical stream processing applications having the goal of ex-
tracting data from image streams or, more generally, of identifying
specific patterns or sequences within incoming data streams. In order
to avoid any bias in the measurement of the processing performance
due to differences in the content of the video key frames, we artifi-
cially build the stream as the endless repetition of the same 192x128
24 bits per pixel lossless PNG image, chosen from a public image data
set by Kodak [243].
Using our model, we represent the OpenCV transformation stages
as stateless Quasit operators. Simple operators (either stateless or
stateful) are described by instances of the OpDescriptor class, which
encapsulates the information necessary for the runtime platform to
instantiate and run the actual operator components. OpDescriptor
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8 abstract class OpenCVOpDescriptor (
9 // Specific instances of the operator
10 // will initialize its name and QoS Spec
11 override val name: String)
12 extends StatelessOpDescriptor[ImageData](
13 name = name,
14 // Default QoS specification
15 qos = OperatorQoSSpec().withPolicy(
16 QueuingPolicy(QueuingPolicy.Unbounded,
17 QueuingPolicyKind.Fifo)),
18 // Declaration of the input ports
19 ports = Map("data" -> classOf[ImageData])
20 ){
21
22 override def init() {
23 OCVUtils.loadNativeLibs()
24 }
25
26 // abstract: implemented by subclasses
27 def processImage(in: IplImage): IplImage
28
29 override def processingFunction = {
30 case ("data", f: ImageData) =>
31 try {
32 val ipl = OCVUtils.imgToIpl(f)
33 val tranformed = processImage(ipl)
34 val img = OCVUtils.iplToImg(transformed)
35 Some(img)
36 } catch {
37 case e: Exception =>
38 warn("Error processing sample", e)
39 None
40 }
41 }
42 }
Listing 4.2: Base descriptor class for OpenCV-based operators.
instances are created by extending the appropriate base classes and
then creating actual instances, as usual, with the new keyword. To
maximize code reuse, we concentrate operations common to different
OpenCV operators in the abstract OpenCVOpDescriptor class, from
which all the concrete OpenCV operator descriptor classes inherit.
The code of this base class is shown in Listing 4.2. Let us briefly an-
alyze it, in order to show, with a concrete example, how our stream
processing model maps on the operator API. Line 11 defines a class
parameter which gives operator instances their names; line 15, as-
sociates a default QoS specification to all the OpenCV-based opera-
tors (in the example, it specifies that these operators should use un-
bounded FIFO message queues), while line 19 declares the only input
port of our OpenCV operators, named data, and accepting streams
of ImageData samples. The most important part of the class is the
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definition of its processing function (lines 29–41). The body of a pro-
cessing function is an instance of a Scala partial function built through
a sequence of case statements [244]: whenever an input sample is
ready to be processed, the block corresponding to the case alterna-
tive matching both the port name and the sample type is executed. In
the example, if its operations are successful, the processing function
returns the resulting sample wrapped inside an Option[ImageData]
instance1 (line 35); in case of errors, the function logs them and re-
turns the None object (line 39) to indicate that no output should be
produced. Recall that our OpenCV operators are stateless: this is the
reason why no state value is involved in the processing function; dif-
ferently, there would have been an additional element in the case
pattern tuple (corresponding to the current state of the operator) and
the returned object would have included a value representing the new
operator state.
As one can easily see from the code, the defined processing func-
tion converts the image data from the external format (ImageData) to
the corresponding OpenCV internal representation (IplImage) and
vice-versa, and demands the actual image manipulation work to the
processImage abstract function, which is defined by concrete sub-
classes. The init method, called as soon as an operator instance is
created and before it receives any data sample, is used, in the exam-
ple, to ensure that the OpenCV native libraries are correctly loaded.
We created four concrete subclasses of OpenCVOpDescriptor, respec-
tively implementing open, close, smooth, and dilate functionalities, and
we arranged their instances in a pipeline of forty operators. Although
this very particular arrangement of image elaboration steps has no
practical meaning from a computer vision perspective, it must be
clear that our primary goal was to test our Quasit prototype in an
artificial but yet realistic scenario.
The testbed consists of one machine running the QDM component
plus from one up to four different physical servers having the role
of QRNs. The QRNs are interconnected through one Ethernet segment,
while the QDM, although in the same IP subnet, is separated from theQRNs by two switches. The machine hosting the QDM is also used as
the external source and sink of the image frames. The hardware and
software configuration of the machines is shown in Table 4.2.
In each experiment run, we feed the deployed SIG with 500 image
samples, not counting “warm-up” and “cool-down” sets of samples
processed when the SIG pipeline is not full. For each configuration,
we have collected the results of 15 to 50 runs of the same experiment
(depending on the variability of results).
1 In the Scala standard library, the Option[T] class is used to model objects that can
either have a value of type T, or no value at all.
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Table 4.2: Hardware and software configuration of QRN nodes.
Configuration DetailsHost: Intel Pentium Dual-Core E2160 @ 1.80GHzMain Memory: 2 GBNetwork Interface: Gigabit EthernetOS: Ubuntu 11.04 (Linux kernel 3.0.0)DDS: OpenSplice DDS 5.4.1 Community EditionScala: 2.9.1-finalJVM: OpenJDK 64-bit Server VM (IcedTea7-2.0 build 147)JVM Flags: -Xms128M -Xmx512M -Xss4M
4.6.2 Ideal parallel processing
In this section, we quantitatively evaluate the overhead imposed by
the Quasit middleware for the distributed execution of stream pro-
cessing applications compared to the maximum speed-up achievable
thanks to an ideal parallel graph execution. To this purpose, we have
designed a very simple simulator that models our pipelined process-
ing scenario but omits the overhead associated with middleware-level
operations (including operator scheduling) and inter-QRN network
communication. The simulator models a group of parallel workers ar-
ranged in a pipeline, whose number reflects the number of availableCPU cores across all the QRNs. The OpenCV transformations of our sce-
nario are distributed to workers evenly, reflecting the original process-
ing pipeline. In the simulations, we measure the average time needed
to process an image sample completely as the input rate grows, and
we compare the results with the performance data obtained on a real
deployment environment with 4 QRNs (operators deployed according
to the uniform placement strategy). In the real deployment environ-
ment, image processing time is measured as the sample Round TripTime (RTT), i.e., the time interval between the generation of a new
frame and the reception of the processed result (recall that, in our
deployment, the server hosting the external data stream is the same
receiving the SIG output stream). Figure 4.14 shows the distribution
of the measured RTTs in the four QRNs deployment and the average
processing time in the “ideal” simulated scenario for growing data
generation rates..
In both cases, the processing time increases abruptly as soon as the
available processing resources are no longer able to keep up with im-
age production rate and the input queue of the first operator (worker)
starts filling up. For low sample rates, Quasit performance is very
close to the ideal one, thus demonstrating the very limited platform
overhead in unloaded conditions; the difference tends to grow as the
input rate increases; we experienced that this is mainly due to the
overhead introduced by operator scheduling, which is completely ab-
sent in the simplified simulated scenario.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of sample processing time with 4 QRNs and uni-
form operator placement. The dashed line represents the per-
formance upper bound in ideal conditions.
Table 4.3: Critical input rates and speed-up with different numbers of QRNs
# of QRNs critical input rate speed-up
1 5 samples/s 1
2 9.10 samples/s 1.82
3 12.5 samples/s 2.5
4 16.7 samples/s 3.34
4.6.3 Horizontal scalability
About our second evaluation goal of verifying the ability of Quasit to
scale when additional QRNs are added to a domain, we have deployed
the same test pipeline-shaped SIG on four different execution environ-
ments, with respectively one, two, three, and four QRNs. In all cases
we have deployed the graph using the uniform placement strategy.
Figure 4.15 shows the results. The trend of the curves is the same in
all the examined domains: as long as the production rate does not ex-
ceed the maximum processing rate in unloaded conditions, the aver-
age sample RTT is constant and low (around 450 milliseconds); as soon
as Quasit is no longer able to keep up with the sample arrival rate,
the average processing time starts to grow. However, the results show
that, by adding processing resources to one Quasit domain, it is seam-
lessly possible to increase the Quasit ability to serve more aggressive
input rates with reasonably limited overhead. Table 4.3 shows how
the critical sample-rate (i.e., the data rate at which the system starts
to be overloaded and accumulate samples at operator queues) varies
by adding additional QRNs. Clearly, the speed-up values do not grow
with a perfect linear trend with the number of available processing
servers because of management overheads and network communica-
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of average processing times using 1, 2, 3, or 4 QRNs
and uniform placement.
tion, but still the performance degradation is very limited. Let us also
note that the system ability to scale horizontally also depends on the
characteristics of the application graphs: for this reason, Quasit fos-
ters a SIG design made of many fine grained components, giving the
framework many parallelization opportunities to be exploited accord-
ing to the required QoS level and resource availability.
In order to estimate the cost of the management overhead when
a Quasit deployment is scaled horizontally, we focused on the ex-
periment with the lowest input rate (i.e., 2 samples/s). Note that, in
that set-up, just one QRN is enough to keep up with the data pro-
duction pace: by measuring the amount of extra resources needed to
process the same data stream in deployments with 2, 3 and 4 QRNs
we can effectively estimate the management overhead cause by the
additional processing servers. Figure 4.16 shows the percentage of
extra CPU time and memory needed to process the same stream of
500 image samples, when the Quasit deployment is over-provisioned
with additional QRNs. The amount of CPU Time required, which in
the 1 QRN case amounts in average to 201.81 seconds, increases up
to 239.40 seconds in the case of 4 QRNs (less than 20% more). The
increase in the amount of memory consumed, instead, is remarkably
more significant: if 105.86 MB are consumed on average on a 1 QRN
deployment, the 4 QRNs one consumes on average about 223 MB, i.e.
more than double the resources. This is not really surprising, since the
extra servers need to instantiate their own JVMs, which in turn load all
the classes and instantiate all the objects needed for the management
of the QRN itself.
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Figure 4.16: Overhead (in terms of extra resources needed) when adding
additional QRNs
4.6.4 Apache S4
Finally, we report here a set of results that compare the performance
of our system with Apache S4. The Apache S4 project [219], initially
developed and maintained by Yahoo! [164], is probably the research
effort closest to our Quasit proposal. As Quasit, S4 lets users freely
define stream analysis graphs made of processing nodes called PEs in
S4 terminology (see Section 3.4); in addition, inspired by MapReduce,
S4 permits to partition streams according to user defined keys (task
parallelism). The platform instantiates PEs based on the graph layout
and on the keys dynamically found in the data and guarantees that,
within a stream, samples with the same key are always processed by
the same PE instance. According to the project Web site, S4 has been
used in several production systems at Yahoo! before being released to
the public under an open-source license in October 2010; by the end of
2011 it was accepted under the Apache Incubator project umbrella. In
the experiments presented here, we used the 0.6 release, code-named
piper, which we pulled from the project’s git repository.
Through the S4 API, we have modeled the same pipelined OpenCV
image processing scenario implemented in Quasit, and we have ex-
ecuted it on our testbed. Unfortunately, we were not able to control
the S4 PE placement algorithm, so we used the default algorithm,
which assigns PE instances to servers according to a hash function ap-
plied to stream keys. Note that the placement obtained through this
algorithm will be, in general, totally unaware of the graph communi-
cation characteristics. For this reason, to avoid an unfair comparison,
we configured Quasit to use the random placement algorithm, which
is equivalently unaware of graph characteristic. Once again we feed
the pipeline application deployed on S4 with 500 samples per experi-
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Figure 4.17: Quasit vs. S4: average sample processing time for increasing
data rates with 4 processing servers and random placement
(Quasit) or hash-based placement (S4).
ment run, and we measure the sample processing time. Again, before
starting the measurements, we perform an initial warm-up by gener-
ating a preliminary low-rate input sequence. All the reported results
are average values over 10 runs for each configuration.
In Figure 4.17, we show the results for the cluster configuration
with four QRNs/S4 servers, and, in Figure 4.18, we summarize the
variation in the average sample RTT for all the tested deployment con-
figurations. It can be observed that Quasit outperforms S4 for what
concerns the average sample processing time, thus showing that our
prototype exhibits a very limited overhead. Moreover, the difference
between the two system is largely more marked in the deployment
with just one processing node. We believe that this is the consequence
of the different threading architecture of the two systems: while Qua-
sit leverages a pool of threads whose size is proportional to the avail-
able CPU cores (two on the machines in our testbed) and indepen-
dent from the number of locally deployed operators, S4 creates a new
thread for each data stream in the application graph (in our scenario
this corresponds to one thread per local PE instance). This causes
higher contention for the available processing resources and greater
thread scheduling overhead, in the common cases where the number
of “active” components on a single host (operators for Quasit, streams
for S4) is significantly bigger than the number of available processing
units. Our DDS-based networking solution should also give us some
advantage, in terms of serialization space efficiency (DDS serialization
format is based on the OMG Common Data Representation (CDR) stan-
dard [245], while S4 uses a custom solution based on the Kryo serial-
ization framework [246]), but also, and most importantly, in scenarios
presenting several one-to-many communication patterns: in these situ-
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Figure 4.18: Quasit vs. S4: average sample processing time with 1, 2, 3, or
4 processing servers and random placement (Quasit) or hash-
based placement (S4). The input sample rate is 20 samples/s.
ations, the implementation of operator channels over IP multicast can
significantly reduce network overhead if compared to the TCP based
solution used by S4 (internally based on the JBoss Netty framework
[236]). We are planning an extended comparative analysis focusing on
network utilization in different scenarios to validate the above claims.
As a final remark, it is important to consider that, while in this
scenario we used very simple placement strategies (uniform and ran-
dom) due to the simplicity of the pipelined processing scenario, in
a more general scenario Quasit could effectively exploit additional
application-level knowledge, provided in the form of QoS specifica-
tion attached to part of user graphs, to perform smarter operator
placement, or to modify its thread scheduling mechanisms dynam-
ically (e.g., enlarging the thread pool size if operators perform manyI/O operations).
4.7 lessons learned
The design of the Quasit architecture and the realization of its pro-
totype required an important engineering effort in order to satisfy
all the requirements deriving, either explicitly or implicitly, from the
design principles discussed in Section 4.2. In this section, we summa-
rize our experience by reporting in three points the most important
lessons learned during our work on Quasit.
• Clearly separate state and behavior to foster reusability. In Quasit, op-
erators are implemented as purely functional and reactive com-
ponents whose behavior is defined by a processing function that
is stateless even when the operator as a whole has stateful be-
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havior. We applied this decoupling principle whenever possible
in our prototype: not only purely functional behavior is easier
to understand and debug, but, most importantly, it can be eas-
ily composed. Complex functionalities can be defined by “mix-
ing and matching” smaller pieces of well-tested code expressed
in terms of pure functions. Moreover, this type of design en-
courages a clear and compact definition of the state of different
components, which permits to have a better understanding of
their possible state transitions and to implement advanced state
management functionalities more easily.
• Adopt a reactive threading model. As confirmed by our experimen-
tal evaluation, the choice of multiplexing the execution of oper-
ators on a pool of threads with limited size is one of the main
advantages of the Quasit architecture with respect to other sim-
ilar systems. In fact, with this approach, the number of context
switches is minimized and the parallelism of multi-core proces-
sors is exploited at the best. Our conclusion is that this execu-
tion schema should be always preferred when the number of
active components is sensibly greater than the number of avail-
able execution cores.
• Use immutable data structures. Our Quasit prototype implemen-
tation confines state mutations in a few selected places, and
uses immutable data structures whenever possible. In highly
concurrent environments, immutable data structures provide
easy and fast thread-safety being lock-free by definition. Ad-
ditionally, limiting the places where mutations can occur also
limits the number of possible race conditions and helps to write
correct thread synchronization mechanisms and to detect con-
currency problems early.
4.8 future work
The Quasit prototype is under development and its current imple-
mentation is still not ready for everyday use in production environ-
ments. However, our initial experimental results encourage us to per-
sist in our efforts to build a stable and usable platform within a short
time frame. Our work will go in two main directions:
• Extend the Quasit processing model, and complete and enrich
its implementation platform.
• Use the platform as a ground layer for the implementation, val-
idation, and comparison of new stream processing QoS policies
and enforcement algorithms.
For what concerns the extension of the platform, one of our short-
term goal is to adapt and include common stream processing QoS
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policies from state-of-the-art systems (see Section 3.4) in the Quasit
processing model, and to provide the possibility to easily configure
them through our API. Once we reach stable prototype and APIs, we
plan to continue our experimental evaluation on an extensive set of
large scale real world applications, by trying to single out possible
performance bottlenecks in very large deployment environments.
However, the most ambitious goal of the Quasit platform remains
to provide middleware researchers and developers with a common
infrastructure and playground for the development and experimen-
tation of novel models and implementation techniques for QoS-based
behavior in DSMSs. We will work toward this goal by trying to im-
prove our modular system architecture further, in order to make the
development of new modules and their integration in our platform
easy and intuitive. As a first step in this direction, we plan to freeze
and standardize the interfaces and semantics of our current architec-
ture and make the results publicly available.
4.9 summary and conclusions
In this chapter, we have introduced a novel model for QoS-centric data
streams processing and presented our experiences in the design and
implementation of Quasit, the platform providing a distributed, scal-
able, and highly configurable execution environment for data stream
processing applications written according to the proposed model.
Similarly to many other existing DSPSs, the Quasit processing model
is based on the processing graph abstraction introduced in Chapter 3:
Quasit processing graphs are called SIGs, and they model the compo-
sition of simpler data processing steps, represented by the reusable op-
erator component. Uniquely, every element of Quasit SIGs can be dec-
orated with QoS specifications, i.e., collections of policies regulating
the expected runtime behavior of the component. QoS specifications
can be used by the platform to optimize its resource allocation poli-
cies and to provide applications with the required quality-level. The
Quasit architecture is highly modular and is based on the principle of
strong separation of responsibilities between its different modules. Its
prototype implementation exploits several state-of-the-art technolo-
gies in order to implement a simple, efficient, and low-overhead plat-
form. We have reported an initial set of experiments that evaluate
our system in a controlled but realistic video processing scenario and
that compare its performance with the Apache S4 stream processing
framework. The results show that Quasit can offer horizontally scal-
able performance with limited management overhead, also if com-
pared to a widely used state-of-the-art DSPE such as S4.
We are continuing our work on the Quasit prototype, enriching it
with new QoS policies and with mechanisms for their enforcement.
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We are also planning a more extensive evaluation campaign to verify
the performance of our system in much larger deployment scenar-
ios, also testing its ability to serve the processing needs of real-world
workloads. In the long run, we hope that Quasit could become an use-
ful research platform for the experimentation of new mechanisms for
the enforcement of QoS in DSPSs, and be stable and efficient enough
to support the execution of real world and large scale workloads.
5 ADAPT IVE FAULT-TOLERANCEIN D ISTR IBUTED STREAMPROCESS ING SYSTEMS
In this thesis, we have encountered more than one example of the
growing number of applications that require continuous processing
of high-throughput data streams, and we have seen that these appli-
cations often require specific quality-of-service levels to achieve their
goals; yet, due to the high time-variability of stream characteristics, it
is often inefficient to statically allocate the resources needed to guar-
antee application SLAs.
Experience with Cloud services [247] has shown that the possibil-
ity to offload the management of computing infrastructures to third
parties represents an attractive opportunity for both developers and
cloud providers. However, in a cloud environment, the nature of
stream processing applications poses several hard challenges, includ-
ing the ability to offer, at the same time, performance elasticity in
spite of load variations and resiliency to failures while keeping costs
limited. From a provider perspective, one major problem lies in the
necessity to handle load fluctuations due to sudden and possibly tem-
porary variations in the rates of data streams feeding the hosted ap-
plications. If not handled properly, in fact, load peaks can lead to
increased processing latency due to data queuing and to data loss
due to queue overflows. To avoid these effects, it is necessary to al-
locate the proper amount of additional resources for the overloaded
applications, either statically or dynamically when load variations are
detected [182, 185, 190].
Another typical requirement for stream processing applications is
the implementation of fault-tolerance techniques. In fact, since they
usually run for (indefinitely) long time intervals, failures are unavoid-
able. Many proposals in the literature have investigated possible fault-
tolerance approaches — including active replication [197, 198], check-
pointing [193, 248], replay logs [195, 196], or hybrid solutions [249]
— each providing different trade-offs between runtime cost in ab-
sence of failures (best-case) and recovery cost. Whichever the adopted
technique, maintaining some form of replication at some level (soft-
ware/hardware components, state, or messages) is a significant over-
head in terms of computing resources.
In a large class of applications, however, perfect fault tolerance is
not always required, while it is very important to effectively man-
age temporary load variations. This is very common, for example,
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when dealing with SPE-generated big data streams. In this context, in
fact, large data streams are produced by many distributed sources —
e.g., mobile phones, ad-hoc sensing devices, or vehicles — that con-
tinuously capture and transmit sensed environmental features. These
data need to be analyzed in real-time, and results must be promptly
delivered to let appropriate control actions be performed. In this kind
of scenarios, controlled information loss is usually tolerable, given the
common partial information redundancy or overlap of input streams.
Consider, for instance, an application used to control traffic light sig-
nals based on periodic reports of vehicles’ positions, among other
factors. During high traffic conditions (i.e., high system load), it is
clearly preferable to compute on incomplete information than delay
control decisions, given the high redundancy in reported positions.
At the same time, during low traffic conditions, processing events
with accuracy is still important.
In this chapter, we investigate the possibility to trade-off reliabil-
ity guarantees and execution cost, and use the conserved resources
to handle load variations. We propose a novel method, called Load-Adaptive Active Replication (LAAR), that dynamically deactivates and
activates redundant replicas of application operators in order to claim
or release resources and accommodate temporary load variations.
Our technique provides a-priori guarantees about the achievable fault-
tolerance levels, expressed in terms of an internal completeness metric
that captures the maximum amount of information that can be lost
in case of failures. This is possible thanks to an off-line optimization
phase that determines the most appropriate runtime replica activation
strategy. In the remainder of this chapter we propose a detailed study
of the problem and present our solution approach. We show that LAAR
can be suitably implemented as a middleware-level layer on top of
existing stream processing platforms, and we present general archi-
tectural and design guidelines about how to do it efficiently. As a
working proof-of-concept, we describe an implementation of LAAR on
top of IBM InfoSphere Streams [166] and we discuss experimental
results about the performance of LAAR on a 60-core IBM BladeCenter
cluster deployment.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: after reviewing the
related literature in Section 5.1, we present the considered stream pro-
cessing service model in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we model the op-
timization problem at the core of our technique, and we describe the
off-line and Constraint Programming (CP) -based solution strategies
the we use to solve it in Section 5.4. The runtime architecture enforc-
ing our LAAR technique is presented in Section 5.5, followed by an
extensive experimental evaluation in Section 5.6. Some final remarks
and ideas for future extension of this work conclude the chapter.
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5.1 related work
The analysis in Chapter 3 has already highlighted that an effective
management of load variations is very important in DSPSs, a fact that
is also demonstrated by the existence of relevant solution strategies
presented in the previous literature. In fact, unless DSPS deployments
are over-provisioned with resources (an usually undesired solution
because highly cost ineffective), even short variations in sources input
rate can cause increased processing latency due to operator queues
getting longer, or random tuples drops when queues fill up.
A common and very simple solution is to allocate enough resources
to sustain the load for most of the time and then to avoid (or limit) the
growth in latency or random data drops by introducing load shedding
mechanisms [155], which selectively drop tuples at strategic points
in the processing flow to maximize some quality measure [187] or to
minimize the amount of data lost [250].
More sophisticated solutions try to dynamically adapt to load vari-
ations while avoiding to drop any data. A first common approach is
to move operators between processing hosts to re-balance the system
and accommodate new load conditions [172, 182, 251]. In [185], the
authors develop a dynamic resource allocation algorithm that auto-
matically re-distributes resources among operators to maximize the
expected throughput. More recently, a similar approach has been pro-
posed by [190]. All these solutions effectively manage to handle load
variations when the available resources are still sufficient to handle
the total load or, from another perspective, when there is no hard
limit on the runtime cost of the solution.
In [252], the authors propose a dynamic priorities mechanism for
the Stream MapReduce system [253] that automatically reduces the
execution priority of tasks replicas during load spikes. Similarly to
our proposal, this mechanisms permits to gather the resources nec-
essary to handle the extra load; differently from LAAR, the proposed
solution does not provide hard guarantees about the possible infor-
mation loss in worst-case failure scenarios and does not adapt the
applications runtime cost to their required fault-tolerance guarantees.
In our work, we deal with this problem from a different and orig-
inal perspective. Instead of handling load variation by sacrificing la-
tency (queuing), completeness (load shedding), or increasing cost (re-
source over-provisioning), we collect the resources needed to cope
with changing load conditions by leveraging the flexibility of weaker
reliability requirements. LAAR guarantees that these requirement are
enforced and minimizes the application execution cost accordingly.
The use of constraint programming to manage replicas in distributed
systems has been previously explored by Michel et al. [254], who pro-
pose a CP model that solves the problem of deploying replicas on dis-
tributed nodes to minimize the communication cost in Eventually Se-
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rializable Data Service (ESDS) systems. Our optimization problem is
sensibly different, as we do not deal with the assignment of replicas to
computing resources, but we decide their dynamic activation strategy.
In [255], the authors solve a combined assignment and scheduling
problem for Conditional Task Graphs (CTGs). Similarly to this work,
the CP model includes stochastic elements, but they are used to de-
scribe the probability that branches in the task graphs are actually
used at runtime.
5.2 service model
In this section, we introduce a PaaS-based [247] service model, for the
commercial-relevant scenario where service providers host customers
stream processing applications according to a set of SLA parameters
that define the expected runtime behavior of hosted applications and
the associated costs and pricing plans. By presenting this model, we
set up the basic terminology that we use throughout the remainder of
this chapter, and we state the fundamental assumptions of our LAAR
dynamic fault-tolerance approach.
In our model, stream processing services are regulated by customer–
provider contracts composed of (i) the stream processing application to
be executed on the platform, (ii) an application descriptor that charac-
terizes the application components and the application input (e.g., its
statistical properties, see the following), (iii) an SLA determining the
targeted runtime quality requirements, and (iv) a pricing plan that de-
fines the economical conditions under which the provider runs the
customer application with the requested quality of service.
The stream processing application (or, hereinafter, simply application)
is described through the processing graph abstraction presented in
Section 3.3.1, i.e., consists of a set of software components organized
in a DAG. The software components are one or more operators, at least
one data source, and at least one data sink. An operator transforms one
or more input data streams — theoretically unbounded sequences
of structured tuples — into another stream (its output); data sources
and data sinks retrieve input from external sources and write tuples
to external destinations, respectively. The processing graph arranges
operators, data sources, and data sinks as vertices of a DAG, connected
by edges representing communication channels. Recall that this data-
flow based processing model is very general and can be mapped on
the majority of state-of-the-art DSPSs from academia [27, 156, 158, 167]
and industries [25, 164, 166, 256].
The application descriptor is a document summarizing, with a set
of concise attributes, the computational behavior of operators and
the expected characteristics of application input streams. Similarly to
what has been done in the literature (e.g., [171, 174, 187, 195, 250,
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251]), application descriptors summarize operator behavior by using
the metrics of port selectivity and per-tuple CPU cost. To be more specific,
we associate every graph edge going into an operator to a selectivity
value and a per-tuple CPU cost value: selectivity represents the weight
of the contribution of an input data stream on the data rate of the op-
erator output stream; per-tuple CPU cost is the number of CPU cycles
(on a given processing architecture) required on average to process a
tuple from the stream associated to the edge. For simplicity of math-
ematical derivation, we adopt a linear load model, i.e., we assume
that the output rate and the total CPU load of any operator can be
expressed as a linear combination of the streams data rates and the
operator selectivities and per-tuple CPU costs respectively. With con-
siderations similar to those in [174], our solution can be extended to
nonlinear models as well. In the following discussion, we assume that
operator selectivities and per-tuple CPU costs are either provided by
the customer or extracted through a preliminary profiling step [209].
The application descriptor also includes the expected characteristics
of the external data sources: for each data source, the descriptor con-
tains the probability distribution function describing the probability
of the source to produce data at different tuple rates. We assume that
the continuous space of possible tuple rates for each data source has
been properly transformed in advance into a finite number of dis-
crete data rates through, e.g., binning techniques [257]. Again, this
information is specified by the customer or else inferred from a set of
example input traces that she provides.
A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a set of clauses specifying the
desired runtime quality characteristics of the application. Two possi-
ble examples of SLA clauses are maximum latency, putting an upper
bound on the time taken to produce an output after all the input data
generating it has been received, or fault-tolerance, defining a guaran-
teed application behavior in case of failures.
Finally, the pricing plan determines the provider monetary revenue
for running the customer application instance. We assume continu-
ous processing applications, i.e., applications that run for an indefinite
amount of time. As a result, we consider a time-based, fixed billing
plan, according to which the customer pays a flat fare per billing pe-
riod T . This fare depends on the characteristics of the application, of
its input streams, and on the agreed SLA.
The service provider is expected to deploy and allocate computing
resources so that the constraints imposed by SLA clauses are satisfied
at runtime as long as, within each billing period T , the characteristics
of the external data streams reflect those specified in the contract; if they
do, the provider has to pay a penalty in case of SLA violations. The
provider is interested in satisfying the quality requirements imposed
by the SLA, while minimizing resource utilization. We assume that the
service provider does always her best to avoid SLA violations.
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5.3 load-adaptive active replication
LAAR is a novel and adaptive active replication method for data streams
processing platforms that lets applications adapt to changing load
conditions by temporarily trading perfect reliability for computational
resources. It can provide guaranteed fault-tolerance levels, measured
in terms of an upper bound on the information loss in case of failures,
called internal completeness and defined in Section 5.3.3.
Similarly to traditional active replication techniques [195], LAAR de-
ploys k replicas of every operator in the application processing graph:
at any moment, one of the k replicas has the role of primary, the oth-
ers are called secondary. Primary and secondary replicas all receive
tuples from the primaries of their predecessor operators, and all pro-
cess them advancing through the same sequence of states. However,
only the primary outputs tuples to the replicas of its successors. When
a primary fails, one of the secondaries is elected as the new primary;
once the failed replica is recovered, its state is synchronized with the
non-failed ones before it becomes active again as secondary.
Originally, LAAR monitors the input rate of its application sources,
and it dynamically and automatically activates and deactivates repli-
cas in order to satisfy two goals:
1. The application deployment is never overloaded.
2. A required internal completeness constraint is satisfied.
An application deployment is said to be overloaded when, for any
host, the total CPU cycles per second that would be needed to execute
the operators assigned to it is bigger than the available CPU cycles
per second. Note that, in an overloaded system, tuples accumulate
at input queues of operators (increasing latency) and are eventually
dropped when the corresponding queues fill.
5.3.1 LAAR in a simple application
Before presenting an in-depth analysis of the LAAR model and its fault-
tolerance guarantees, we illustrate the basic intuition behind our ap-
proach in a minimal application scenario. Consider the application
in Figure 5.1: it consists of two operators connected in a very simple
pipeline; O1 processes data from a single data source (not reported
in the figure for the sake of simplicity) and forwards its output to O2,
which, in turn, sends the results of its computations to an external
data sink (also not depicted in the figure). The selectivity of both op-
erators is 1, meaning that for every received input tuple they produce
one output tuple; moreover, considering the CPU architecture of the
deployment hosts, both operators require 100 milliseconds to process
an incoming tuple. The single data source can produce tuples at two
different rates: “Low” and “High”. The “Low” rate is 4 tuples per
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O1 O2
O1 O2Selectivity 1 1CPU Cost 0.1 s/tup 0.1 s/tup
Low Rate High RateSource 4 tup/s 8 tup/sO1 4 tup/s 8 tup/sProb. 0.8 0.2
Figure 5.1: A simple processing scenario: application processing graph
(left), concise characteristics of the application operators (top-
right) and of its data source (bottom-right). For simplicity, data
source and data sink are not shown.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Replicated deployment of the application of Figure 5.1 on
two hosts. (b) Dynamic deactivation of replicas by LAAR during
a “High” input configuration.
second and is active on average for 80% of the time (0.8 probability),
while the “High” rate is 8 tuples per second and is active in the re-
maining time intervals (0.2 probability). The application is replicated
and deployed on two hosts, each hosting a copy of each operator, as
shown in Figure 5.2a. It is straightforward to see that, when the input
configuration is “Low”, 80% of the CPU time available at both hosts
will be occupied for processing tuples. More importantly, when the
input configuration is “High”, the application would need 160% of
the total CPU time available, which — of course — is available only by
adding extra resources to the deployment (with an increased cost).
The basic idea behind LAAR is to monitor the data sources and, ac-
cording to the current data rates, to dynamically deactivate replicas
in order to release the resources necessary to face load variations. For
example, Figure 5.2b shows how LAAR could deactivate two replicas
of O1 and O2 during a load peak so that the total CPU available will
become enough to handle the new load.
Figure 5.3 shows this behavior in a real deployment. We imple-
mented, deployed, and executed the replicated pipeline application
in Figure 5.2a on an IBM InfoSphere Streams deployment consisting
of two hosts equipped with a single core CPU. Figure 5.3a reports the
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Figure 5.3: (a) CPU Time used by the replicated operators — top —and cor-
responding input and output rate — bottom. (b) CPU time and
input/output data rate when O1 replica 2 and O2 replica 1 are
deactivated by LAAR. In the top graphs, different line styles cor-
respond to different operator replicas; in the bottom graphs, the
solid line corresponds to the input rate, the dashed one to the
output rate.
CPU usage and input/output rates of the application in time when
static active replication is used: when the input passes to the “High”
configuration (around 50 seconds from the beginning of the experi-
ment), the CPUs of the two hosts saturate, and the application is not
able to keep up with the input rate; on the contrary, by temporarily
deactivating replicas during the “High” input configuration, it is pos-
sible to save enough resources to allow the output stream to follow
the input (Figure 5.3b).
Obviously, if a failure of one of the active operators occurs during a
“High” period, part of the input would not be processed as expected.
As we will clarify in the remainder of this section, the unique and
strong aspect of LAAR is its ability to quantify a-priori these effects on
the overall application reliability.
5.3.2 Model and definitions
An application A consists of a set of components: a set I of data
sources, a set P of operators, and a set O of data sinks, which col-
lectively define the set X = I∪ P ∪O = {xi}. The components in X are
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arranged in a directed acyclic application graph G = (X,E). The set
of edges E is described by the function:
pred : X 7→ P (X) (5.1)
which, for each component xi , identifies the set of predecessor com-
ponents {xj } so that xj ∈ pred (xi) ⇔
(
xj , xi
) ∈ E.
The characteristics of operators are summarized by the selectivity
function δ and the per-tuple CPU cost function γ: for each couple(
xi , xj
)
so that xi ∈ I ∪ P and xj ∈ P and that
(
xi , xj
) ∈ E,
δ
(
xi , xj
)
is the selectivity of operator xj with respect to the tuples it
receives from xi , and γ
(
xi , xj
)
is the per-tuple CPU cost for operator
xj to process tuples from xi .
Every data source xi ∈ I can produce output at one rate among a
finite set of input rates Ri . The Cartesian product C = R1 × . . . × Rt,
where t is the number of sources, is the set of all the possible in-
put configurations. As anticipated in Section 5.2, we assume to know
PC : C 7→ [0 , 1], the probability mass function associated to the
probability distribution of different input configurations in time. The
output rate of data source xi ∈ I in a particular input configuration
c is indicated as ∆ (xi , c). In absence of failures, it is straightforward
to derive the expected output rate of each operator in any input con-
figuration c; for uniformity of notation, we also indicate this value as
∆ (xi , c) , xi ∈ P.
We assume that an operator placement algorithm among the many
described in the literature (e.g., in [171] or [174]), computes a replicated
assignment of k replicas of each of the operators in P to a set of hosts
H = {hi }. We indicate the replicated set of operators as:
P˜ = { x˜li } (5.2)
For simplicity of notation, we will use the symbol x˜li to indicate the
l-th replica of operator xi . The assignment is represented by the func-
tion:
ϑ : P˜ 7→ H (5.3)
which maps every operator replica to the host where it is deployed.
For convenience, we also define ϑ−1 : H 7→ P(P˜) such that:
ϑ−1 (h) = { x˜li ∈ P˜ : ϑ
(
x˜li
)
= h} (5.4)
A replica activation strategy is a function:
s : P˜ × C 7→ {0 , 1} (5.5)
that associates every operator replica – input configuration pair to
one of the two possible active/inactive states.
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5.3.3 Internal completeness metric
By activating and deactivating operator replicas according to the cur-
rent input configuration, LAAR dynamically modifies the resilience of
applications to failures. In order to measure the effect of LAAR on fault-
tolerance guarantees, we define the Internal Completeness (IC) metric.
Intuitively, given a failure model that describes how hosts and oper-
ators are expected to fail and a replica activation strategy s, internal
completeness measures the fraction of total tuples that is expected to
be processed during the billing period T in case of failures, compared
to those that would be processed in absence of failures.
Let us examine the no-failure scenario (best-case) first: the total
number of tuples that is statistically expected to be processed by the
application operators during T is:
BIC = T · ∑
c∈C ,
xi∈P ,
xj∈pred(xi )
PC(c) · ∆(xj , c) (5.6)
Best-Case Internal Completeness (BIC) is the summation of the con-
tributions of all the application operators in all the possible input
configurations, weighted by their probability to occur in T .Failure Internal Completeness (FIC) measures the expected number
of tuples processed given a failure model φ and a replica activation
strategy s. It is defined as:
FIC(s) = T · ∑
c∈C ,
xi∈P ,
xj∈pred(xi )
PC(c) · φ(xi , c , s) · ∆̂(xj , c , s) (5.7)
∆̂(xi , c , s) =

∆(xi , c) if xi ∈ I
φ(xi , c , s) ·
∑
xj∈pred(xi)
δ(xj , xi)∆̂(xj , c , s) if xi ∈ P
(5.8)
The function φ(xi , c , s) depends on the chosen failure model and
describes the probability that at least one replica of operator xi is
alive and active when the input configuration is c and the replica
activation strategy is s. ∆̂(xi , c , s), instead, represents the expected
output of PE xi under failure model φ, when the input configuration
is c and the replica activation strategy is s; note that the definition
of ∆̂ is recursive, as the number of tuples produced by a PE depends
not only on its possible failure status (described by φ) but also on the
number of tuples produced by its predecessor (Equation 5.8).Internal Completeness (IC) is the ratio between FIC and BIC:
IC(s) = FIC(s)BIC (5.9)
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We choose the IC metric over other possible metrics (e.g., output com-
pleteness or average replication factor) for two main reasons. First,IC is easy to understand and measure. Second, and most relevant, IC
captures not only the completeness of the application output (at the
data sinks) but also the divergence, in a scenario with failures, of the
state of operators compared to a failure-free scenario, under the as-
sumption that this divergence is proportional to the amount of tuples
that are not processed.
5.4 replica activation problem
In LAAR, the information in the application descriptor is used to com-
pute — off-line and before application deployment — a replica acti-
vation strategy that fits the application fault tolerance requirements.
The cost minimization problem that is solved to determine the ap-
propriate replica application strategy, given an application descriptor,
is called replica activation problem and is defined as follows:
minimize
s
cost (s) (5.10)
subject to:IC(s) > G (5.11)∑
x˜l
i
∈ϑ−1 (h) ,
xj∈pred(xi)
γ
(
xj , xi
)
∆(xj , c)s( x˜li , c) < K
∀h∈H ,
∀c∈C (5.12)
k∑
l=1
s
(
x˜li , c
)
> 1 ∀xi∈P ,∀c∈C (5.13)
The cost function in the minimization term represents the cost, in
terms of resources, for a service provider to run the application using
replica activation strategy s and the replicated assignment defined by
ϑ. In this work, we model the bandwidth available for cluster-local
communication as an abundant resource (a common assumption in
data center contexts), and our cost function as the total CPU time used
by an application in a billing period T . It is defined as follows:
cost (s) = T
∑
c∈C ,
x˜l
i
∈P˜ ,
xj∈pred(xi)
PC (c) γ
(
xj , xi
)
∆(xj , c)s( x˜li , c) (5.14)
and is the summation over all operator replicas x˜i ,h of their con-
sumed CPU time.
Equation 5.11 constraints IC to satisfy the requested SLA value G,
while Equation 5.12 states that each host in the deployment should
never be overloaded; K is a constant expressing the number of CPU cy-
cles per second available at the deployment hosts. The last constraint,
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expressed in Equation 5.13, requires that there is at least one active
replica of every operator in every input configuration, and it ensures
that the measured IC value is 1 in absence of failures.
5.4.1 Failure model
In order to solve the replica activation problem, LAAR considers a sim-
plified failure model φ, based on the following assumptions:
1. In any failure scenario, all PE replicas fail except one.
2. Unless all the replicas are active at some point in time, the non-
failed replica is chosen among the inactive ones.
3. Once failed, replicas never recover.
or, more formally:
φ(xi , c , s) =

0 if
k∑
l=1
s( x˜li , c) < k , x˜
l
i ∈ P˜
1 otherwise
(5.15)
The so defined model will in general overestimate possible failure
conditions (it is highly unlikely that all PE replicas fail at the same
time) and their consequences (normally failures would be recovered):
for these reasons, we also refer to it as pessimistic failure model. How-
ever, this choice of φ provides two fundamental benefits:
• Since it overestimates the likelihood and effects of failures, theIC value computed using this model is a lower bound to the realIC that will be observed on the actual application deployment
(see Section 5.6).
• Its mathematical formulation simplifies the computation of IC
values for different possible replica activation strategies and,
hence, the optimization complexity.
Note that the solution space of this problem is still very large, as
for every application there are 2 |P |·|C|·k possible replica application
strategies. Note also that, in cost function (Equation 5.14), the IC con-
straint (Equation 5.11), and the hosts CPU constraints (Equation 5.12)
depend on ∆̂ (xi , c , s) (Equation 5.8), which is a recursively defined
exponential term. Hence, to find algorithms that can find optimal or
good enough solutions to this problem is a major technical challenge.
In the next section, we present a detailed study of the properties of
the replica activation problem, and we present and compare three
original CP algorithms for its solution.
Let us remark again that the optimization phase is performed off-
line with respect to application execution, so its complexity does not
cause any direct overhead on the application runtime cost, which is,
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instead, minimal. In Section 5.5, we describe how LAAR on-line coun-
terpart can be implemented as a thin middleware layer requiring lit-
tle modifications to existing data streams processing architectures al-
ready supporting (static) active replication.
5.4.2 Constraint programming solutions
We have developed three different CP-based algorithms to solve in-
stances of the LAAR replica activation problem. For implementation
simplicity, all the three solution variants limit the search space by
considering only two-fold replication (k = 2), practically restricting
the problem solution space size to 3 |P |·|C|. We believe that this is not
a strong restriction, since, in our experience, stream processing ap-
plications are very rarely deployed using a replication factor greater
than 2. The three algorithms we have studied are:
• A trivial CP solver, called basic.
• A search algorithm based on Large Neighborhood Search (LNS)
techniques [258].
• A scalable decomposition-based algorithm.
Before presenting them in more detail, let us first describe the char-
acteristics of the solution space of our replica activation problem that
guided our algorithm design. To perform this analysis, we developed
a straightforward implementation of the model of Equation 5.10 on
the commercial IBM ILOG CP Optimizer solver [259], and we used it
to get a better understanding of the problem structure.
Looking at the problem from a user perspective, cost (Equation 5.14)
and IC (Equation 5.9) are the most important parameters because, to-
gether, they determine the cost-quality trade-off for running stream
processing applications with LAAR. Intuitively, since the basic mech-
anism to mask the effects of failures is to activate more replicas, re-
quiring higher IC will correspond in general to higher runtime costs.
Figure 5.4a gives some insight about the shape of the problem solu-
tion space when considering together cost and IC: it shows the space
of possible feasible solutions of a problem instance consisting of 24
operator replicas distributed on 6 computing hosts and IC constraint
set to 10%. The continuous black line is a loess regression [260] of the
solution points and confirms that, as a general trend, the cost of solu-
tions is proportional to their IC value. However, the graph also shows
that there is a very large number of sub-optimal solutions (empty cir-
cles) and that higher costs do not necessarily imply higher IC. Recall
that the IC value does not only depend on the number of active repli-
cas, but also on the particular choice of active operators and on the
topology of the application processing graph. As a consequence, a
wrong choice of replica activation strategy can easily lead to a useless
waste of resources.
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Figure 5.4: Cost–IC relationship in the solution space of a problem instance
consisting of 12 operators (2 replicas each) deployed on 6 hosts.
Empty circle represent sub-optimal solutions, while the contin-
uous line is a regression of the solution points. Without (a) and
with partial filtering of sub-optimal solutions (b).
However, an important fraction of sub-optimal solutions can be dis-
carded quickly with simple considerations. For example, think about
of a pipeline of operators where a first operator (O1) feeds a sec-
ond one (O2). Given the pessimistic failure model described by Equa-
tion 5.15, having, in any input configuration, two active replicas of
O2 and, at the same time, only one active replica of O1 does not
contribute to the overall IC value because, in case of failures of the
O1 replica, O2 would not receive any sample to process; however the
solution cost would still be higher than that of a non-replicated de-
ployment. This is not only valid for pipelines but can be generalized
for any graph shape: in particular, any feasible replica activation strat-
egy sα that, in some input configuration c, has two active replicas for
some operator xi whose predecessors all have only one active replica
is sub-optimal with respect to a corresponding feasible replica activa-
tion strategy sβ that differs from sα only for the fact that xi has just
one active replica. This relation can be used to add a new constraint
that performs a partial sub-optimal solution filtering and removes ob-
viously sub-optimal solutions to the replica activation problem. We
formulate this constraint as follows:
∃ xi ∈ P , c ∈ C s.t.
∑
l=0 ,1
s
(
x˜lj , c
)
= 1 ∀xj ∈ pred (x)
=⇒
∑
l=0 ,1
s
(
x˜li , c
)
= 1 (5.16)
Figure 5.4b shows the solution space of the same problem instance
of Figure 5.4a after the filtering based on Equation 5.16. Obviously,
this important reduction in size has a significant impact on the time
needed to solve the problem. Figure 5.5 summarizes the average search
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of average time to find the optimum with (PSF) and
without (No-PSF) partial sub-optimal solution filtering.
time needed to find the optimum solutions for a batch of small prob-
lem instances, in which graphs of 2 to 11 operators are deployed
on 4 hosts with two replicas per operator. As the graph complexity
increases, the benefit of the additional constraint in Equation 5.16 be-
comes more and more evident.
The first basic solution strategy is nothing but the trivial implemen-
tation of the model in Equation 5.10 with the additional constraint in
Equation 5.16 on the ILOG CP Optimizer solver. Since its realization
is a straightforward transcription of the above model and constraints
on the solver, we do not detail it further here. On the contrary, in the
following two paragraphs, we introduce the second and third search
strategies, i.e., the LNS-based strategy and the decomposition-based one.
In Section 5.6.1, we report an evaluation of the three strategies that
analyzes their trade-offs between solution time and quality.
LNS-based strategy
The basic idea behind Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) strategies
[258] is to start from an initial solution and then proceed through in-
cremental improvement steps that focus on large neighborhoods of the
current best solution. We developed a strategy to solve our replica ac-
tivation problem that is based on these concepts. The algorithm starts
from a solution found either by using the basic solver just presented,
or by leveraging a simple greedy algorithm that starts by activating
two replicas of every operator for every input configuration and then
deactivates the most resource hungry operator iteratively, until all the
non-overloading condition constraints (Equation 5.12) are met. The
advantage of the greedy approach is its ability to find a solution very
quickly. This solution will not necessarily be feasible because it could
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violate the constraint in Equation 5.11; however, this infeasibility can
be often rapidly corrected through local moves.
Similarly, we have developed two alternative methods to choose the
variables to relax during every iterative improvement round. In the
first (simple random), they are chosen completely random; in the sec-
ond (weighted random), every search variable is assigned a weight that
depends on its corresponding input configuration, so that variables
associated to resource-hungry input configurations (typically corre-
sponding to load peaks) have more chances to be relaxed. The idea is
that, since highly demanding configurations usually require the high-
est number of operator replicas deactivated in order to satisfy the con-
straint in Equation 5.12, the corresponding search variables have, in
general, stronger influence on the satisfiability of the IC requirement.
Note that, differently from the basic search strategy, the LNS-based
one does not detect optima, and, when the greedy approach is used to
look for an initial solution and none is found, it cannot even conclude
whether the problem has any solution or not.
Decomposition-based strategy
The third solution strategy we present in this chapter decomposes
the problem in a number of orthogonal sub-problems along its |C |
different input configurations. The goal of this decomposition-based
approach is to improve solution scalability, especially for problem
instances with a large number of input configurations.
Let us consider once again the formulation of the replica activa-
tion problem in Equation 5.10. Separating the CPU constraints (Equa-
tion 5.12) and the minimum replicas constraints (Equation 5.13) is
trivial, because each of them involves only terms relative to a single
input configuration c. The search variables s can be equally easily
separated by considering |C | different replica activation strategies sc
such that:
s( x˜li , c) = sc( x˜
l
i ) , sc : P˜ 7→ {0 , 1} (5.17)
The IC constraint (Equation 5.11) can be, instead, rewritten as follows:
FIC(s)
T
> BIC
T
(G)︸ ︷︷ ︸
G ′
⇔
∑
c∈C
∑
xi∈P,
xj∈pred(xi)
PC(c) ·φ(xi, c, s) · ∆̂(xj, c, s)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
µc (sc)
> G ′
⇔
∑
c∈C
µc (sc) > G ′ (5.18)
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Similarly, considering Equation 5.14, the minimization term (Equa-
tion 5.10) can be written as:
min
∑
c∈C
∑
x˜l
i
∈P˜,
xj∈pred(xi)
PC (c)γ
(
xj, xi
)
∆(xj, c)s(x˜li, c)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
λc (sc)
⇔ min
∑
c∈C
λc (sc) (5.19)
Note that, while the CPU and minimum replicas constraints can be
evaluated and satisfied considering each input configuration c sepa-
rately, the IC constraint and the cost minimization expression cannot;
nonetheless, they both can be expressed as a sum of |C | non negative
terms, and each of this terms can be evaluated separately for different
values of c.
Our decomposition approach consists in defining |C | sub-problems
probc, one per input configuration; the solution of each problem is
a partial replica activation strategy sc that satisfies at least the cor-
responding CPU and minimum replication constrains (Equations 5.12
and 5.13). The sub-problems’ optimization goal and possible addi-
tional constraints, instead, depend on the particular phase the de-
composition algorithm is in. Algorithm 1 sketches, in pseudo-code,
the main steps of the decomposition-based solver.
The algorithm starts by maximizing the µc(sc) values of each sub-
problem (Phase 1, lines 1–9). Note that, after this phase is complete,
and if a solution is found for every sub-problem, an upper bound
on the possible IC for the original problem can be obtained using
Equation 5.18: through it, it is possible to test immediately whether
the original problem admits solutions (line 7) and output an initial
sub-optimal solution when it does. During Phase 2 (lines 10–22), this
initial solution is improved by working separately and iteratively on
each sub-problem. At every iteration, the problem providing the mini-
mum contribution to the overall IC, weighted by its contribution to the
cost (line 12), is chosen as a candidate for improvement, and the algo-
rithm tries to decrease its cost while ensuring that the obtained µc(sc)
value still allows to satisfies the overall IC requirement (line 13). This
iteration is repeated until no improvement can be obtained from any
sub-problem. In Phase 3, finally, the partial replica activation strate-
gies are combined and the result returned as output.
Like the LNS-based strategy, this algorithm can decide whether the
problem is feasible, but does not recognize optimal solutions. For
particularly complex problem instances, it might be necessary to set
a time limit for Phase 1 to avoid to block the solver for too long; in
such cases, the solution obtained after this initial phase is no longer
guaranteed to be an upper bound on the obtainable IC, and so the
lack of an initial feasible solution can no longer be used to prove the
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Algorithm 1: Decomposition-based Search Strategy
input : {probc}: the |C| decomposed subproblems.
output : A replica activation strategy s, or None if no solution found
1 Phase 1: /* µc maximization */2 foreach probc do3 smaxc ← maximize µc in probc4 if smaxc is None then return None µmaxc ← maximum µc for probc5 λmaxc ← cost value corresponding to smaxc6 end7 if∑c∈C µmaxc < G ′ then /* Feasibility test */8 return None
9 end10 Phase 2: /* optimization */11 foreach probc do µcurc ← µmaxc ; λcurc ← λmaxc while no probc can be further
improved do12 c ′ ← maxc (λcurc /µcurc ) /* Choose prob. to improve */13 µlimitc′ ← G ′ −∑ c∈C
c6=c′
µcurc
14 Post µc′ > µlimitc′ as constraint on probc′15 Post λc′ < λcurc′ as constraint on probc′16 scurc′ ← findFirst(probc′)17 if sc′ is None then18 probc′ cannot be improved further19 else20 Update µcurc′ and λcurc′ according to scurc′21 end
22 end23 Phase 3: /* End */24 s← Combine all the scurc25 return s
unfeasibility of the entire problem. Let us note, finally, that all the
sub-problem optimization steps can be performed with any of the
presented optimization techniques. Section 5.6.1 shows that using theLNS-based strategies can significantly improve solution performance.
5.5 runtime architecture
LAAR has been designed to be integrated with little effort with existing
platforms that already offer static active replication and that support
the model described in Section 5.2. The work flow used to deploy aLAAR-enabled application is schematically shown in Figure 5.6. The
application descriptor, the IC SLA requirement, and the application it-
self (see again Section 5.2) are fed to two different components. The
first implements one of the optimization algorithms described in the
previous section and produces a replica activation strategy. The sec-
ond component, i.e., the Application Preprocessor, modifies the original
application to produce the extended application, which enhances the
original user application with LAAR functionalities. In particular, as
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shown in Figure 5.7, two special operators are added to the original
processing graph — the Rate Monitor and the HAController —, and
the behavior of application operators is extended in order for them
to understand and accept activation and deactivation commands. The
extended application is finally deployed on the actual system.
At runtime, the Rate Monitor operator periodically measures the
data rates from sources and outputs this measurement result. The
High Availability Controller (HAController), initialized at startup with
the chosen replica activation strategy, receives the sources data rates
from the Rate Monitor and, according to their values, it chooses the
appropriate replica activation state based on the current input config-
uration. To achieve that quickly and effectively, it uses an R-Tree [261]
-like data structure that selects the input configuration that is spatially
closer to the current data rates and whose components are all greater
than the corresponding actual rates. This choice guarantees that the
chosen replica configuration will never underestimate the actual sys-
tem load. Whenever a change in the replica configuration occurs, the
HAController reliably sends activations or deactivation commands to
operator replicas.
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Application operators behavior is also slightly modified to make
them accept commands from the HAController. When deactivated,
they immediately stop processing their input and transit into an idle,
resource-saving state. On the contrary, when activated again, they
re-synchronize their state with one of the active replicas and restart
processing their input. Since this process is almost identical to the
recovery of crashed operators in traditional static replication systems
[195], we will not detail it further.
Let us emphasize again that, since they do not require any par-
ticular platform-dependent functionality, both the Rate Meter and
HAController can be implemented transparently on top of existing
stream processing platforms as standard operators. For what concern
the enhancements needed on application operators, they are minimal
and can be implemented, for example, by dynamically proxying user
provided components. In Section 5.6.2, we describe how we imple-
mented this architecture on IBM InfoSphere Streams.
5.6 experimental evaluation
In this section, we present the results of the experimental evaluation
we performed to assess the goodness of our LAAR solution. The section
is organized in two parts. In the first, we concentrate on the off-line
part of the problem, i.e., the static optimization process that, starting
from stochastic knowledge of application characteristics, finds solu-
tions to the associated replica activation problem; we compare the
three CP algorithms presented in Section 5.4.2, and highlight their dif-
ferent properties. In the second part, instead, we move our attention
to the dynamic part of LAAR, i.e., on the on-line mechanisms that reg-
ulate the activation and deactivation of application operator replicas
to guarantee the required IC level. We introduce a prototype imple-
mentation of these mechanisms on top of IBM InfoSphere streams
(developed during the research collaboration with IBM Research in
Dublin that resulted in the design of LAAR), and we present an exten-
sive experimental evaluation on a 60-cores cluster that demonstrate
how our system is actually able to regulate the trade-off between con-
sistency levels and execution cost, while always satisfying the givenSLA constraints.
5.6.1 Off-line optimization
Our evaluation and comparison of the optimization algorithms pre-
sented in Section 5.4.2 has two main objectives:
• Compare the speed of the three strategies and the quality of the
solutions they can find within fixed time limits.
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• Evaluate the scalability of the solutions (in particular of the
decomposition-based strategy) as the problem size grows.
For the first part of this evaluation, we consider a batch of 20 differ-
ent stream processing applications with processing graphs of 96 oper-
ators each. Every application has three data sources, each producing
output at two possible data rates (for a total of 8 input configurations),
and is associated with a replicated deployment (two replicas per oper-
ator, 192 replicas in total) on 24 computing hosts. The IC constraint in
the related replica activation problem is set to 0.50. We choose these
applications as we believe their complexity to be well representative
of real world stream processing application deployments.
We compare the optimization algorithms in the following variants:
1. Basic solver with partial sub-optimal-filtering (BASIC).
2. LNS-based strategy using BASIC for the initial solution and sim-
ple weighted random relaxation method (L_SRW).
3. LNS-based strategy using a greedy initial solution and weighted
random relaxation method (L_GRW).
4. LNS-based strategy using a greedy initial solution and simple
random relaxation method (L_GRS).
5. Decomposition strategy using BASIC for Phase 1 (DEC_S).
6. Decomposition strategy using LNS_GRW for Phase 1 (DEC_L).
All the experiments are executed on a machine with an AMD Phenom
II X6 1055T @2.8 GHz processor and 8 GB of main memory. The ILOG
CP Optimizer is configured to use only one worker (single threaded
solution), and its search time limit is set to 300 seconds wall time.
Due to the complexity of the problems, for no instance it was possi-
ble to demonstrate the optimality of the solutions that we found; how-
ever, we were able to find feasible solutions for all instances except
four. Here, we report only the most interesting results: the interested
reader will find more detailed results, together with the download-
able replica activation problem instances used in this evaluation, in
our on-line repository [262].
The bar plot in Figure 5.8 compares the various search algorithm
variants to BASIC, which we choose as the base line solution method;
the plot analyzes two parameters, i.e., the time to find the first fea-
sible solution (FTIME) and its cost (FCOST), and it is obtained by
normalizing, separately for each variant and problem instance, the
values of FTIME and FCOST with respect to the results obtained in
BASIC. The figure shows the average of these values along with the
associated standard error. The plot shows that the best results are
provided on average by the LNS-based search variants using a greedy
initial solution: in all but two cases they are able to find a first feasible
solution much more quickly than BASIC. In general, the weighted ran-
dom relaxation method seems to provide some advantage with respect
to simple random relaxations, with times up to 66% shorter. However,
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Figure 5.8: Mean time to find an initial feasible solution and associated solu-
tion cost. All the results are normalized w.r.t. the BASIC variant.
if the time needed to find a first feasible solution is normally very
small, the quality of that solution is better than BASIC in only two
cases and more expensive in all the others (20% and 24% on average
for the simple random and the weighted random, respectively). The
decomposition-based solutions perform remarkably worst than the
other ones: this is due to the fact that this approach needs to find an
initial solution for as many problems as the number of configurations
(eight in this case) before being able to produce a first complete solu-
tion; moreover, this starting solution tries to maximize the obtainedIC value, and thus is generally associated with an high cost (recall
Figure 5.4b).
Similarly, in Figure 5.9, we compare the quality of the best solu-
tions that our algorithms can find within the 5 minutes time limit. It
is immediately clear that the two decomposition-based variants are
able to find solutions that are at least as good or slightly better than
those found by the BASIC variant. In more detail, in the only six in-
stances where the decomposition variants finds solutions worst than
BASIC, that solution is at most 23% more expensive; at the same time,
they can save considerable amounts of time (43% on average). The re-
sults show also that, on the one hand, DEC_L can find good solutions
much faster than DEC_S (4% to 70% faster), probably due to the ini-
tial speed-up given by the LNS greedy strategy used to find the start-
ing solutions for Phase 1; on the other hand, the solutions found by
DEC_L tend to be a little more expensive than those found by DEC_S
(from 1% to 24%): that is explained by considering that the use of
the BASIC solver in Phase 1 usually gives tighter IC upper bounds,
which , in turn, permit to use looser constraints on the µlimitc values
in Phase 2. The solutions found by the LNS-based variants, finally, are
in all but one case worst than those found by BASIC, with a cost in-
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standard error). All the results are normalized w.r.t. the BASIC
variant.
crease that goes up to 57%. Among the three LNS-based variants, the
one that provides the best results is L_SRW, thanks to its better (al-
though slower) initial solutions, with costs that are between 1% and
13% more expensive, and solution times that are 75% faster to 26%
slower than BASIC.
Finally, we have evaluated the scalability of the decomposition-
based strategy when the number of input configurations grows. In
order to do so, we started from an application graph with 32 opera-
tors and one data source, with a replicated deployment (64 operators)
on 8 hosts, and we randomly generated 40 different applications, for
each, customizing the number of possible data source rates. The re-
sult is a set of 40 different instances of the replica activation problem
sharing the same processing graph and deployment, but with a pro-
gressively growing number of input configurations (from 2 to 80 by
steps of 2). We tried to solve these instances by using the BASIC and
the DEC_S search variants. Figure 5.10 shows the time taken by the
two strategies to find their best solution as the number of input config-
urations grows. The results for the BASIC variants grow very quickly,
and, for instances with more than 18 configurations, it not possible
to find any solution within the time limit. On the contrary, by using
DEC_S, the solution time grows much more slowly, and it is possible
to solve all the problems up to 80 input configurations.
The presented results show that all the three LAAR optimization al-
gorithms have their own strengths and limitations, and choosing one
rather than the other depends on specific problem characteristics and
on the desired properties of the solution process and of the solution it-
self. In fact, the LNS-based variants represent an appropriate approach
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when finding quickly a “good-enough” feasible solution is the main
concern. On the other hand, when more time budget is available, or
when the scale of the problem makes the other approaches not viable,
the decomposition-based algorithm can find good solutions and scale
particularly well for instances where data sources produce input at
many possible rates. Finally, the straightforward implementation on
the ILOG Optimizer provides the most consistent behavior across all
the possible scenarios when used in combination with the partial sub-
optimal solution filtering constraint.
5.6.2 On-line execution
We have implemented LAAR on top of an enterprise deployment of an
industrial-strength stream processing system, IBM InfoSphere Streams,
and we tested it on a set of artificially generated stream processing
applications. In this section, after describing the main aspects of the
implementation on Streams and the rationale behind our synthetic
application generation process, we present the performance results
obtained by running these applications on a 60-core cluster.
LAAR on IBM InfoSphere Streams
Already introduced in Section 3.4.2, IBM InfoSphere Streams [166] is
a DSPE evolved from the SPC research project [28]. In Streams, appli-
cations are written in an ad-hoc SPL language that is used to describe
operators and their stream connections. At compilation time, opera-
tors are transformed into their runtime counterparts, i.e., Process-ing Elements (PEs), each executed, after application deployment, in
its own process on the host system. The mapping from operators to
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PEs is usually many-to-one, as the Streams compiler can fuse [171]
several operators into single PEs to minimize context-switching and
communication overheads. At the time of writing, the only form of
fault-tolerance supported natively by Streams is checkpointing [193].
In order to use LAAR, which leverages active replication support
from existing platforms, we implemented a minimal active replica-
tion system on top of Streams, based on operator proxying. The same
proxying technique is also leveraged to implement the replica acti-
vation and deactivation mechanism needed by LAAR at runtime. In
more detail, in the application preprocessing step, the application SPL
sources are modified by creating two replicas of every operator and
by introducing, for each replica, a special HAProxy operator. This op-
erator intercepts the input and output streams of the proxied replica
and has the following functions:
• Accept activate and deactivate commands from the LAAR HACon-
troller. When active, HAProxy forwards all the input to the prox-
ied operator replica and all its output to all the replicas of its
successors; when inactive, all the input is ignored and no output
tuple is forwarded.
• Send periodic heartbeat messages to the proxies of the replica’s
successors to indicate that the replica is alive.
• Receive heartbeats and input tuples from all the replicas of the
proxied operator predecessors and forward only data from the
current primary to the proxied operator.
Each proxy and its corresponding operator replica are fused into a
single PE using the partition co-location setting.
Rate Meter and HAController PEs are also inserted in the operator
graph, the latter customized with the path to a JSON file describing
the replica activation strategy to use at runtime.
Experimental setup
We generated a corpus of different stream processing applications on
which to test and validate our LAAR approach. To this purpose, we
developed and used a generator that builds synthetic stream process-
ing applications from a set of descriptive parameters. The output of
the generation is an application descriptor, which is then transformed
into a corresponding InfoSphere Streams application. Every PE in the
generated application is mapped onto a deterministic Streams oper-
ator that behaves according to its concise attributes. More precisely,
tuple processing is simulated through busy wait cycles of configured
length, and selectivity is implemented by producing an output tu-
ple after receiving, from an input port, a number of tuples equal or
greater than an integer multiple of its selectivity. These operators are
stateless, with no particular semantics associated with their output.
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Our deployment environment consists of a 60-core IBM BladeCen-
ter cluster. Each node is equipped with one Intel Xeon X5690 pro-
cessor and 96 gigabytes of primary memory. The cluster runs an in-
stance of InfoSphere Streams v.2.0.0.4, with one of the servers hosting
Streams management services only, and the remaining dedicated to
the execution of PEs. In all the experiments, we used applications com-
posed of 24 PEs — 48, considering the twofold replication (1 PEs perCPU core) — deployed on the available servers to minimize inter-host
communication. During the execution of the experiments, we period-
ically query Streams about the current status of all the PEs and log
this information.
We present the results of a set of experiments on 100 generated
applications. The application graphs have an average outgoing node
degree between 1.5 and 3, and the operators are generated with port
selectivity values uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 1.5. An exter-
nal source produces tuples at two possible input rates (labeled “Low”
and “High”), both chosen from a uniform distribution between 1 and
20 tuples per second. The PEs per-tuple CPU cost parameters are ran-
domly generated ensuring that i) the deployment is not overloaded
when all replicas are active and the input configuration is “Low” and
that ii) it would instead be overloaded when all replicas are active
and the input configuration is “High”. Every experiment runs on a
5 minute long input trace, with the High input configuration being
active for one third of the trace. All the PEs are configured with one
queue for each input port, long enough to hold 2 seconds of tuples in
the “High” input configuration; once a queue is filled up, new tuples
are dropped.
For every application, we run experiments using six different repli-
cation approaches, henceforth referred to as variants. The first three
variants use our LAAR approach: we used the decomposition-based
search algorithm to obtain replica activation strategies for three dif-
ferent IC requirements of 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7, labeled in the following as
L.5, L.6, and L.7, respectively. In order to compare LAAR with other
possible static an dynamic replication techniques, we also run experi-
ments using the following other three variants:
• Non Replicated (NR). The application is deployed on the avail-
able resources with no PE replication. A NR variant is obtained
starting from the PE activations for the “High” input rate from
the D.5 variant, and modifying them to make sure that only
a replica of each PE is ever active. The obtained activations are
used for both the possible input configurations. This simple pro-
cedure permits to quickly obtain a non replicated deployment
over all the cluster resources that guarantees that the system is
never overloaded.
• Static Replication (SR). For every PE, both replicas are active all
the time independently of the current input configuration.
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• Greedy (GRD). A dynamic replica activation strategy is derived
using the following greedy algorithm: starting from a static ac-
tive replication setting, for every input configuration, redundantPE replicas are iteratively disabled until every host is non over-
loaded; at each algorithm iteration, an overloaded host is cho-
sen, and the replica that consumes the most CPU is chosen for
deactivation. A simple heuristic is used to prefer the deactiva-
tion of upstream PE first.
Evaluation on BladeCenter cluster
We present an evaluation of the LAAR approach compared to the dif-
ferent replication variants considering the following two edge failure
models: i) No failure ever occurs (referred to as best-case scenario); ii) a
replica of each PE is permanently crashed throughout the experiment
according to the pessimistic failure model presented in Section 5.4.1
(referred to as worst-case scenario); iii) during the experiment, a ran-
dom server crashes and is recovered after some time. Many of the re-
sults in this section are presented through box plots, which show how
metrics of interest are distributed across executions of different appli-
cations when different dynamic replication variants are used. Specifi-
cally, each box in a box plot shows the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles
of the population of measured values. The ends of the whiskers rep-
resent the smallest (biggest) sample within 1.5 times the inter-quartile
range, and circles represent outliers. We do not differentiate by other
graph parameters (e.g., average node degree) since our experiments
have shown that they do not affect the performance results relevantly.
Figure 5.11 (top) shows the distribution of the total CPU time used
to process all the input traces when using the considered variants in a
best-case scenario. To compare measurements from different applica-
tions, the results are normalized with respect to the value measured
when a non-replicated deployment is used (NR). As expected, static
active replication (SR) is the variant using the highest amount of CPU
time to process the same trace, with the overhead due to active repli-
cation being between 61% and 90% (note that this is not 100% since
the deployment cluster does not have, by design, enough resources
to handle the load peak). As expected, the greedy (GRD) variant is
the second most expensive one because it deactivates “just enough”
replicas for the system not to be overloaded. The three LAAR variants
result to be the cheapest solutions in terms of resource use and, most
interestingly, the cost of each of them is proportional to the IC value
requested. This is a very important feature of our solution because
it gives a direct way to correlate the desired reliability level to its
runtime cost.
Figure 5.11 (bottom) analyzes, in the same best-case scenario, the
ability of the studied variants to efficiently use the available resources
by adapting to changing input configurations. In particular, we mea-
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Figure 5.11: Distributions of the total CPU time used — top – and total num-
ber of tuples dropped — bottom — in a best-case experiment
scenario, normalized w.r.t. the NR variant. Labels correspond
to mean values.
sured the number of tuples dropped due to queues filling up during
the experiment. Note that static replication, not having any form of
dynamic adaptation to the input rate, can drop up to 33.6 times more
tuples compared to the non-replicated deployment, with a very high
variance due to the different characteristics of different applications.
In all the dynamic variants, instead, the amount of tuples dropped is
much smaller, even if it is not zero mainly because of the effects of
glitches on the input rate (a phenomenon that could be smoothed by
carefully tuning PE queue lengths).
Another important element we looked at for the evaluation of our
approach is the applications output tuple rate during load peaks. In
fact, this value directly depends on resource availability and on the
ability of the platform to effectively use these resources. For each dif-
ferent application, we measured the average output data rate in the
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Figure 5.12: Output data rate during load peak, normalized w.r.t. the NR
variant. Labels correspond to mean values.
over-provisioned and non-replicated configuration (NR) and used it
as reference to evaluate the other variants. Figure 5.12 shows the dis-
tribution of the output data rate ratios measured for all the appli-
cations and variants. When static active replication (SR) is used, the
applications output rate is on average 33% slower than the NR variant
(up to 63%), while, when LAAR is used, the rate is at most 9% slower.
The greedy variant (GRD) is in general better than the static one, but,
differently from LAAR, it is not able to provide a consistent behavior
across different applications, with an output rate ratio that is from 2%
to 38% slower than NR.
We ran the same applications also assuming the pessimistic failure
model defined in Section 5.4.1, in order to verify whether our sys-
tem was actually able to satisfy the promised IC requirements in real
stream processing deployments. The graph at the top of Figure 5.13
shows the distribution of the normalized total number of samples
produced by PEs in the worst-case scenario for all the replication vari-
ants. While the NR variant fails to produce any output (recall that in
this failure model one active replica of each PE is permanently failed),
the three LAAR variants are able to produce a fraction of output tuples
that satisfies their respective IC requirement, except in a very limited
number of cases, in which the violation is still never bigger than 4.7%.
On the contrary, the GRD variant, while performing well in many
cases, is not able to provide a consistent behavior across different ap-
plication, with measured IC values that can be as big as 0.95 but also
as low as 0.35.
Figure 5.14 summarizes the presented results showing the average
numbers of tuples dropped, the average IC value, and the average
cost of different replication strategies compared to the static active
replication variant. It is immediate to see that LAAR permits to con-
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Figure 5.13: Total number of samples processed simulating the pessimistic
(worst-case) failure model — top — and a single server crash
model — bottom — normalized w.r.t. the failure-free NR vari-
ant (SR is introduced for ease of comparison). Labels corre-
spond to mean values.
trol application execution costs by tuning the desired IC guarantees, a
crucial property in our business application scenario.
Finally, in order to evaluate the system behavior when more re-
alistic failure scenarios are considered, we re-executed a randomly
sampled subset of 40 applications, using a single host crash-failures
with recovery failure model. In practice, during each experiment run,
we randomly crash one of the PE hosting servers. The failure lasts
for 16 seconds, i.e., the time needed, according to the experiences in
[263], for Streams to detect it and migrate failed PEs to another host.
We force these failures to occur only during “High” input configu-
rations, because it is the case when LAAR provides the weaker fault-
tolerance guarantees (thus disfavoring our solution). Figure 5.13 (bot-
tom) shows the IC values measured for the different variants in this
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normalized w.r.t. SR)
scenario. As expected, the IC measured for the LAAR variants is much
higher than their guaranteed values, given the less pessimistic failure
model. Note that the results for L.5 are similar to those measured
for the no-replication variant: recall, in fact, that the NR deployment
is derived from L.5 by deactivating the replicas which have still two
active replicas in the “High” configuration (which are usually just a
few). Once again, the GRD variant confirms its unpredictable behav-
ior in the way it responds to failures.
5.7 future work
The good feedback received from our LAAR experimental evaluation
encourage us to continue our exploration of the possibilities given by
weaker fault-tolerance techniques. In particular, we will continue our
work on LAAR and try to improve both the off-line optimization phase
and its on-line enforcement mechanism.
On the one hand, for what concerns the LAAR optimization problem,
we plan to:
• Investigate the use of alternative and more realistic failure mod-
els with the goal of providing tighter lower bounds on the guar-
anteed IC values.
• Extend the replica activation problem formulation by develop-
ing a penalty model associated to IC violations considered as
minimization terms rather than strict constraints.
• Conduct a deeper examination of the replica activation prob-
lem and try to correlate specific problem characteristics (e.g.,
patterns in the graph shape, deployment properties) to the per-
formance of different search strategies.
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On the other hand, we want to improve and validate our runtimeLAAR implementation further. Specifically, we consider the following
opportunities particularly worth of being explored:
• Extend the platform experimental evaluation to complex real-
world applications, evaluating its impact on the semantics of
applications output in different scenarios.
• Integrate LAAR with other DSPSs, including Quasit, and verify its
actual portability.
• Study the effects that unexpected input configurations have on
the LAAR quality guarantees, and consider to develop on-line al-
gorithms that adapt statically computed replica activation strate-
gies to new runtime conditions.
Let us finally note that, although we have designed and developedLAAR with the stream processing context in mind, the presented prin-
ciples are applicable to the much larger domain of distributed data
flow systems that can tolerate weaker fault-tolerance levels through
dynamic active replication. An important research direction will be
the validation of this claim by applying and evaluating our technique
on a broader set of data management scenarios.
5.8 summary and conclusions
Stream processing service providers may need to temporarily provi-
sion additional resources to hosted applications during load spikes, if
avoiding to drop or delay application tuples is a requirement. In this
chapter, we have presented LAAR, a novel technique for dynamic active
replication that can reduce the costs of provisioning these resources
by enforcing weaker fault tolerance guarantees for applications that
can tolerate them. In particular, LAAR is able to temporarily gatherCPU resources by dynamically activating and deactivating operator
replicas according to the current system load. The runtime replica
deactivation decisions are guided by a so called replica activation strat-
egy which is built by solving an off-line optimization problem that
uses limited stochastic knowledge of application characteristics. We
have presented three different algorithms that solve this problem us-
ing several constraint programming techniques, and we have shown
that each of them has its own advantages and limitations. Finally,
to evaluate the effectiveness of our technique, we have implementedLAAR on top of IBM InfoSphere Streams and deployed it on a 60-cores
cluster. Our evaluation shows that LAAR can effectively trade runtime
costs off for perfect consistency while still enforcing completely pre-
dictable and guaranteed fault-tolerance levels.
We are continuing our work on LAAR in two main directions. First,
we are trying to improve the underlying optimization model making
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less restrictive assumptions about IC satisfaction constraints, and in-
cluding the possibility of IC violations in a penalty-based cost model.
Second, we are studying the still unexplored problem of dealing with
incomplete or partially wrong statistical descriptions of applications,
by trying to develop smart on-line algorithms that compensate to off-
line optimization imprecision. Let us finally note that, although we
have presented LAAR in the context of stream processing, we deem it
applicable to the much larger domain of distributed data flow sys-
tems that can tolerate incompleteness.

6 CONCLUS IONS
In this dissertation, we have presented our work about Quality ofService (QoS) provisioning in large scale middleware infrastructures
supporting the vision of Smart Pervasive Environments (SPEs). In this
chapter we summarize our contributions by reporting our most im-
portant findings, and point out open research directions for future
extensions of our work.
6.1 major contributions
In Chapter 2, we have identified the quality requirements of middle-
ware services supporting the distribution of pervasive sensing data,
and we have proposed an original QoS-based model for PUB/SUB sys-
tems that satisfy these requirements. Based on this model, we have
presented a detailed technical survey of many state-of-the-art PUB/SUB
solutions analyzing their specific offers of QoS enforcement mecha-
nisms. Starting from the comparison of their characteristics, we have
highlighted the general model, design, and technical aspects that reg-
ulate the relationships between quality guarantees, system scalability,
and runtime data distribution costs in PUB/SUB data exchange. From a
proper understanding of these trade-offs, we have derived promising
guidelines for future research in the field of QoS-based large scale data
distribution, and we have provided practical and general principles
useful for the development of future PUB/SUB systems extensions that
effectively address the technical challenges of scalability and quality.
Chapter 3 has expanded this modeling and surveying work to the
area of scalable data center stream processing. We have proposed a
simple yet powerful description framework for DSPSs based on the or-
thogonal analysis of their abstract, development, and execution mod-
els, and, through it, we have discussed the semantics and technical
implementation details of the most relevant QoS provisioning features
currently available in DSPS solutions. Once again, the goal of our
analysis has been to put forth the prominent design and technical
challenges, together with existing and envisioned solutions, for the
runtime enforcement of different QoS properties.
This study has led to the definition of the requirements for a QoS-
centric DSPS supporting the needs of pervasive environments. We
have presented an original stream processing model and architecture
answering these requirements in Chapter 4 by introducing Quasit,
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a novel distributed platform providing a scalable and highly con-
figurable execution environment for stream processing applications.
Uniquely, Quasit permits to decorate from coarse to fine grained ele-
ments of stream processing applications with QoS specifications, i.e.,
collections of quality requirements regulating their expected runtime
behaviour, and uses them to optimize its resource allocation policies.
The reported experimental evaluation of the Quasit prototype has
shown that Quasit offers scalable performance and limited manage-
ment overhead, also if compared to the widely used industrial-level
Apache S4 DSPS.
Our last contribution, presented in Chapter 5, is an on-the-field in-
vestigation on the promising opportunities offered by flexible QoS en-
forcement mechanisms that trade perfect guarantees off for reduced
costs. We have experimented with this particular class of QoS prop-
erties by proposing a novel technique for dynamic active replication,
called LAAR, that allows applications to request custom fault-tolerance
levels, measured through an ad-hoc consistency metric. Through a
wide set of experiments on real-world sized data center deployments,
we have shown that LAAR is able to temporarily gather CPU resources
by dynamically activating and deactivating operator replicas accord-
ing to the current system load and, by doing so, it can effectively
trade-off runtime costs with perfect consistency while still enforcing
completely predictable fault-tolerance levels.
On the whole, our all out surveying, modeling, implementation,
and experimental work demonstrates that, by providing data distri-
bution and processing middleware with application-level knowledge
of the quality requirements associated to different data processing
and distribution flows, it is possible to optimize significantly the uti-
lization of computational and network resources. The principles at
the core of this improvement are i) always to avoid over-provisioning
resources when and where they are non-strictly necessary, and ii) to
adapt their allocation dynamically also in response to changing sys-
tem conditions. By rigorously applying these two simple but funda-
mental principles in every architectural and implementation aspect
of the streams management infrastructure, it is possible to improve
systems scalability by making a smarter use of the available resources,
and, at the same time, to keep the growth of execution costs always
limited and proportional to the overall quality of service supplied.
6.2 future research directions
In this thesis we have done a thorough cross-layer analysis of the
many problems related directly or indirectly to the design and imple-
mentation of scalable and QoS-aware middleware supports for SPE.
We have explored several very important research aspects of the prob-
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lem, but we have also identified many still open research questions
worth pursuing. In this section, we concentrate the primary directions
that, in our opinion, should drive future research efforts in four sim-
ple principles:
• Offer domain-specific QoS policies. In this thesis, we have identified,
modelled, and classified several QoS policies for the data dis-
tribution and processing layers of emerging SPE architectures.
In choosing which policies to consider, we were guided by the
goal of representing general policies that could be useful in the
largest possible variety of SPE applications, while we purpose-
fully did not consider domain-specific policies, i.e., policies only
meaningful in specific application domains. One well represen-
tative example is the set of QoS parameters that regulate mid-
dleware behavior according to energy-related considerations,
very relevant, for example, in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
[264] data streaming scenarios. We believe that future research
should narrow the investigation scope also to specific applica-
tion areas and identify and study their most relevant QoS pa-
rameters. This work could lead to further optimizations in SPE
infrastructures and improve their adaptability and scalability.
• Stratified QoS modeling. We have remarked many times the role ofQoS-awareness as a mean to enable better infrastructure scalabil-
ity through intelligent resource management. The more details
users can provide about their applications quality requirements
— or, in other words, the finer the grain of QoS-based configura-
tion possibilities —, the more the opportunities to exploit this
external knowledge for runtime optimization purposes. How-
ever, as more and more customization knobs are provided, there
is an increasing risk of a quickly exploding complexity in the
system interfaces offered to infrastructure users. Future research
efforts should study extensively how this complexity can be
managed. Providing sensible default values for QoS specifica-
tions is an obvious solution that can work in simple scenar-
ios, but less simplistic solutions must be sought for the more
general case. A possible viable approach is, in our opinion, the
definition of stratified QoS models, where a large and very fine
grained set of QoS policies defined at the lowest stratum is grad-
ually abstracted by increasingly less, simpler, and more abstract
policies at higher levels. A major challenge, here, will be to de-
fine meaningful mappings from higher to lower strata, and to
consider the possibility to dynamically modify these mappings
through adaptive runtime mechanisms.
• Partial and probabilistic QoS. Our experience with LAAR (Chat-
per 5) has only begun to scratch the surface of the many op-
portunities that, in our opinion, lay in weak, approximated, par-
tial, and stochastic models for QoS enforcement. As new large
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scale pervasive services are being proposed, it is becoming ev-
ident that not every application needs traditional perfect and
strict quality guarantees all the time. There are many possible
application-specific reasons that justify partial quality guaran-
tees, including low task criticality, information redundancy, or
domain-specific tolerance to approximated processing results.
The challenge is to identify all these opportunities and to define
algorithms that can intelligently exploit the additional degrees
of freedom offered by imperfect service level requests. If prop-
erly leveraged, as we have shown in our LAAR use case, this new
kind of QoS specifications have the potential to greatly improve
system scalability by providing even greater resource manage-
ment flexibility.
• Hierarchical QoS enforcement. While we have shown that the ex-
ploitation of the differentiated quality characteristics of differ-
ent application can improve scalability through better resource
allocation, we recognize, on the other hand, that the global en-
forcement of strong quality guarantees, such as perfect fault-
tolerance or strict processing latency bounds, can become harder
and harder as scale grows. This is especially true when a large
number of possibly geographically dispersed distributed partic-
ipants are all involved in the enforcement of quality-based be-
havior: in these cases, to run distributed algorithms for global
and strict QoS admission control, monitoring, and enforcement
can be severely expensive. We are convinced that a possible solu-
tion approach to successfully face this kind of challenges stands
in the development of new QoS management architectures based
on hierarchical models that make extensive use of locality prin-
ciples. For examples, algorithms based on this idea could use
traditional and strict QoS enforcement techniques within local
clusters of components of controlled size, and then scale up by
treating local clusters as hierarchical units where QoS is handled
through looser and more scalable methods.
6.3 final remarks
The actual realization of the vision of smart pervasive environments
is an exciting perspective with the potential of bringing tremendous
improvements to our society with the promise of novel pervasive ser-
vices assisting us in every aspect of our lives. While the increasingly
deep integration of ICT services in the physical world has been the
main enabling factor motivating this vision, we believe that the in-
telligent and efficient exploitation of the resulting information flows
will be the key to its success. This is confirmed by the growing inter-
est in “Big Data”-related initiatives from both academia and industry
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and by the important financial investments in that area for the years
to come. Within the “Big Data” movement — an umbrella expression
often used to refer to the wide set of cross-concerning technological
areas of data storage, distribution, analysis, and visualization — the
management of moving data still presents many important open chal-
lenges. Our contribution has proposed an original solution approach
for dealing with big data streams distribution and analysis issues,
which identifies the intelligent exploitation of differentiated quality
of service as the key factor for achieving scalability and cost effec-
tiveness. We hope that our work was successful in proposing general
and simple solution principles that can be used fruitfully as starting
points for new research efforts toward the realization of future large
scale smart pervasive environments. Finally, let us note that, while
the scope of our research was focused on the specific application sce-
nario of smart pervasive environments, we believe that most of the
presented results can be easily and successfully used in other sce-
narios with similar requirements of efficient and scalable distribution
and analysis of real time data streams, such as the management of
large scale telecommunication infrastructures or smart grids deploy-
ments.
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